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Chapter I

STUMP FARM

OOMETIMES Father would tell us about how he decided to

k*-' come to the farthest west.

It began in his mind when he was seven, a year after the

family had emigrated from England to the prairies of central

Kansas. My grandfather bought the claim of an old buffalo

hunter who dressed in fringed buckskins and wore his white hair

to his shoulders. One of the few things the hunter left was a

muzzle-loading buffalo gun the size of a small cannon. The

buffalo country was just beyond the horizon. When the family

needed meat, my grandfather and a neighbor would take their

rifles and wagons and drive away to the west. In a day or two

they would come back with a load of buffalo meat.

They were on the prairie claim a year, when, one afternoon,

the first owner rode sadly out of the west. He had found that

he was too old for a new frontier, and he was on his way east

to one of his daughters. The tough plainsman had been born in

the seventeen-hundreds, and time was riding him down at last.

While he was in the cabin saying good-by, he was shocked to

see his old buffalo gun standing in the corner, loaded and

primed, with half a dozen children playing around it. He said

to my grandmother, "Ma'am, I didn't think I could be so care-

less; I really didn't! Some of the little ones might have been

killed!"
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THE ROARING LAND

There was no way of drawing the load, so he took the great

gun outdoors, and the children followed him. Outside, he

dropped on one knee, supported the gun with an elbow propped

on the other knee, and aimed it across the prairie. The chil-

dren gathered behind him and saw his thin white hair blow-

ing over his buckskin shoulders, and they saw the heavy black

barrel of the gun pointed to the west.

Father said that while the old plainsman knelt there, he had

the feeling that the windy sunset was colored dust raised by a

great dim throng: Indians and ponies and buffalo and pioneer

wagons going away to the west. . . .

The old hunter jolted back as the gun roared, and a long

streak of flame leaped out toward the sunset. From that moment

Father knew that the prairie was only a stopping place; part of

him had already gone west with that streak of flame and the roar

of that sunset gun.

This is the first memory which I can place in time: tables

and beds and chairs piled up in a wagon; my parents sweep-

ing out and closing an empty house. Suddenly, a gay riot of

music. A block away a band passed, and after it flags and

marching men in blue with barefooted boys hurrying beside

them. I forgot my father and mother, my three brothers and the

wagon piled with household goods and I ran toward the enchant-

ing procession. While I ran the procession disappeared on the

cross street. Without hope I went on, yelling disappointment and

grief over the lost vision of glamour. Then one of my brothers

caught up with me and took me back to the wagon.

The year was 1902, and the parade indicates Memorial Day.

-< 10



STUMP FARM

It was not by accident that a holiday saw us moving from the

logging town to a stump farm. A holiday was clear gain, which

allowed Father to move us without interruption to his job in the

lumber yard. Moving to a farm did not mean a change in occu-

pation; it only meant an additional occupation for evenings,

Sundays, and holidays. For years after that, of necessity, Father

held a job in town. It was the same with most of our neighbors.

Men supported their farms by working in logging camps or saw-

mills or as carpenters, or else they farmed a little, fished a

little, and went into debt a little.

That was forty years ago. Since then some of those farms

have grown and been freed of their stumps and of the necessity

for outside support; some of them have stood still or have gone

back to brush and second-growth fir forest. Today there are

new stump farms, and most of their owners work at outside jobs

to support their land. Onlookers sometimes ask: "Wouldn't it

be better to stay with the farm, at any cost, even if it meant

a few lean years?" The only answer is the experience of

others.

For me, Memorial Day, 1902, marks the beginning of life on

a stump farm; for my parents together, it was a second begin-

ning; for my father it was a third. While he was young and sin-

gle he had bought land and built a one-room cabin in the woods,

had cleared a few acres of everything but stumps, and planted an

orchard. Then he was driven out by lack of money, and by lone-

liness. A few years later, when he was working in one of the great

sawmills on the lower sound, he met and married the village

schoolteacher, and brought her to the farm. Mother used to tell

us how her heart sank when she saw the few, partly-cleared acres
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with coughing and tearful crews groped their way in toward the

coast through a pall of smoke that extended forty miles to sea.

Towns in the path of the fire-storm disappeared forever and

their names are forgotten. Families loaded what they could into

their wagons and drove away, stunned and wandering aimlessly

in the gloom of smoke and falling ashes. A mother and her chil-

dren suffocated in a cave twenty yards from safety. And, as a

final touch of terror, two desperadoes cruised in the pall of

smoke, robbing and murdering and giving the slip to pursuers

who were blindfolded by the dark.

Eyewitnesses of the Dark Day are limited by the fact that in

the hours of daylight people could not see far enough to recog-

nize each other at a distance of a few feet. My own recollection

is of seeing disembodied lamp flames burning in the gloom of

the kitchen without illuminating anything, while Mother called

attention to the fact that it was noon and the cows had come

home and the chickens gone to roost. That afternoon a neighbor

came through the woods from the salt water to see if we had

escaped being burned to death. He was wearing an oilskin coat

and sou'wester, and he carried a lighted lantern. The lantern in

the middle of the afternoon showed what had been, and the oil-

skins foretold what would be. Rain had already begun to fall,

and by another day it had washed clean the blackened sky; but

the rains of forty years have not cleared away the blackness

from skeleton trees left by that fire.

That was the greatest forest fire of all, though there were

others before it and there have been many since. But for-

est fires were only an unwelcome distraction. The main problem

was making a living, and under Father's leadership we tried
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STUMP FARM

everything. Before my time there had been a large-scale attempt

to raise tomatoes. Between the clearing and the woods I recall a

great heap of tomato stakes bleaching in sun and rain. For years

the heap supplied us with stakes for odd purposes, but there

was no further attempt to grow tomatoes for market.

The orchard had been Father's initial project apple trees

were the first things he had planted in his clearing. While he

was planting them the oldest settler in the neighborhood told

him he would not be able to sell the apples, but Father did not

take the advice to heart. He had seen the condition of the neigh-

bor's orchard and decided that was the reason for the owner's

lack of success. But after years of cultivating and pruning and

grafting and spraying, he concluded that he had confused cause

and effect, and that the condition of the neighbor's orchard was

doubtless due to his lack of success.

There was no sale for apples locally, and when they were

sent by steamer to commission merchants in Seattle, nothing

came back but the freight bill. So the trees in our fine orchard

were yanked out like sound-appearing teeth condemned be-

cause of some invisible malady. Actually the disease was

economic, not arboreal. Today, Washington State is the apple

capital of the world; our only mistake was in trying to grow

apples on the wrong side of the mountains.

Raising beef cattle was another project. On the surface,

everything was against it. When it took a year of a man's time

to clear an acre of land, it was out of the question to clear graz-

ing land or grow hay for a herd of any size, and the forest did

not look as if it would provide forage for a goat. But the land

was more complex and varied than it appeared. Some wild
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grass grew along the creeks and on open gravelly stretches

which had been logged off and burned over. Here and there, in

the depths of the woods, was the clearing of an abandoned

homestead or a natural open prairie of a few acres. By com-

bined thrift and wandering, our herd managed to keep in good

condition. The mild winters, which allowed the cattle to pick up
a living practically the year round, were a favoring circum-

stance. But another was the fact that the winters were not too mild.

There were occasional snowfalls which made foraging difficult.

Then all the world changed, with the clearing and all the roofs

white with snow, and layers of snow on the dark branches of the

forest. If it was exceptionally cold, snowy owls came from the

North to sit upright on the branches of great firs like white

Christmas candles. In weather like that the cattle would come

from the woods east of the barn a dark mass out of darkness,

moving over the unbroken snow. Sometimes they came while

the snow was falling, with their black and brown and red coats

blurred richly by the flake-filled air.

"The cattle are here!"

We would all hurry out to see them. They were a fine sight

with their long furry winter coats brightened by snow, and

warmth and life and well-being hovering about them in the soft

cloud of their breath. While Father pitched hay down from the

upper doors of the barn and the cattle fed, as good as gold, the

rest of us admired the growing herd. Sometimes we managed to

pet one of the mothers of the herd which had kept the memory of

human beings in the wild range of the woods.

The cattle would camp beside the barn, accepting offerings of

hay, for a few days or a week. Then a Chinook would blow up
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from the south, soft and warm and as inexorable as spring re-

turning to the earth and scattering flowers. The Chinook wind

blew, and under its tender pressure the snow disappeared like

snow in a dream. And with the disappearing snow, the cattle

faded back into the uncharted forest.

One fall, while I was still very young, we had a round-up ; all

the wandering cattle were driven in from the woods. There was

a fine substantial snubbing-post, and dust, and blue smoke from

a fire for heating branding irons. Our neighbors were there on

horseback, and there were no disputes about ownership. To the

children it seemed remarkable that men could identify calves

none of them had ever seen before. We were also impressed with

the way Father rode and roped, as if he had been doing it every

day, instead of clerking in a store in town and riding back and

forth on a bicycle. We knew he had grown up in the saddle,

driving herds of longhorn steers from the Rio Grande to fatten

in Kansas, and riding the range. We knew that, but it had never

got home to us that Father had been a cowboy, perhaps because

he had never put it into those words and because he had not

saved his high-heeled boots and spurs to show to us. The only

relic he had from any of his past lives was the tennis racquet he

used at college. On the stump farm the racquet was as out of

place as a cowboy's boots and spurs would have been.

Father's skill at riding and roping made a great impression,

but the miracle of the day was a horseman on a pinto pony. He

came out of the big woods to the east of the barn, the first human

being ever to appear from that direction. He was a slight, quiet

man by the name of Malpas and he had a place on Totten

Inlet, six miles away. In the years we had been living on the
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THE ROARING LAND

station east of the mountains, and did testing on his own ac-

count with fertilizers and insecticides. Our truck grew well, and

there was a millennium of difference between the weedless, sci-

entific rows of varied green and the surrounding wall of second-

growth fir forest, with two-hundred-foot trees and bleached and

blackened snags rising hostile or aloof into the sky. Our vege-

tables were a pleasure to look at and a problem to sell. The first

radishes or lettuce or spinach was in demand for a few days, or

a week; then all the other farmers came to town with the same

article and the market languished. There were about a thousand

people in town, and a hundred farmers trying to feed them.

Many of the citizens had their own gardens and fed themselves ;

some of them even had surpluses which they offered to the

stores. Obviously there were too many vegetables being brought

into the world. That unbalanced situation went on for a long

time. Then the logging town acquired a lumber mill and one

of the largest pulp mills in the State. Suddenly it more than

tripled its population and developed a market which justified

the surrounding farms.

Western Washington is particularly suited to the culture of

strawberries. For several years we grew strawberries on a large

scale. Sometimes they sold, and sometimes they did not, and

each year more of our neighbors grew strawberries. Presently

we ripped out all our plants, but by that time my brothers and

I had decided against farming as a career. As one of our neigh-

bors said: "There's nothing that breaks a boy of the farm like

strawberries."

There is no parleying with strawberries. Either you devour

them or they devour you. I once saw a crate of strawberries,
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unmasked of all their pretty, pretended innocence, eating the

life out of their grower. It was a Fourth of July morning; we

had put our cares and berry-picking aside and gone to town in

the wagon. From there we were going up on the prairie to have

a picnic and watch the Indian pony races. There was to be a

parade, but the first procession we met consisted of a family

who lived on the other side of the inlet and traveled by water:

a little man with a large wife and large, rosy-faced daughters.

Of all things to be carrying on that hot holiday morning, the

little man had a crate of strawberries in his arms, like a child's

coffin. He was very red and perspiring and angry, and he had

already had a drink or two to ease his sorrow. The faces of his

womenfolk were also red and perspiring, but they were not

angry. They were friendly and anxious and they did not say

anything for fear they might cross the angry little man. He was

eloquent and immediately began telling his sorrow. It was a

mile from the dock to the stores and he had carried the crate of

strawberries all the way only to find that the stores were closed

and there was no one to buy them. The storekeepers knew farm-

ers came to town on that day; they knew berries did not cele-

brate and had to be picked when they were ripe. They knew

all this, and all they did was close up for the day.

We listened and made sympathetic sounds and I am sure

Father would have bought the man's burden if it had been some-

thing he could have used. But strawberries! We had come to

town to get away from them.

Strawberries were only one of the many things we tried; we

always had several irons in the fire at once. While we were still

confident about our orchard, we were induced to undertake a
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side line of giant Belgian hares. With better judgment than ours,

they began girdling the young apple trees in the yard, and they

were killed under the mistaken impression that they were de-

stroying something valuable.

Theoretically, at least, there was money to be made by gir-

dling the right trees at the right time. Cascara grew in the woods

and there was a legend to the effect that the bark brought a good

price for medical purposes. From time to time the county news-

paper carried a note to the effect: "The Smedley boys at Dewatto

are gathering cascara bark and making out fine with it." In-

spired by the news item, my brothers and I would go to the

woods with pocket knives and butcher knives and strip cascara

trees. The bark was smooth and striped and bitter-smelling, and

the naked limbs had a poisonous yellow glare. It was play rather

than work, but the trees were comparatively small and scattered.

It took a great deal of climbing and peeling to get a few pounds

of bark; and when dried, the pounds shriveled to ounces. On the

rare occasions when we managed to get a few pounds together,

something was wrong with the market: there was no sale for the

bark or the price was so low it was not worth shipping. At one

time or another all our neighbors had gathered cascara, and none

of them was among the fabulous brotherhood who made out fine

with it. Only one family we knew had a conclusive experience

with the bitter bark. They did all the things we should have done

and instead of throwing it away when there was no sale for it,

they stored it and gathered more next spring. They went on until

one end of their attic was piled with sacks of tinder-dry bark,

and they waited for it to come into demand. One night while

they were still waiting, the family was awakened by the smell of
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bitter smoke and the roar of flames in the attic where there must

have been some flaw in the chimney. They got out into the yard

in time to save their lives but they did not save anything else.

Cascara got them a new house, but did not pay for it.

Angora goats were another side line. In theory they were the

livestock for a stump farm. They lived on brush and thereby

helped clear land. Their mohair brought a good price for auto-

mobile tops, and their flesh was almost the equal of mutton. We
started with a small herd, which increased and then diminished.

They were gentle, hopeful creatures, almost up to expectations in

everything; but somehow they contrived not to be a success.

Their only tangible fault was their ability to get through fences

which were supposed to keep them in. The last small band disap-

peared into thin air and we never found as much as a wisp of

mohair on a bush. Presumably the bears ate them.

These are a few of the many things we tried to make the

farm pay. And our neighbors were doing much the same things,

without finding the golden secret of success. Perhaps we tried

oftener than some, and climbed higher and fell harder; but our

experience was fairly typical.

But while we tried one unsuccessful or inconclusive thing

after another, we managed to live and our farm was not stand-

ing still. Every year we slashed an acre or two of land, burned

over the slashing and cut down the trees. After that it was only

a matter of getting rid of the logs and stumps. Some of the logs

we sawed up for our own firewood, and sometimes we sold the

firewood in town. This was supposed to be a profitable crop be-

cause it cost nothing but labor, and it helped to clear the land;

-( 23
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but that was the view of the idealist. Customers had a way of

wanting wood in the fall or winter, and each trip with a heavy

load deepened the ruts, which filled with water and grew still

softer and deeper. Putting brush in the ruts was only partly

successful; presently the ruts became too deep and the wagon

got stuck. Then it was necessary to unload most of the wood,

pull the wagon out, and reload it. In the early days there was

also a bad corner where the road descended along the edge of

the canyon into the valley town. The road was a notch out of the

canyon wall which went up steeply on one side, and down

steeply on the other, and it lacked a foot of being wide enough

for two wagons. When vehicles met at that awkward corner, it

was necessary to lift the inside wheels of one over the hubs of

the other, and while the task was brutally hard the technique

had to be delicate.

Making the clearing pay for itself in firewood was a nice

idea, but it was simpler and less wearing to roll the logs into

pyramidal piles with the aid of skids and a team of horses and

block and tackle. The logs could then be burned on the spot. We
were never sorry to see them going up in clouds of smoke by

day and grimly burning pyres by night, but the method was not

always economically sound. One of our neighbors, with virgin

timber on his land, discovered afterward that in improving his

place he had burned two thousand dollars' worth of timber. And

with his improvements the property brought only eleven hun-

dred dollars when he sold it.

When the brush and logs had been removed from the land,

it began to have the look of a stump farm, studded with monu-

ments to the forest. The fir stumps were anywhere from a foot
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to six feet through; and they were waist high or as high as a

house, depending on when the trees had been felled. The first

loggers had avoided the underbrush and the tough butt wood of

the trees by cutting them eight or ten feet from the ground and

each of the old stumps had its notches for the springboards from

which the fallers had worked. Above ground, the old stumps

were rotten with age, with clumps of salal or huckleberry grow-

ing out of them as from a vase, and sometimes it was a second-

growth tree which had got the jump on its fellows by taking root

ten feet in the air. Underground, the old stumps were often hard

and seasoned with age, with twenty-foot roots that began as thick

as a man's body. The newer stumps were altogether sound and

obdurate. Cedar stumps might be twelve feet through, but more

reasonable. They were usually hollow, and fire followed their

roots down into the ground. At Nisqually, to the southeast of us,

the first pioneer family had lived in two hollow cedar stumps

while they built their log cabin. The McAllisters were a large

family, but they managed comfortably in the two-room stump

apartment and used the fire-hollowed roots for cupboards.

Except in such rare instances, stumps were the enemy. They

were eroded away by fire above ground and the roots were got

out piecemeal by grubbing and chopping and yanking with a

team of horses and logging chain. Some of the roots always

managed to stay in the ground to be struck by the plough

with the solid, disconcerting shock of a ship crashing on an un-

suspected reef. Larger stumps might be left for years, with

the plough and the mowing machine circumventing them as best

it could. There were the higher-powered methods of clearing

with a stump-puller or blasting powder; but stump-pullers were
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scarce and powerless against large stumps unless they had first

been shattered with blasting powder, which was beyond the

reach of most stump farmers. Only the fortunate could afford

it in any quantity, and even they had their moments of exas-

peration. One of our neighbors across the bay once bought

blasting powder with the idea of getting stumps out of his im-

mediate sight. The note he left did not make it clear why he

decided to attack the problem from a different angle; but ap-

parently he had thought of a way whereby, with one properly

directed blast, he could remove all the stumps in the world as

far as he was concerned.

Stump-farming has not changed much, either, and the farm-

ers are still searching for their magic money crop. The Belgian

hares which girdled our young fruit trees are out of style, but

only a few years past there was a great snow flurry of white

rabbits for lapin coats. They are mostly gone now, not because

they did badly but because they did too well; the market sank

under the weight of their multiplying pelts. The Angora goats

which we tried are almost extinct in western Washington, but

black Persian sheep are appearing among the stumps of clear-

ings. They, too, eat brush and help clear the land, and the

black, curly pelts of the lambs become prized caracul and

broadtail. The exotic beasts thrive, with reasonable care, and if

caracul and broadtail continue to be prized they will undoubt-

edly be a money crop. Other stump farmers are raising mink

and silver foxes. Others still gather cascara bark; and, while

they are reticent about how they are making out with it, they

must surely have some encouragement. Still others put their

faith in firewood. Motor trucks and paved highways have
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smoothed away the earlier heartbreaks of the work and a pre-

dicted shortage of fuel oil gives significance to wood-cutting in a

country that need never be cold if it uses its own resources.

As of old, a high percentage of the children of stump farm-

ers put their faith in higher education and work their way

through college. From my early youth I recall a tactless visitor

who alighted from a livery stable rig and looked about our

stumpy clearing with a kind of horror and disbelief. "My
God!" he said. "What can you raise in a place like this?"

Father answered, "Boys."

He was proud of us, I think. Afterward he may have been

somewhat disappointed when the four of us attended four dif-

ferent universities and none of us stayed by the farm. But he

had encouraged us to think for ourselves, and he was philo-

sophical about it when we did.

All of us gave up the stump farm as having no future, but we

had not seen either the beginning or the end of it, and Father

had his own opinions. He still runs the farm; the stumps are

gone, and markets a few minutes away by truck take everything

he can raise. He was right that all the stump farm needed was

some hard work, and time for a country to grow up.
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STEAMBOAT ERA

WHEN
we traveled we went by steamer, and there was no

question of which steamer at what hour. There was one

a day connecting with the outside world. She left for Olympia

in the morning and returned in the evening.

The first steamer I remember was the little stern-wheeler,

Irene. There had been only one steamer on the run before her,

the still smaller Old Settler, built by Captain Burr of Olympia

in 1878. Shelton was then a village of half a dozen houses and

the demands on the Old Settler were not heavy. She is best re-

membered for her repeated humiliations at the hands of Cap-

tain Chapman's Capitol. This was a bastard creation: a com-

mon scow with a donkey engine which had been induced on

board under false pretenses and then persuaded to turn a

pair of homemade paddle wheels. Her strong points were her

few inches of draft and her small whistle. The Old Settler had

a loud-mouthed whistle, too big for her boiler. Whenever the

two were entering Budd Inlet together, Chapman would toot

his little donkey-engine whistle. Compelled by navigation laws,

Captain Burr would tug at the whistle cord and the Old Settler

would give her big-steamer bellow which died away to a moan

as she lost her breath and her paddle wheel slowed to painful

revolutions. While she was getting up more steam, Chapman's
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disgraceful creation would trundle on into the inlet and dock

before her.

The Capitol is a digression in history, as she was in naval

architecture. Probably the first amphibian craft, she contained

the germ of some instrument of invasion which would travel by

water to an enemy shore and then lumber up the beach on dread-

ful business. But Chapman had no such thoughts when he per-

suaded a donkey engine to go to sea in a scow, and he never

properly appreciated the Capitol's unique quality after it was

discovered.

One day the scow was clattering along the channel of Budd

Inlet at low tide when the Indian engineer came to Chapman
with the alarming observation: "Klosh nanitch! Halo chuck

copa kettle. Nika klatawa!" He jumped overboard and swam for

shore.

There was neither deck nor bulkhead between the navigation

department and the donkey engine, standing innocently in the

open air; and it took the captain only a few seconds for a

klosh nanitch which verified the observation. The gauge glass

was dry and the empty boiler was getting red hot, with the

steam pressure soaring. Chapman swung the tiller over and

headed the Capitol for the mud flats off Priest Point. When she

struck, he jumped off the stern and floundered away through

knee-deep mud. Presently he observed the danger going off in

the opposite direction. With her flat bottom and almost non-

existent draft, the Capitol was walking over the tide flats toward

Olympia between two clouds of mud from her big, geared-

down paddle wheels. She traveled a quarter of a mile before

she brought up against a pile, with her paddle wheels still
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pawing the mud. The boiler did not blow up, and the Capitol

survived to triumph in further encounters with the Old Settler,

who betrayed herself every time she opened her mouth.

After the Old Settler came the Irene, owned in Shelton. She

was a slow and unpretentious craft about a hundred feet long,

but her successors were cut from the same pattern, and hers

had been cut still earlier. In the Fifties, steamboat men had

agreed on the type of craft best suited to Puget Sound: it was a

shoal-draft stern-wheeler with two or three feet of freeboard

amidships and a high superstructure that put the pilot house at

least three decks up. A high, thin smokestack, painted black,

made her appear even taller than she was. The steamers were

invariably painted white and the enclosure of the lower deck,

pierced by innocent house windows, accommodated freight and

the crew's quarters. On each side was a sliding barn door

through which passengers or freight could be received from a

small boat alongside, or discharged. The stern-wheeler never had

the side-wheeler's look of compact power or its seagoing abili-

ties, but it took kindly to the sheltered inland waters, and was

cheap to build and economical to run. In my early youth a few

side-wheelers still navigated the Sound. No more were being

built, however, and although propeller steamers had been in-

troduced half a century before, the stern-wheelers continued

serenely to the end of the steamboat era.

On our inlet, the Irene was followed by the larger and faster

City of Shelton and, after her, the still larger and faster Sol. G,

Simpson. When the Simpson was due on her maiden voyage,

most of the district school children climbed a tall fir tree for a

glimpse of the new steamer. She looked very big and glamorous,
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but she followed the pattern of the earlier steamers. And she

never had a successor; by the time she reached reliable middle

age, the steamboat era had ended.

Two or three times a year some of us made the voyage to

Seattle, eighty miles away. The beginning of our journey was

modest, but not unimportant. We lived in the wilderness near

the farthest reach of Puget Sound, and the beginning of our

journey was the first trickle of what became a mighty stream

of traffic which poured into Seattle.

Usually it was Mother and some of the younger boys who

went. The farm needed Father and a boy who could do chores

and help with the cooking, and naturally the woman of the

family was the one to do important shopping. Mother and thou-

sands of other women from outlying places chose Seattle for

their shopping, and thereby helped make it a great city.

On the morning of our departure we had breakfast at day-

break and set out to meet the steamer. Because we were on foot,

we took the short cut, which began as a hard-beaten clay path

through the hayfield west of the house. Beyond the field, the

path led into the dusk of the woods, along the old skid road by

which our land had been logged off in earlier days. Every ten

feet or so the dim path was crossed by the half-buried trunk of a

small fir tree, waiting to stub careless toes; but, like all skid

roads, it led infallibly to salt water.

After a quarter of a mile, the skid road came out into daylight

at the edge of an orchard and a stumpy field, passing in sight of

the Oakleys' house where the first school had been held in the

parlor. Farther on, it jumped the narrow county road and reap-
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peared on William Walter's donation claim. Walter had settled

there among the Indians before he had gone to fight in the Civil

War, and his sloop had been the first white man's craft to ply

the inlet. When we were children, William Walter was already

an old man and he always had a piece of white cloth tied to his

cane so that when he dropped it he could find it again in the

perpetual dusk of failing eyesight.

On the Walter claim, the skid road went downhill, past an

isolated hayfield in the woods, and came in sight of the narrow,

riverlike inlet. At the foot of the hill, our family procession

came to the main clearing, the orchard, and the big white

house. The house was old, as buildings went in our part of

the world, the flower garden was bright in the morning with

foxgloves and hollyhocks and climbing roses, and the garden

gate was a self-closing affair with a rope and suspended pieces

of iron that jingled with a pleasant and reliable sound when

the gate was swung. By way of borrowing a boat, we paused

beside the garden fence; the Ackleys, who cared for Mr.

Walter, left their breakfast and came out on the porch to

comment on our stylish appearance or to wish they were go-

ing to the city. Sometimes the children walked with us as far

as the shore, or some of us ran in for a minute, feeling a

little strange and insulated from the fine morning world in

shoes and Sunday clothes.

From the garden gate we went to the shore. Father shoved

the borrowed boat down the gravel slope to the edge of the

tide and held it in readiness until the steamer blew her sec-

ond whistle to announce that she was leaving her dock at the

head of the bay.
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That was the age of innocence in travel. But while we

waited, there lay dormant near us the germ of destruction of a

way of life. If we were early, some of us would slip away to the

boathouse in the cove and consider the launch Gloria, brooding

in the half darkness of her shed. Through the glass cabin we

would admire the red plush cushions on the fore-and-aft lockers

which ran the length of the cabin, the rack of life preservers, and

the polished brass cylinder and handle of the pump whistle.

Mother, who recognized geometric forms when she saw them,

had once mistaken the whistle for the cylinder of the engine

because it looked like one; but even the youngest of her boys

knew better. With our faces close to the narrow glass panels of

the cabin, we would look worshipfully at the true cylinder and

the iron-spoked flywheel of the two-horsepower engine mysteri-

ous power sleeping sullenly on the linoleum floor of the launch,

between dark plush cushions as solemn as church pews. And

while we worshiped there came to our young nostrils the strange,

exciting perfume of gasoline which we had not smelled any-

where else.

Mother never understood the mysteries of the gasoline engine

and Father never cared about such things. With my brothers and

me it was different. The gasoline engine was contemporary with

us; it belonged to our generation. Our instinct was right in

staring like crystal gazers into the glass cabin of the launch, at

the dark mystery in its heart which would release swarms of

motor cars to annihilate distance and change the habits of the

earth ; herds of lumbering tanks and flocks of bombing planes to

annihilate everything that had been made before. No shapes

like that whirled in the crystal of the innocent glass cabin of
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the launch, and though we had heard the story of Pandora's

box, we did not know that when it was opened it would emit the

smell of gasoline.

The distant, mellow whistle of the steamer leaving her dock

called us back to the present and to the beach, where we scram-

bled into the boat. Father pushed off and rowed slowly toward

the middle of the stream. If the tide was at the slack, he went

directly out from the shore; if it was coming in or going out,

he rowed slantwise against the current. If there was fog, we

were all a little anxious, what with the thin black smokestack

of the steamer rising out of the fog and the bulk of her upper

works looming big through gauze veils of mist, and the solemn

thunder of the stern wheel and the rhythmical breathing of the

engines driving down on us. Sometimes Father had to stand up

and wave or shout before the steamer whistled acknowledg-

ment of the boat in her course.

But with the sound of the whistle, the boarding was as good

as done. After a minute came the clang of the engine-room

gong; the thunder of the paddle wheel ceased, and the steamer

loomed higher and higher as she slid down toward us; loggers

and drummers and town people came to the rail and two deck

hands appeared at the open barn door of the lower deck. As

steamer and boat drew toward each other, the gong clanged

and the wheel thundered a few revolutions in reverse; an-

other clang and the thunder ceased. Father unshipped his

inside oar and each deck hand reached down with one foot,

catching our bow and stern and holding the boat alongside

while we scrambled on board and Father passed up the straw

telescope and suit boxes, and took up the oars again. The deck
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hands shoved the boat away with the same feet which had

welcomed it, and one of them sang out: "All clear, sir!" The

gong clanged loudly near us; the engines sighed and the stern

wheel thundered. Misty gray-green water, flecked with foam,

went past the open doorway with a hissing sound; on the flood

the boat faded astern and we were part of the big, rushing

world of the steamer.

The lower deck, on which we embarked, accommodated a

few scattered pieces of freight forward and midships. Aft there

were stacks of cordwood for the boiler, which was in a kind of

open cockpit, with the engines resting horizontally on the deck:

two guileless cylinders whose connecting and eccentric rods

went out into the open air to do their simple business with

the big, red-leaded stern wheel. It was all open and above-

board; even the fireman, standing in the cockpit, could look

through the big square doorways and see the farms and woods

ashore.

But we did not have a chance to linger on the lower deck. The

purser, with his jaunty official cap, helped carry our baggage up

the companion stairs to the saloon. There we left everything to-

gether and went out on a deck strewn with the blanket rolls of

loggers. After we had waved good-bye to Father, who was

dwindling astern and closing with the shore, Mother would go

back to the cabin while the rest of us stayed on deck to see the

world.

The inlet was only five hundred yards wide, and among the

woods of its sloping shores neat fields and orchards were oblig-

ingly tilted, like boxes of fruit on display for the benefit of

steamer passengers. We knew every farm on the inlet, so when
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we saw the toy figure of a man pushing a wheelbarrow, a still

smaller figure on the beach, or blue smoke going up from a

chimney, we could tell who was working or playing or cook-

ing breakfast.

In clear weather there were many familiar things to see.

At other times there was only a void of fog and the bellow

and echo of the steamer's whistle as she felt her way through

the inlet with that antenna of sound. It took nice navigation, be-

cause there are abrupt points of land and sudden bends in the

channel; the narrow inlet is strewn with sand bars and rocks,

and in the Narrows the strong tide runs like a millrace between

walls of rock. When Captain Gustavson and his brother, Ole,

threaded that maze, blindfolded by fog, they needed keen ears

geared to rapidly calculating minds. They had to know from

what invisible house or jut of land or clump of trees the echo

of the whistle had rebounded; they had to split seconds to cal-

culate their distance from the land, which could never be more

than a few hundred feet; they had to be continuously aware of

what the tide was doing to the steamer.

Navigating those tricky waters in a fog, the Gustavson broth-

ers were like acrobats performing blindfolded on a high trapeze.

They were almost infallible. So were succeeding captains, but

occasionally there was a miscalculation. One morning at low

tide the fog ahead suddenly thinned and became bumpy with

pebbles, and the steamer drove ashore with her bow cleaving

deep into Arcadia beach. It would have been disaster for a

seagoing vessel, but the City of Shelton took kindly to the

beach; her stern wheel and multiple rudders were designed to

operate in a heavy dew. Within twenty minutes she was backing
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off the beach. She paused then only because a plank had been

started in the engine room and the crack had to be caulked

with blankets from the crew's bunks.

It was during this pause that the steamer's cook proved him-

self. George appeared on the foredeck with his white cap on his

head and his apron flapping about his knees. Over one arm he

carried a bosun's chair, and in the other he had a pail from the

galley. No one ever knew what sixth sense or astrological cal-

culations prompted him; but he went directly to the bow of

the steamer, lowered the bosun's chair to the level of meeting

sand and water, made the rope fast to the stem post, and slid

down. Reaching into the sand and mud cleft by the steamer's

bow, he brought up a four-pound geoduck. Twice more he re-

peated the performance, and then, either because his divina-

tions told him that was all, or because the three great clams

filled the bucket, he scrambled back on board, where chowder-

loving passengers shook his hand warmly. Only the mate,

from the disgraced navigation department, looked with jaun-

diced eyes at the trophies. "Yah," he said contemptuously, "you

t'ink a steamer iss to dig clams!" But the cook remained the hero

of that near-shipwreck.

When the steamer passed Arcadia Point, with its shoals, she

made a ninety-degree turn due south. She was then in shallow

and swift-flowing green water among green islands. Close to port

was the Squaxin Island Reservation. This island belonged wholly

to the Indians, who had not cut down a tree or cleared a foot of

land or built a house where any change would be noticed.

Squaxin was high and somber and heavily timbered with a fir

forest that had been young Christmas trees when Columbus first
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sailed west from Spain. Beyond Squaxin and Peale Passage was

Harstine Island, so extensive that it was like the mainland, with

large, prosperous farms. Ahead, the steamer's course lay be-

tween lonely little Hope Island and Steamboat Island. The latter

is only a few hundred yards long and where we approached it,

almost head on, it comes to a sharp point which curves upward

and back to the level top of the island. With that ramlike bow

and slightly tumbled sides, the narrow island looks like the hull

of a battleship. From its flat deck grew a solid and dark fir forest.

The steamer passed the island so close it seemed that a man with

a long arm could reach out and touch the still dark branches.

But in all the times I passed the island I never saw a sign of life

or change, or any indication that anyone had ever landed there.

I had heard for certain of only two people who had gone

ashore on the island, years before. Our pioneer neighbor, Wil-

liam Walter, once had a vision of treasure buried on the island.

The vision was so compelling that he enlisted Mr. Ackley and

collected a pick and shovel and lantern and a strong sack. They

rowed east in the evening and came to their destination late at

night. By lantern light they explored the island, and Walter

found the little open space among the firs which he had seen

in a dream. In his dream, he had held the lantern while some-

one else dug up the treasure, so he did likewise and his com-

panion used the pick and shovel. It was hard work, Mr. Ackley

told us afterward, and it was an uncanny spot at midnight. They

could hear the incoming tide whispering and crying over the

sand bars and shoals, but they did not see one living thing in the

woods. The place might as well have been the windless, dead

forest of the old man's dream. They did not find the treasure;
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and after Mr. Ackley had dug a pit as deep as a grave, they

gave up and started home at daybreak.

There was one peculiarity about our journey. The steamer

ran between Shelton and Olympia, but in ten years of travel

we never boarded the steamer at Shelton, or reached Olympia.

Two miles beyond Steamboat Island, Squaxin Passage opens

into a wide bay which is the meeting place of inlets and chan-

nels between islands. The largest inlet, reaching south, is Budd,

with Olympia at its head. As our steamer entered the central

bay, the Greyhound, from Olympia to Tacoma, was coming out

of Budd Inlet; or, if we had been delayed by fog, she lay there,

hove to, waiting for us. Our steamer glided up, close aboard the

larger vessel, with her engine-room gong clanging smartly. She

shook for a few seconds with the thunder of her reversed pad-

dle wheel; the gong clanged again; in sudden stillness, on

water lashed to foam, the steamers drifted together like wooden

ships of war grappling with each other. Lines were passed fore

and aft, and while the steamers lay cheek to jowl, adjoining

sections of upper-deck rails were removed and a gangplank run

across. With other passengers for Tacoma, we trooped across

and boarded the Greyhound. A minute later the steamers were

out of their embrace.

The tempo of life was a little faster on the speedier steamer,

where we were part of a larger passenger list, among more

strangers than friends. It was also more sophisticated; the

Greyhound did not stop for farmers to put their families or

produce on board.

For a while the Greyhound made her first stop before she

got well under way from her meeting with the Shelton steamer.
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On the east side of the entrance to Budd Inlet, beyond a lonely,

clanging bell buoy and high bluffs, was a miniature inlet with

a dock and the beginning of a town and a signboard which

proclaimed it to be a city. It was a real estate promotion town,

inspired by the flood of settlers who came to the state early in

the century, and it had the look of being built mostly on hopes

which never materialized. All I remember about the "city" is

the cramped harbor and a high dock, and the people who stood

on the dock, looking at the steamer, and an impression of wild-

ness and confusion which could not have been because of

anything wild happening there. It may have been because the

speculation settlement was without past or tradition or orienta-

tion an un-united group of strangers uncertain of themselves

and of each other and of the future of their city which had no

past.

After leaving the little harbor, the Greyhound steamed through

narrow Dana Passage and past Johnson Point. Great Case Inlet

opened away to the north wide misty blue waters between

narrow beaches and high bluffs that lifted forests into the sky.

In the morning there was always a feeling of newness about the

water and the land, like a world just discovered. The unmarred

shores were deserted except perhaps for a boat drawn up on the

beach or a campfire sending up a column of blue smoke. Where

the sun touched, the gravel beach was new and clean and white-

bleached and the high bluffs were very yellow, like a golden

shore in the morning. Ahead, to the southeast, the high tide

covered the Nisqually Flats silted by the Nisqually River flow-

ing down from Mount Rainier. The broad and marshy river val-

ley had been the cradle of white civilization in that region. The
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Hudson's Bay Company had built its fortified trading post there,

and laid out a farm empire on the prairies above the valley. The

steamer Beaver, the first steamship that ever ventured into the

Pacific, had been built to ply between that lonely post and Van-

couver Island. At the end of her maiden voyage from England

she had come to anchor near the mouth of the Nisqually, pro-

tected from the Indians by boarding nettings and brass cannon.

The American McAllisters had settled in the Nisqually Valley

when there were only seven white women in what is now the

State of Washington. Some of the family, alive during my child-

hood, remembered living in hollow cedar stumps while their

father built the first American house with the aid of Nisquallies

who later killed him during the Indian War.

Between Case Inlet and Nisqually Reach, the Greyhound
turned into Drayton Passage, between forested Anderson Island

and Devil's Head. Devil's Head is a three-hundred-foot bluff

with a crown of fir trees, and deep water at its feet. The sheerest

point of the bluff is known as Maiden's Leap, and we never

passed it without a feeling of awe for the proud, irrational things

some people will do for love. According to legend, a beautiful

Indian maiden, pursued by her tribe, had plummeted from the

top of the cliff rather than marry a man she did not love. Ruder

commentators say that the girl was fleeing ordeal by water in the

form of a bath.

Beyond Devil's Head and Drayton Passage, the Greyhound

stopped at McNeil Island. The island had none of the rootless

uncertainty and confusion of the speculation town where we had

stopped earlier. Everything was planned and organized there,

and impulsive departures were discouraged by high sentry tow-
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ers where sharpshooters watched with rifles. Sometimes, steam-

ing close to the island, we saw a file of men marching along the

naked hill against the sky: men with shaved heads in dirty white

uniforms ringed with bands of gray, dragging a chain to which

their right ankles were shackled. Farther along, a rowboat with

one man would be lying off the island, in the steamer's course,

and ashore there was a small harbor where government launches

lay with steam up fast and alert-looking craft, disturbingly

sleek in white and buff paint and polished brass.

The steamer stopped, with the man in the rowboat alongside:

a man in stripes, with a shaven head. He handed up a bundle of

mail; a similar bundle was tossed into his boat, and he rowed

back toward the still, alert shore while the Greyhound trundled

on her way again.

We passed Fox Island next, high and heavily forested and

peaceful. Close to the steamer track, it managed to look as re-

mote as an island in pleasant, unexplored seas at the end of the

world.

Soon the steamer entered the Narrows, a slender bottleneck

between two inland seas. If the tide was going out, the Grey-

hound raced through the six-mile reach like her name. If it was

coming in, the compressed waters slid toward the steamer in

overlapping sheets and whirlpools, and the visible world was

dimmed by the awareness of the laboring engines and the rush-

ing tide answering each other with surge for surge of power.

There were six miles of the Narrows, and at the northern end

the steamer passed close to Point Defiance, four hundred feet

high and piled from the water's edge to the sky with an ancient

fir forest.
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The steamer labored around Point Defiance, and the world

changed dramatically. The whirlpools and sliding layers of

water faded as the mile-wide Narrows opened away into a

reach of the Sound ten miles wide. On the other side of the

point from the primeval forest was a beautiful park; to the

southeast, at the head of Commencement Bay, was Tacoma,

with the incredible volcanic peak and snows of Mount Rainier

riding in the air above the city.

Tacoma was a sizable and prospering city, but as children

we looked at it snootily. We lived in the wilderness; but we

were loyal to Seattle, which was the larger city, and size meant

everything. Loyalty to Seattle implied contempt for Tacoma

and an aggressive attitude about Mount Rainier. In the pres-

ence of identified Tacoma passengers we went out of our way

to speak of the mountain as "Rainier," and we held our noses,

vigorously, when they spoke of it as "Mount Tacoma." It was

all very childish; but any number of adults were equally

childish in the matter and the struggle over the mountain's name

was a thirty-years' war, waged with remarkable bitterness.

There was some merit on each side of the dispute. Van-

couver, the first white man to sight the magnificent peak, had

named it Mount Rainier, after a friend who never saw the

mountain. This name went unchallenged for generations until

the Northern Pacific Railway launched a drive to change the

name of the mountain to Tacoma, the word for "snow peak" in

one of the Indian dialects. Without the coloring of tradition or

prejudice, Tacoma is the more beautiful and suitable name; but

tradition was against the change, and the railroad was booming

Tacoma, which was its western terminus. The attempt to change
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the name was looked on as one to appropriate the mountain for

publicity purposes, and it was fought most bitterly by the rival

city of Seattle.

As children, we were of the right age to enter into the warfare

of brash young cities quarreling over the name of a mountain

which had been old at the time of the founding of Kish and

Babylon. And we were in the spirit of the time and place when

we believed that size in a city meant everything. On the bluff

above Tacoma, against the raw forests and the sky, the Chamber

of Commerce had set up great wooden letters, legible for miles:

"WATCH TACOMA GROW." Only Mother's stern admonitions

prevented our saluting the sign with thumbs to our noses. We
had to be satisfied with jeering at the wooden letters and mis-

reading them, after the manner of Seattle wags: "Watch Tacoma

Crow." The sign was there during most of our youth, but while

we were moving toward maturity, Tacoma was also growing

up. After a while the slogan disappeared and Tacoma continued

to grow without it.

At Tacoma we sat on yellow wooden benches in a waiting

room with yellow wainscoting, and waited for the Flyer. From

the windows we could see the harbor, with ocean-going vessels

loading lumber or flour at the piers; little steamers in from little

ports and islands about the upper Sound. We looked down at the

lanky old Greyhound, loading a little freight for her return trip

to Olympia. She had been the speed queen of the Sound in 1890,

but she did not look it now, with her innocent, tall smokestack

and naked stern wheel. The only thing about her suggesting

speed was her proportions one hundred and fifty feet long and

eighteen feet wide. Beside the Flyer, slashing her way into the
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harbor from Seattle, she looked like someone's maiden aunt

from the country. Actually, the old speed queen and the new had

been built in Portland within a year of each other, but there was

nearly a century of difference in their design. The Greyhound

was long and lean and low, with her pilot house and tall stack

and masts stuck in vertically at leisurely intervals and her pad-

dle wheel following her like an afterthought. Her family re-

semblance to Fulton's Clermont was unmistakable, though she

had shown her stern wheel to all the other steamers of Puget

Sound. She was the last of the steamers built by men who put

their faith in paddle wheels for speed the end of an era. The

Flyer, built the following year, was a propeller steamer be-

longing to the modern age. From the side view she looked high

and sawed-off, with short masts and a low, thick stack, and

every vertical line had a smart after rake. From a distance she

looked like a strong and simple toy which could be picked up

out of the water by her sturdy stack without straining any of

her close-knit fabric. Seen head on, slashing her way in toward

the dock, the white Flyer was high and narrow and thorough-

bred, always with a rakish list to port. She had been built so

narrow that she capsized the moment she was launched, and

her hull had to be widened. In the process, new sides were

built over the original ones, and tons of water insisted on col-

lecting between the double port sides. All her life the Flyer

suffered from that pleurisy which accounted for her famous

list.

No other Sound steamer ever had such a handicap as the

Flyer, dragging a double hull and countless tons of unbalanc-

ing water, and none managed such a record. For a generation
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she raced back and forth between Seattle and Tacoma, four

round trips a day, at a steady speed of sixteen knots. In 1907

her new stepsister ship, Tacoma, joined the run. The Tacoma

was a steel vessel, built on the model of an English cross-

channel packet, but she was only a few knots faster than the

aging wooden race horse. In later years, when people began

to wonder about the seaworthiness of the fabulous old Flyer,

she took a new lease on life by changing her name. Under a

new coat of paint and the name Washington, she made trip for

trip with the Tacoma until motor traffic did for them both.

We boarded the Flyer with the confidence of people taking

a crack train, and we were in a different world. In the early

morning, the journey had seemed more real and important

than its destination. Now, as we neared the city, its centripetal

pull became stronger and we were among a thousand other

passengers, traveling at twice our original speed. There was

less to see by the way, with the narrow inlets and passages and

the archipelago of the upper Sound behind us. We were less

conscious of the distant shores than of the strangers around

us and the white steamer trembling with her tireless flow of

speed. A cafe on board gave the steamer a busy, worldly air

as if it were already a part of the city. Not that we ever ate

there; we had our sandwiches on board the old Greyhound

and threw our crusts to the following sea gulls.

On board the Flyer we always made an expedition to the

lower deck and considered her machinery from the open door

of the engine room. The triple-expansion engine was so big that

it rose above the level of the deck from which we observed it,

and the low-pressure cylinder head was five feet across. The
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engine turned up fast and with every revolution it jumped two

or three inches. As the steamer passed out of one century and

bit deep into the next and rolled up her millions of miles of

high-speed travel, the engine jumped still more; but it raced

on, timeless and tireless in the enchanting steamboat smell of

steam and hot oil and hot paint.

At the end of her dash north, the Flyer rounded Alki Point,

and Seattle loomed up on the shore of Elliott Bay. Alki was a

long, wooded projection of land which stretched out thin, with

a lighthouse near its end. There was not much else of Alki, but

Mother liked to tell us that the people who founded Seattle had

landed there from a little schooner, after the manner of the Pil-

grims, when it was an unexplored wilderness inhabited by In-

dians and wild beasts. She also told us that some of the adults

of the pilgrim band were still living in Seattle. That did not

sound real or probable, though it matched Father's experience

with the city. He had arrived there as a young man in 1881,

when Seattle was a shack town with a population of 3500. We
believed there had been such a town at such a time, but it did

not interfere with the feeling that the big city had always been

there. The Seattle we knew was a roaring, complicated city with

a quarter of a million inhabitants; a city of brick and stone,

with clanging streetcar bells and whining cables which pulled

cars up the incredible hills.

Seattle was the gateway to Alaska and the Orient; also it

was the terminus of railroads and of steamship lines which held

the earth in the net they had spun. We were always on deck as

the Flyer slashed her way into the harbor, and from the deck

we saw foreign vessels anchored out in the bay. At the piers
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there were steamboats and steamships and sailing vessels with

their towering, triumphal symmetry of masts and yards and in-

tricate rigging. To the north, at Smith Cove, we might see the

huge bulk of the Minnesota, the largest freighter ever built, or

we might glimpse a Chinese crew on a near-by vessel strung

along the deck and swaying on a hawser as they moved their

ship by hand. In the fall there might be an Alaskan steamer with

the paint about her waterline scratched as by giant finger nails

where the ice had clawed at her as she fought her way out of

some far northern harbor on the last trip of the year.

On rare occasions, we had a thrilling glimpse of the black

schooner, Halcyon, with slim, towering masts and clipper bow

and a hull as low and rakish as a boy's dream of a pirate craft.

According to Mother, the Halcyon had become so notorious as

an opium smuggler that she had to quit and go into the slightly

more respectable business of sealing; but she was such a wicked-

looking beauty that we always suspected the exciting worst

of her.

Mostly the larger ships were silent at their piers or their

anchorage in the bay, while the vessels of the mosquito fleet

dashed about the harbor like a hundred white-clad cooks in a

smoky kitchen. Our steamer was only one of scores that brought

shoppers to Seattle from every intricate and far-flung inlet of

the Sound, and took them home again. Stern-wheelers trundled

through the harbor, followed by their snowy waterfalls. Large

propeller steamers and small rushed about in every direction,

passing close and cutting across each other's bows; weaving a

spirited and intricate pattern of white wakes, vibrating flags and

confident stacks spinning dark threads of smoke. And above, the
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sea gulls, hovering over their chosen steamers, repeated the pat-

tern of traffic like a white reflection in the sky.

There was a glimpse of that spirited scene, which we thought

would last forever, and then the Flyer was sliding in alongside

her pier. Lines shot out, fore and aft, to be made fast to bollards

on the lower level; a section of the rail on the upper deck opened

away like a gate; a gangplank came over with a rush and we

gripped our luggage firmly as we were caught in the swift

stream of disembarking passengers. The stream carried us

through the tense, dark crowd of passengers poised to embark

and through the long waiting room that reverberated with the

muffled, undying thunder of hurrying feet.

Then we were out on the elevated walk that bridged Railroad

Avenue, where the sounds and smell of the city rolled over us

in an invisible wave: the rumble of drays and the shouting of

teamsters and the swift rattle of express wagons, the clanging

of streetcar bells and the ceaseless clank and whine of cables

flowing under the streets on breakneck hills. There was the smell

of black dock water and of salt and fish, the concentrated odor

of horses and the bitter taint of soft coal smoke that was the

most foreign of all to children used to wood smoke and clean

country air. We were in the city, at the end of our eighty-mile

journey which had taken more than half a day and given us

memories to last half a year.

In those days we took it for granted that Puget Sound would

go on having more and bigger and faster steamboats, and we

were disappointed when they went into a decline before the

nineteen-twenties and hurried toward extinction. And yet we

helped with the handwriting on the wall the first time we saved
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a few hours by taking an auto stage. Motor cars and highways

grew up together, and when they became sufficiently good and

numerous, steamboats dwindled and changed to a few ferries

which are the slaves of the cars they carry across the Sound

from one highway to another.

Without water travel, the heavily forested Puget Sound coun-

try would never have been settled, and without the steamboat it

would never have built up a prosperous civilization that could

afford motor cars and good highways. Waterways are a gift of

the gods; roads through dense forests develop later, by the sweat

of man's brow. Seattle was shipping timber to Australia and

Singapore and importing goods from China and the Hawaiian

Islands before there was a trail to the nearest village. And while

land travel was mostly limited to horseback over roads that were

bogged in mud for half the year, the settlements of Puget Sound

were linked with comfortable and sometimes fast and luxurious

steamers.

Steamboats made travel a pleasure. But they did more than

that: when there was a fair at Seattle or a Grange picnic at

Point Defiance, the little steamers, as well as the big, went to

town. Citizens from the smallest and farthest community char-

tered their local steamer and arrived as comfortably as the own-

ers of a private yacht.

The early sailing vessels scattered pioneers about the great

inland sea of Puget Sound; the steamboat drew them together

into a civilization.
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Chapter III

THE SAWMILL AND THE WOODS

EGGING
was inevitable from the beginning. While Washing-

ton was still a part of Oregon Territory, disputed by Eng-

land, the first American settlers found a lumberman's paradise.

Except for some open, gravelly prairies, the region west of the

Cascade Mountains was a tremendous forest of fir and cedar and

spruce five centuries old the approximate age when the trees

were ripe for cutting.

The forest came to the edge of a hundred harbors and shel-

tered reaches of water, and there were timbered islands inviting

the logger from every side. All the first settlers needed was a

market for their timber, and they did not have long to wait.

At the dawn of the Fifties, brigs from San Francisco worked

their way into the Sound against the light southerly winds of

summer. California gold had created millionaires and cham-

pagne tastes, and the masters of the brigs had been sent north to

cut ice on Puget Sound. The masters were disappointed because

they found a sunny inland sea at least as warm as San Francisco

Bay and innocent of ice summer or winter. They were disap-

pointed at first because the northern waters were bordered with

grand forests instead of frozen tundras. Then they saw that the

forests might cover the failure of their mission. San Francisco

was growing as well as thirsting, and it was as voracious for

building materials as for iced drinks. The masters brought back
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cargoes of piles and timbers squared by the broadaxes of the

pioneers, and they were immediately sent north for more. Other

and larger vessels were sent for still more timber, and Washing-

ton logging was launched with a roar.

Men who possessed nothing more than axes became logging

operators, and they used gravity in place of oxen. They cut

trees near the water's edge and rolled the logs over the bank

into the Sound, where they were rafted out to the timber vessels.

The shingle industry, which has always been an enterprising

nephew of lumbering, began its supply before there was a de-

mand. The McAllisters were the first American settlers at Nis-

qually, and Jim McAllister spent his spare time sawing cedar

logs into bolts, splitting the bolts into shakes and shaving them

into shingles. He made shingles in the abstract until he per-

suaded Doctor Tolmie, the Hudson's Bay factor, to buy his out-

put. At that time and place everyone split his own, and there

was no market for the shingles which the McAllisters made by

the thousands and the Scotch factor bought in the abstract. The

curious blind-alley industry went on until San Francisco blos-

somed in the fierce radiance of gold, and brigs and barques

swarmed into Puget Sound, looking for building materials. Then

the mountain of shingles vanished in the twinkling of an eye,

and the Hudson's Bay Company reaped a noble profit from what

seems to have been pure intuition.

Shingles could be made profitably by hand but lumber could

not, and one of the early timber carriers brought the machinery

for the first steam sawmill to Puget Sound. The machinery was

for Henry Yesler, who set up his mill in Seattle and gave that

place its first impetus toward being one of the great cities of
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America. That simple beginning was not so long ago. When

Father first came to Seattle in 1881, the chief industry of the

town was the sawmill which Yesler was still operating.

Henry Yesler was a thick-set man, streaked with geniality and

stubbornness. He was a great practical joker and in the early

days was always hard up; and he was paying his workmen in

unnourishing town lots which are now a part of downtown

Seattle and worth fortunes. That was the monumental practical

joke of Yesler's long career, but he did not intend it that way;

at the time he was concerned with keeping his mill running and

earning enough cash to make things comfortable for himself and

his borrowing friends. Failing at that, he presently harvested a

fortune from the real estate which he had not been able to give

away.

Yesler's sawmill was the first and in some ways the most

famous, but in production it was quickly passed by the great

mills on the western side of Admiralty Inlet and the Sound:

Port Discovery, Port Ludlow, Port Gamble, Port Madison, and

Port Blakely. Reversing the history of Yesler's mill, which

never made much money for its owner but left a great city, the

mills on the other side of the Sound made fortunes for their

owners and left nothing but dwindling villages. Their location

was wrong for cities, with miles of water between them and the

rest of the United States, and for most of them their reason for

existence vanished with the forest.

Among the early mill companies, the greatest was the Pope

& Talbot outfit, of San Francisco and East Machias, Maine.

The Popes and Talbots were in the shack town of San Francisco

in the roaring days of the Forty-niners, but they had cool Yan-
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kee heads and they knew that the most reliable gold was the

kind that stuck to the fingers with pitch and did not glitter.

In July, 1853, the schooner Julius Pringle arrived in Port

Discovery Bay to make Washington lumbering a big-time indus-

try. The Pringle was commanded by Captain W. C. Talbot, and

she carried mill men from East Machias, Bangor, and Skow-

hegan, Maine. The man from Skowhegan was Cyrus Walker,

who later became manager of all the company's Puget Sound

mills and was a legendary figure long before he died.

From Port Discovery, Captain Talbot led an expedition by

sailboat and Indian canoe to find the best mill site in the Puget

Sound country. They found it at Port Ludlow, just around the

northern corner of the entrance to Hood Canal, but a mill was

already building there. So they located at Port Gamble, on the

other side of Hood Canal, and six miles to the south.

In September, the schooner L. P. Foster arrived from Boston

by way of Cape Horn, loaded with machinery for the new mill.

Captain Keller, in command, was a partner in the Pope & Tal-

bot firm, and he brought his family with him. When his wife and

daughter disembarked at the end of a five-months' voyage, they

were the first white women to touch the shore at Port Gamble.

The first mill ran one day at a time, and shut down a week for

repairs. But the Popes and Talbots were able Maine lumber

men; they had capital and the thrifty Yankee genius of Cyrus

Walker. Presently they had a great, modern mill at Gamble, and

others at Port Madison and Port Ludlow. Their mills were

backed up by vast timber holdings, and the firm had a fleet of

eighty-odd sailing ships which carried Pope & Talbot lumber to

all the ports of the world.
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I was born at Port Ludlow, where Father supervised the

loading of the lumber fleet. The family moved soon afterward,

and my memory woke up on a stump farm; but I heard a great

deal about Port Ludlow and The Admiralty, where the Walkers

kept open house for foreign and domestic buyers and captains

and their ladies. A great croquet ground was in front of the

mansion, overlooking the bay, and a cannon on the lawn thun-

dered salutes to favored ships as they entered the harbor. On

the other side of The Admiralty were exotic trees and gardens,

and something of a menagerie. There were two savage Great

Danes, cousins of the beasts which accompanied Bismarck of

Germany on his somber walks. Sometimes there was a fawn in a

fenced enclosure and once, Mother recalled, there was a little

black bear, distressed by all the grandeur of the gardens and

homesick for the woods.

The Admiralty was the capital of a lumber empire, and the

hospitality was lavish, but the directing genius remained a

frugal Yankee who was pained by the sight of waste. When

business was slack, Cyrus Walker sometimes joined those of his

crew who had not been laid off, and worked as a common

laborer. During one dull period, Father was called from the

docks to build a wooden sewer from the cook house, and he

could not complain because his helper on the job was Cyrus

Walker. The lean and bearded Yankee millionaire held the

spikes which Father whaled with a sledge hammer, swung from

over his head. Father had had little experience in that kind of

work and he was afraid of missing a spike and crushing his

helper's hands, but Cyrus Walker seemed to have no misgivings.

That was early in June, 1889, and the cook-house job and the
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business slump came to a spectacular end. One afternoon there

was a mile-high mushroom of smoke to the southeast, and at

night a great reach of the sky was one red glare over Seattle

that was burning up. And presently Father was called from his

odd-jobbing to rush several million feet of timber to the still-

smoldering city. Seattle was in such a hurry to rebuild its docks

that there was no time for loading and unloading timber, and

the order went in one vast raft.

In their heyday the great mills blared with the calliope music

of saws, and fleets of sailing ships came and went between their

docks and the ends of the earth. Sometimes the harbor would

be half filled with close-packed booms of logs which covered

the water like a wooden earth, and the other half would be

. crowded with sailing vessels tier on tier, with their masts

simulating the forest ashore. They lay there, waiting their turn

to load, almost as still as they now rest in memory and in old

photographs. Their crews had been discharged at Port Townsend

and the vessels towed the rest of the distance. At Port Townsend

they would pick up other crews on the way out.

When the demand for lumber was heavy, ships were some-

times towed out of mill harbors with protesting masters, and

decks under water. The only comfort a captain got was from the

mill men who pointed out that the deeper the ship lay in the

water the more she would be held up by her deck load, and the

less likely she would be to sink. If that was not enough, there

was the assurance that when the ship got out into the ocean where

there was more salt in the water she would be more buoyant.

Ships were usually overloaded only in the summer, when

they had a good chance of coming through. Mostly the captains'
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worries were the ordinary kind, and there were considerate

owners. Father used to tell us about the captain of the beautiful

ship, Palmyra; a frail, gentle man, far gone in his seventies,

who loved his ship and the sea. He had been afloat so long

that hurricanes and pamperos and Cape Horn storms were for

him recurrent things in nature, like sunrise and sunset and

changing seasons, which he viewed with equanimity. The only

thing the old man dreaded was the land, with its haste and noise

and unseemly confusion. He never understood how people en-

dured anything so unnatural, and as long as he was in port his

anxiety never left him. The owners of the Palmyra were kind,

and they kept the old man on long voyages to South America,

where he was safe, with his ship, on the eternal sea. How his

life ended I never heard, but the Palmyra, outlived most of the

great sawmills and her own days of glory.

When I joined my first ship, fitting out at Eagle Harbor, the

Palmyra was lying across the water from us, with her masts cut

down like the forest that had once covered the island shore. She

was a coal barge then, but her exquisite black hull was beautiful

even in ruin. Her only hand was an old watchman who used to

visit with the crew of a vessel on our side of the harbor. He

would row over in the evening, and late at night we would see

him going back across the silent, moonlit harbor toward the

Palmyra's silhouette of beauty. Her black shadow in the water

would absorb the man and his boat as they glided in toward the

gangway with a muffled sound of oars being shipped. Presently

the watchman would climb into the moonlight and disappear

over the bulwarks. After another minute there would be a ghostly
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shine of light in one of the cabin windows. It was like watching

a man going home to a ship in an old painting.

There were fine vessels in the lumber fleet: Palmyra, Panther,

Herbert Fuller, A. J. Fuller, Windward, Dashing Wave, Glory

of the Seas, Forest Queen, and Golden Shore; clippers and

medium clippers and clipper barques and big able schooners.

But, perversely, in memory the most tantalizing craft that ever

visited a mill harbor was a steamer that did not load any lumber.

Father was in charge of the docks at the time, and he told us

the incident long afterward.

One day a strange and unheralded steamer came in and made

fast at the mill dock, and her master went ashore to the office.

He was gentlemanly and bearded and correct, and he wore

gloves. That was all Father noticed about him except that he

was in a hurry. The vessel was a fine-looking new propeller

craft with a foreign crew; Spanish, Father thought, but when he

hailed one of them in that language the man answered in some

other tongue. Then an officer spoke to the man, apparently tell-

ing him not to talk. None of the crew left the ship, and Father

thought the officers were being careful that no one tried to. A

woman, presumably the captain's wife, stood aloof on deck,

wearing a red cloak, with a secret little smile on her handsome

face. That was the tableau at the dock.

At the mill office, the bearded and correctly gloved captain

made polite inquiries about lumber, and all the time he ap-

peared to be in a great hurry and under stress. One of the ink-

slingers maintained afterward that the captain had no interest

in carrying lumber and he had put in for some other purpose.

If so, he must have changed his mind about it, and he did not
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make any arrangements about a cargo. After a few minutes he

returned to his ship and steamed urgently out of the harbor.

When the steamer was still discernible, far out in Admiralty

Inlet, she went up in a volcanic rush of smoke and flame, too

swift for a fire, but somewhat slower than an explosion. A com-

pany tug went to the rescue but it did not find any survivors,

only a little blackened wreckage.

That is the account, a mystery without a story. Make what you

can of it, treason or mutiny or an international plot. The clues

suggest that the captain put into the harbor for help, but if so,

why did he change his mind and put to sea without having

revealed or accomplished anything? Was he the only one who

knew that hell was simmering in his ship and about to boil over,

or did someone have enough power over him to bring him back

to silence? And was there any meaning in the woman's smile and

in her flaunting a red cloak which was the symbol of fire? The

new steamer and her company remain characters in an unex-

plained dream, and there are not many left who remember.

Steam, as well as sail, has its romance, and a screw propel-

ler or paddle wheels turning up a known number of revolutions

per minute may bring a vessel to a situation difficult to explain

in terms of mechanics. Even tugboats have their histories and

historical implications.

One of the tugs which brought sailing ships to the mills was

the massive side-wheeler, Goliah. She was a demonstration of

how failure in the East can make good when given a chance

in the West. The Goliah had been built for the Vanderbilt Line.

She was used for towing in New York harbor, but she was not

quite suitable, and she was sold. Her new owners were unsuc-
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cessful, and presently the tug was libeled for debt, and a

marshal put on board to restrain her from any useful work

whereby she might pay her debts.

The Goliah might have rotted in debtors' prison or been sold

again, but her owners had faith in her and the West, and her

Gotham crew had the hearts of pioneers along with the manners

of pirates. One evening the marshal stepped ashore for a mug of

beer, and when he returned the Goliah was gone. New York

police boats made a search, but the tug had gone to seek her

fortune. Two months later she was wallowing off Cape Horn,

with alternate paddle wheels buried deep in icy surges and

clawing insubstantial spume. Two months after that she trun-

dled into San Francisco, looking for a job.

The Goliah's jinx did not follow her to the West. She ran

successsfully as a passenger carrier between San Francisco and

Seattle, a service for which she was never intended; later she

became one of the pioneer tugs of Puget Sound and towed

countless sailing ships between the great mills and Juan de Fuca

Strait.

Another famous Pope & Talbot tug was known affectionately

as the Polly. She was a lean, grim-looking craft slung low be-

tween her powerful paddle wheels, and strangers wondered at

the big brass cannon on her foredeck. The Polly's real name

was Polikofsky. She had been built as a gunboat for the Russian

Imperial Navy and thrown in with Alaska when the United

States bought that great country for small change. When the

Polikofsky first came into American hands she had a boiler

made of pure copper, but Americans could not afford the

luxuries of an imperial navy. The boiler was taken out and sold
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for its metal, which paid for the new iron boiler and left some-

thing over. It was a windfall, but it took twenty years for

Americans to discover that the gunboat was only a sample. The

great territory which she symbolized also had copper and other

metals in place of common materials, and some of Alaska's

fittings were pure gold.

Lumbermen who remember generally agree that the Eighties

were the "good old times" of the industry in Washington. There

was never another age more free from government interference ;

and those who gave any thought to the future believed that the

forests were inexhaustible. Only the best trees were cut, and

only the best of each tree was harvested. Ten feet or so of the

butt wood was left as a stump, and all of the tree from the first

branches upward was left on the ground to be burned along

with the slashing and some of the remaining trees, and sometimes

with thousands of acres of virgin timber when the fire got out

of control. Even the loss of large areas of timber was not in-

superable; the supply was inexhaustible and more could be had

at approximately two and a half dollars an acre. Individuals

could take up timber claims of sixty acres each by merely sign-

ing papers. One mill company amassed timber land with in-

credible rapidity by paying the members of ships' crews five

dollars each for filing on timber claims which they immediately

signed over to the company.

In those hearty times a mill hand did a good day's work in

return for his thirty dollars a month and room and board. The

thunder of belts and the screaming song of saws began at six

in the morning and ended at six in the evening. In the fall and

winter the mill hands stumbled out of their cabins in the dark
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and began their day's work by the light of dogfish oil lamps;

the last hours of work were done by the same light, with the men

stumbling now from fatigue.

Sixty years have brought changes which many people opposed

at the time, but few would wish undone. And if people are less

rugged in individualism, their chances of survival in illness are

better. Father's first extra-curricular work at a sawmill was

nursing another mill hand who was sentenced to death by ap-

pendicitis. In Washington Territory, at the time, there was only

one surgeon who could perform the daring operation, and his

fee was a thousand dollars, which the young man did not pos-

sess. A less gifted doctor diagnosed his case and prescribed, but

there was little hope for him and no care other than what a fel-

low worker could manage before six in the morning and after

six in the evening and during a thirty-minute lunch hour. One

evening Father returned and found that his patient's appendix

had ruptured during the afternoon. But the patient did not

understand the fatal nature of a ruptured appendix, and pres-

ently he recovered. He might have done worse for a thousand

dollars.

The working theory of the great mills was this: the mill was

set down between salt water and the forest, and it fed on the

surrounding timber like a mouse eating its way into a cheese.

But the mills ate fast, and there was a limit to the distance logs

could profitably be brought from inland. To the north and south

there were the vast waterways of Admiralty Inlet and Puget

Sound interpenetrating with forests that came to the edge of

deep water. Logs could be profitably moved by water a hundred

times as far as by land; mill companies acquired timber far
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from their mills, and independent logging companies started

up everywhere. Along the shores of the inland sea the forests

were pitted with alternate stump farms and logging works. On

the water there were white stern-wheel steamers carrying farm-

ers and loggers and townspeople; and there were laboring tugs

that crept dead slow against the tide, dragging at vast log rafts

that were sometimes a quarter of a mile astern.

There had been logging camps on Puget Sound before the first

water power sawmills, and logging camp methods did not change

much in the first thirty years. Swampers went first and cut the

brush; fellers, standing on high springboards, felled the trees;

and buckers sawed them into proper lengths. After that, ten- or

twelve-yoke teams of oxen dragged the logs over skid roads to

salt water. The oxen's pace was slow, and as logging operations

extended deeper into the woods, efficiency declined. So the

operators decided to put their logs on wheels, and they looked

about for an animal that would be faster than the old-time ox.

In the revision which came about, the oxen were kept in the

woods and used only for the short haul of yarding logs. Tram-

ways with wooden rails were built from the yard to the water,

and mule teams pulled the cars of the tramway.

Until the middle Eighties, that was logging at its most efficient.

After that, steam power replaced the ox, which never got out of

low gear. History skips over the point of how the donkey engine

came into being, and the only clue I have ever found is in an

incident from Father's reminiscences of sawmill days.

In 1881, he was at the Blakely Mill, fresh from the cattle

range of the Southwest. One day there was some hitch in supply;

the last log in the pond went up the conveyor, and the mill
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stopped with nothing on which it could feed. There were logs

back on shore, but no oxen at hand to haul them the fifty yards

to the mill pond. Father and the other young men did not care

whether school kept or not. While they were looking around for

some way to amuse themselves, Father noticed a pile driver ly-

ing in the mill pond with steam up, and he had a diverting idea :

there was steam power that could pull a weight vertically, and

why couldn't it do the same thing horizontally? So he and some

of his friends made a long rope fast to one of the nearest logs,

and led the rope to the winch of the pile driver. The doubting

engineer opened throttle gingerly, and the young men pulled in

the slack from the winch as the log came to life and waddled

away from its fellows with the dignity becoming the first log

to be hauled by steam power. When the log was in the pond, the

young men dragged the rope back to the next one. Now and then

the rope parted abruptly, with a broken end flying as high as

the derrick head of the pile driver, and the engineer ducking,

and cursing the boys who were going to be the death of him.

After that there would be a cooling-off period while the rope

was spliced. The pauses became more frequent as the rope wore

out, but all the logs went into the pond and the mill had some-

thing into which it could get its saw teeth.

The next day, logs arrived in the customary fashion, and

Father never gave another thought to hauling them with a steam

winch. He was carefree and eighteen; he and his friends had

had their fun, and that was all it meant to him. But, independ-

ently or otherwise, someone else did some thinking, and a new,

steam-driven gadget came to the woods a few seasons later.

The donkey engine, which revolutionized logging, had a verti-
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cal boiler tapered to a stack, and a single engine which drove a

winch. At first the engine had a vertical cylinder and a vertical

winch drum from which the slack of the cable was pulled in

by hand, and it was drawn out to each log by a team of horses.

Later the donkey engine had horizontal cylinders of great

power; the cable wound on a horizontal spool, and a haul-back

was rigged whereby the cable, with its great block and hook, was

hauled out to the cut logs by engine power.

In yarding operations, a long wire was stretched from the

donkey whistle to a tree near the cut logs, and with that remote

control the man or boy known as a "whistle punk," signaled the

engineer. The whistle punk had the easiest and noisiest and

poorest paid job in the woods. The highest paid and hardest job

was that of the hook-tender who wrestled the great block and

steel cable from the haul-back and hooked it into the choker

about the next log. The hook-tender was one of the elite and the

production of the camp depended on his savage strength and

skill and judgment.

When the hook-tender had slammed the hook into the choker,

he signaled with his hand and jumped clear. The whistle punk

gave the wire a tug; the whistle tooted sharply and the donkey

engine rocked and roared as the engineer opened the throttle;

and the steel cable went taut with a vicious leap. If it was a

"high-ball" camp, loggers had to look out for themselves. An

unwary one might have the cable snap up between his legs,

splitting him to the chest, or if it was on sloping ground, anyone

who did not get out of the way in time was flattened by the roll-

ing log. At the donkey end, the heavy steel cable wound swiftly

on the winch drum, and the log came storming through the
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woods like a great battering ram, knocking down trees a foot

through as if they were pins in a bowling alley.

The donkey engine sometimes wrecked men and always

wrecked forests; and in dry weather it occasionally set the

forests afire with sparks from its stack. In one forest fire the

logging crew had to get out of the woods for their lives, leaving

the donkey engine with steam up. In the course of the fire a tree

fell across the whistle wire, and the engine shrieked as if it were

conscious of being burned to death. It kept up that agonized

shriek hour after hour, and then it gradually sank to a kind of

moaning that went on for a long time.

The donkey engines were grim monsters, but a few of them

had their lighter moments. There was the one that Captain

Chapman shanghaied on board a scow, with diverting results;

and once I saw one of them spend a whole day amusing children.

That was at a Fourth of July celebration when I was five or six.

A picnic for the whole county was held among the lodgepole

pines on the dry prairie above the town. There was a plug-ugly

procession, won by a battleship float mounted on a tandem

bicycle, and there were Indian pony races ; but the big attraction

for us was the merry-go-round. Citizens had contributed the new

fir lumber and built the turntable and benches for passengers,

and a young logging operator coaxed his donkey engine out of

the woods to supply the power. A cable was rigged to a wooden

drum under the merry-go-round, and when the throttle was

opened a little the platform and crowded benches revolved

spiritedly among the stunted pines in the hot sun. When it was

time to stop, or to start with a new load of children, the donkey

engine tooted as gently as it could. It kept the merry-go-round
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whirling until late afternoon, when the loaded wagons and buck-

boards took the children home.

At its normal work in the woods, the donkey engine squatted

near the railroad tracks and yarded in logs which were then

loaded on flat cars. A locomotive hauled them in long trains to

salt water. That was big-time logging which required expensive

machinery, locomotives, and rolling stock, lengthening miles of

railroad track, bridges, and trestles, the latter sometimes three

hundred feet high, over deep ravines. During my childhood, in

the mild autumn or on sunny spring days, logging trains would

come thundering through the town, with the brakemen balancing

on pyramided logs that were white with snow from the distant

foothills. Already the forest was being pursued back toward the

mountains. It was a far cry from the first logging on Puget

Sound, when a man who owned an ax could become a logging

operator by felling trees and rolling the logs over the bank

into salt water.

That was logging for thirty years, and then progressive-

minded operators saw faults in the method. It was not efficient

to yank logs over rough ground and through woods where they

knocked down everything the swampers and fellers had left.

And there might be something in the idea of a method which

would leave the younger trees to grow up; somewhere along the

line there had vanished the confidence that the supply of timber

would last forever. The new method still used the donkey engine,

but with a difference. A high-lead cable was rigged to a spar

tree, and the logs were yarded, dangling in the air, on that

trolley wire. It was more efficient logging, but it did very little

for the younger generation of trees. Instead of having their feet
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knocked from under them by logs tearing along the ground, they

were knocked in the head by logs swinging through the air.

The most obvious result of the high-lead logging was the rise

of a new profession, touched with romance. In preparing a spar

tree, a "topper" has to climb the trunk for a hundred feet or so,

trimming off limbs on his way up, and cut off the top of the tree

in such a way that he is not carried down with it. He hangs onto

the remaining spar while it writhes back and forth in the sky

under the shock of the amputation. In the early days of high-

lead logging one Everett operator made the trimming of a spar

tree the occasion for a picnic, with the topping as the chief enter-

tainment. And the topper added extra flourishes. While the

severed head of the tree was still plunging down to earth, the

daring young man hopped up onto the top of the spar, where

there was barely room for his calked boots, and stood there, a

hundred feet above the ground, while the spar tree whipped

back and forth through an arc of twenty feet. As the final touch

of nonchalance, he waved his hat to the spectators and lit a

cigarette. Later toppers have got their pictures in cigarette ads

for merely hanging on, but the daring young topper rolled his

own and there was no special cigarette appeal in his perform-

ance.

Logging is largely a matter of transportation. A poor man

could always cut down a tree, and at the beginning of the indus-

try he might roll his logs over the bank into the bay. But he

was out of the running when delivery required donkey engines

and a locomotive and leagues of railroad track. For a long time

it appeared that logging would be increasingly a matter of big

and expensive operations. But the transportation of logs fol-
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lowed the history of other transportation, with steam taking the

business from the individual with the ox, and gasoline giving

part of it back to the individual with the tractor and the truck.

The spar tree and the high-lead gave the final, expensive flourish

to big-time logging, and soon afterward small operators found

they could log successfully with caterpillar tractors in the woods

and motor trucks on the highways leading to salt water. It was

only a part of the renaissance brought about by the gasoline

engine, but it was important to the little operator. And big

operators found that with caterpillar tractors they could log

profitably in tracts where donkey engines would run them into

debt. They also found that "cat-logging" was kind to the future:

the tractor took logs out of the woods with a minimum destruc-

tion of younger trees. Cat-logging is in favor now; rich and poor

have their chance to lose money in the game or to make money,

depending on conditions and logging is distributed almost as

widely as the gas engine and the Diesel. In valley towns, free of

winter weather, logging trains still come thundering through,

their pyramided logs white with snow from the high foothills

where they were cut. In agricultural valleys where logging is a

dim memory, mixed freight trains rumble through with some

of the flat cars loaded with logs traveling like other freight. On

the droning highways, rich with passengers and freight which

the internal combustion engine has captured from the steel

rails, truckloads of logs mingle with freight trucks and sedans

and hard-bitten passenger busses booming along on fixed

schedule.

Old-timers remember the fabulous Eighties as the great days

of lumbering. At that time, Washington turned out something
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like eighteen million dollars' worth of timber products a year.

Today, the annual crop is worth approximately two hundred and

eighteen millions. It is produced with less fuss and infinitely

less waste, with fewer and smaller forest fires, and with a good

deal of intelligent thought of the future. In the Eighties and for

a good while before and afterward, lumbermen could not see

the trees for the wood, and they thought of forests as something

to be plundered for their immediate wealth. By now most of

them see trees as a crop which will grow again, given a chance.

No one believes any more that the supply of timber is inex-

haustible; and as a result it may be made inexhaustible.

Of the present two-hundred-eighteen-million-dollar annual

crop, part is harvested by the farmer and his sons who have a

stand of timber on their land, and a truck and caterpillar tractor.

Somewhat more of it is harvested and milled by the Weyerhauser

interests; they entered lumbering in Washington early in the

century with the outright purchase of forty billion feet of stand-

ing timber.

Between the two extremes there is the average logging operator

who does not have either the farm or the Weyerhauser fortune

to cushion him in case of a bad venture in the woods, and he

makes money or goes broke according to the whim of fate. Al-

most everything else in the industry has been reduced to a sci-

ence, but the necessary business of getting the logs out of the

woods remains a gamble. Science is not yet able to tell the

operator whether a given stand of timber will be as sound as it

looks, or whether a fatal percentage of the logs will be dis-

colored with incipient decay; whether the summer and fall will

be so wet that operations are bogged down, or so dry that he

has to shut down or possibly see a forest fire sweep through his
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timber and clean out his camp; whether wages will go up, or

the price of timber fall and leave him stranded with his hopeful

calculations. The logging operator begins by gambling on the

trees, and from there he gambles on a dozen other elements

and any one of these can make the difference between profit and

loss. Sometimes he loses his shirt; sometimes he wins the jack-

pot. When the latter happens, if he is wise he retires. But the

chances are that he is a gambler at heart otherwise he would

hardly be in the game and he goes on.

At least one man has tried to reduce logging to an exact sci-

ence. He was a New York efficiency expert, and he decided to

broach his plan to an old-time logging operator who had made a

fortune and gone broke. The efficiency man found his operator

in a dingy downtown office overlooking the Seattle waterfront,

and for an hour he expounded his plan for taking the elements

of chance out of logging and making it infallibly successful.

While he expounded, his hard-boiled and fatalistic audience of

one looked intently out of the window toward the waterfront,

where gulls were flying.

The efficiency man's speech rose to a climax with his final

proof that he had made logging a sure-fire proposition. He

stopped, and struck the desk with his fist. "Well, sir, what do

you think of my plan?"

The old logging operator motioned him nearer, and with the

same gesture he pointed out of the dusty window. "You know,"

he said, "all the time you've been talking, I've been looking at

those sea gulls. What I'd like someone to tell me is this: how

in hell do you tell the males from the females?"

Perhaps science has the answer to that question, but as yet

it has none to the riddle at the heart of a giant industry.
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MEN OF THE WOODS

FT1VERY industry has its useful traditions. The tradition of
*

* the loggers was that of strong men who took pride in their

work and placed production on a level at least equal to their

own safety. And they were encouraged to be rugged individual-

ists to the extent of not banding together for their mutual ad-

vantage.

The loggers' pleasures were simple. In their leisure bunk-

house hours they yarned and gambled for money or tobacco,

and sometimes they danced together when there was someone to

saw at a fiddle or put the breath of life into an accordion. The

dancing was vigorous while the bunk house grew dim in dust

kicked up from the floor, and as the boards shredded away there

was a steady shower of splinters thrown from steel-calked boots.

Eating was another simple pleasure, forever sharpened by hard

work. When the cookee beat the piece of railroad iron outside

the mess shack, the stampede was like a charge of reckless

patriots. On one occasion a logger tripped over a root and fell.

He was not hurt, but when he picked himself up, he turned and

walked sorrowfully back toward the bunk house. A puzzled

visitor asked why he didn't continue to the mess shack. He ex-

plained: "It's no use; there wouldn't be anything left."

At play in town, the loggers drank and disported themselves

as seriously as they worked and ate at camp. Every city and
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large town had its section of amusement, sometimes referred to

as the "Skidroad," but Seattle's Skidroad was the original and

the most famous, and it still endures in a subdued form. I have

never heard an explanation of why such a district should have

such a name, but the reason seems fairly obvious.

Seattle was a year old when Henry Yesler arrived, and the

best of the waterfront was already taken up. But Yesler had

plans for a sawmill, and the earlier settlers readjusted the

boundaries of their claims so he could have a choice mill site.

As a result, most of Yesler's claim was timberland well back

from the water, with a long panhandle to the sea. There was a

skid road along the panhandle from the timber to the mill; the

first "squaw dance house" was located on the beach near the end

of this skid road ; later, houses of prostitution and honkey-tonks

and cheap saloons sprang up along Yesler Way, which replaced

the skid road. But loggers continue to refer to the region by the

title of the earlier thoroughfare.

Words like "tawdry" and "sordid" have always been ap-

plicable to the Skidroad, but its tinsel has been known to change

for a moment to more precious metal. A shipmate once told me

of waking in a Skidroad room on Christmas morning. Snow was

falling outside, and his young hostess sat at the window with a

violin, playing "Silent Night, Holy Night." From the way he

told about it, that had been one of the genuine moments of his

life the unexpected tenderness of music and the brief redemp-

tion of snow on a dingy street.

From the first World War I recall a little restaurant on the

Skidroad. Four of us, all in our teens, ate there because it was

cheap. We had signed on a ship, but there was a week to go
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before they began to feed on board, and we had only a few

dollars. Our waitress was a smart and pretty girl who rouged

and smoked cigarettes before such things had become proper.

She seemed to know by intuition when our money was almost

gone. Instead of adding our bills, she began subtracting them

deducting the price of dessert and coffee from the entree, so that

the more we ate the less we paid. She managed it with an offhand

tact which prevented our asking why. We only knew there was

some unspoken pact of youth between us. Then our ship sailed,

and we never saw the girl again.

Shelton did not have a Skidroad, and it was too small to con-

ceal a bawdy house. Also, there were straight-laced people in

town who would not have liked one. But the demand was there

and various shifts were made to meet it. Sometimes at night, in

the window of a cheap wooden hotel, a red electric light bulb

was turned on, and after a few seconds it was turned off again.

Down near the steamer dock, a disreputable old person some-

times had disreputable female guests who attracted guests of

their own. It was all managed discreetly and the women arrived

and departed by steamer without ever really being in town, so

no fuss was made about it. They were not the only women from

the sea; occasionally a tide would bring a strange float house

into the bay, and at night there would be lighted windows and

the blare of a phonograph between the blackness of the forest

and the still, dark waters of the inlet.

That sea-borne traffic was an old tradition. A newspaper

printed in the nineties comments on the presence, near Shelton,

of "a fallen woman in her floating den of iniquity." Not that

there was anything unusual in such a presence; the woman got
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her name into the paper because of a Winchester rifle with

which she defended her professional honor, and she had killed

an importunate logger who was out of funds.

Men who worked in the woods were paid better than men in

most other jobs, but there was many a slip between the pay check

and the bank. Loggers with money were looked upon, imper-

sonally, with as much favor as a fine stand of timber at the

water's edge; and there was the tradition that loggers should

spend their money in the immediate neighborhood of its earn-

ing. Around Shelton the logging camps paid off on Saturday

afternoon, and the logging trains gave the men free transporta-

tion to town. There was one steamer a day to the outside world;

it left early Saturday morning, and did not run on Sunday. Log-

gers who wished to move on had the choice of spending the

weekend in Shelton, or walking twenty miles to Olympia, which

was the nearest town. Some of them took the long hike, and

others wished they had. A logger headed for Olympia might

come to town on Saturday with two hundred dollars in his

pocket; and on Monday morning he might start on foot after all,

because he did not have a dollar left for a steamer ticket.

At the top of the hill overlooking town the road forked, with

the branch on which we lived going due east to Arcadia a

settlement of one house at the entrance to the inlet. The other

branch went due south toward Olympia ; it was the road the log-

gers meant to take, but they were apt to be careless or drunk, or

both. Some of them walked all the way to Arcadia lengthen-

ing their trip by fifteen miles before learning their mistake.

Others wandered up to our farm to ask directions, and we

hardly ever drove along the road without meeting or overtaking
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loggers with blanket rolls on their backs pilgrimaging in the

wrong direction or going back for a fresh start.

When there was room in the wagon, none of us ever passed

a logger without offering him a lift. One of my early recollec-

tions is of our old bay mare and older wagon jogging up Saeger

Hill where the branches of trees met overhead and dimmed the

light of day: Mother, who was small and prim, sitting on the

high seat of the wagon, driving; and behind her, on the hay in

the wagon box, a load of loggers with their bedding rolls, drink-

ing out of a quart bottle. At the time I was too young to realize

that they were drinking whiskey and I was puzzled by the care-

ful way they turned their backs while drinking and tried to keep

the bottle screened from Mother's sight in case she turned

around. But Mother did not turn around; she drove on, small

and serenely prim, through the gloom of the woods, with the

drunken crew being gentlemanly even behind her back.

Sometimes loggers had definite sorrows to drown like Oscar

Swenson. Oscar worked for Ed English, who was one of the

most humane of logging operators; his camps and sawmills were

among the safest in the state. But logging is a dangerous busi-

ness; even the best-run camps have their accidents. In one of

them Oscar had a leg crushed.

The whistle punk swayed on the wire to the donkey whistle,

and its frantic tooting broadcast the news that there had been

an accident. Miles away, the engineer of a train on its way to

salt water heard the shrill, clamoring whistle. He ran his flat-

cars of logs onto a siding and raced the locomotive back to

camp. The foreman had put a tourniquet on Oscar's mangled

leg, and given him a shot of whiskey. Now he was loaded into
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the cab of the locomotive and rushed to the Everett hospital,

where his leg had to be amputated.

Ed felt bad about the accident, and when Oscar was con-

valescing, he had him measured for a new leg not the custom-

ary peg leg, but a fancy artificial limb that cost two hundred

dollars. Instead of being turned loose as a jobless cripple, Oscar

was kept on the payroll and given easy work around camp.

Oscar had been fortunate, but he could not go to the woods

any more, and he had time to be sorry for himself. He took to

drinking to drown his sorrows, and the more he drank, the sad-

der he felt. Finally, after a relay of sorrow and whiskey and

more sorrow, he wandered out of camp and lurched north along

the railroad tracks. There was a place where the afternoon log-

ging train would come around a sharp curve, obscured by trees,

and down a steep grade where nothing could stop it. There the

sorrowful Oscar lay across the rails and waited for death, and

there he fell asleep.

Two hours later the heavy train rumbled around the bend.

Suddenly the engineer swayed on the brake lever and grabbed

the whistle cord. A hundred yards ahead, a man was lying

partly on the track. Oscar had found the ties uncomfortable and

rolled in his sleep, but he still had one leg across a rail. He

slept on while the train slid down on him, screeching, in a storm

of sparks from wheels that were being ground flat against the

rails. The locomotive passed over the suicide and slid to a halt

a hundred yards beyond. The engineer grabbed up a stick and

hauled out his bandana handkerchief as he ran back to where

brakemen were picking up the victim, and in a few seconds he

was giving first aid.
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"What the hell!" The engineer stopped and took off his tourni-

quet. The man's leg was not only cut off it was already healed

to a smooth stump. And then one of the brakemen picked up a

mangled artificial leg.

That was Oscar's only injury, and the joke is still being told

in the Snohomish woods. But Ed English was very angry when

the sheepish Oscar hopped into camp between two ribald brake-

men. "After this," he declared, "you'll buy your own legs!"

Oscar stumped about on a peg leg for the rest of his life.

To people of a certain class, there is something irresistible

about an unconscious man well supplied with gold pieces and

large bills. At Everett, the Bucket of Blood Saloon extended

over the Snohomish River, and had a trapdoor in the floor of a

back room. There were persistent rumors of loggers being

dropped into the river, but there was never any serious investi-

gation of what went through the trapdoor. If the body of a log-

ger occasionally floated in the bay, there were natural ways in

which it could have got there, and death is less a leveler than

it is reputed to be. The costume in which one is found dead is a

matter of great importance. The empty pockets of working

clothes may convict the wearer of vagrancy, while the empty

pockets of a business suit suggest robbery as a motive for mur-

der and lead to investigation. The disused building of the

Bucket of Blood Saloon was razed during my youth. The only

suspicious thing found was a human leg buried in the river bank

under the floor, and medical opinion was uncertain as to whether

it had belonged to a woman or a boy.

In the old days it was a part of encouraged tradition that big
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strong men like sailors and loggers looked out for themselves

and did not make sissy appeals to the law. West of us it was fifty

miles to the flat Gray's Harbor country and a dozen more to the

open sea. In Hoquiam and Aberdeen, at the head of the harbor,

loggers had need to look out for themselves. Those were tough

twin towns, hard-bitten and hard-boiled and wide open. It was

in the logging country around them that the first high-ball log-

ging camps developed camps where men in a dangerous busi-

ness were speeded up to where they had only split seconds to

avoid falling trees and rolling logs and flying steel cables.

In the high-ball logging camps casualties were high and the

tension great; and town was not always a safe place for the

relaxing of vigilance. Men might survive the woods and then

be lost when they went to town for a good time. Hoquiam and

Aberdeen mingled with the sea; when a westerly gale piled

water into the harbor you could feel the planking of the streets

afloat and stirring under your feet, and the outgoing tides swept

all kinds of rubbish into the obliterating Pacific. Town was a

place to walk ever so carefully on floating sidewalks and on

floors with the sea under them. It was a place to keep some of

the vigilance of the woods and to look out for strangers and

strange flavors in drinks, and sudden darkness among bright

lights, and trapdoors to dark water.

Aberdeen had its lighter side, too, and the names of its bawdy
houses were educational. One was "Harvard," another "Yale,"

and a third "Columbia," and there were many more named

after famous institutions of learning. Loggers and sailors spoke

of the street as "College Row," and thought it very chic. But

there were other, less obviously named institutions, where one
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learned by unpleasant experience or was flunked out of life.

Danger encourages care for safety, and the treacherous shore

inspires the lighthouse. In Aberdeen a loggers' beacon was a lit-

tle cigar and magazine store with a humane proprietor. It began

when a logger, who divined that he could get as drunk on ten

dollars as on a hundred, left part of his roll with the obliging

proprietor. When he sobered up and collected his bank, he told

his friends. The next Saturday they cached some of their pay

at the cigar store, and the banking business grew. Sometimes a

logger would have too many drinks set up at the bar, or he

would be rolled while the night was still young. When that hap-

pened, the cigar store was the most unsympathetic place in

town. There were threats and wheedling and promises to reform,

but the proprietor was as unmoved as a rock. While the loggers

were drunk they could not break the pact they had made when

they were sober. Sometimes, on a Saturday night, the till in the

little cigar store held a hundred thousand dollars in cash which

the proprietor guarded faithfully from its owners until they

were sober again.

Another beacon was the Humboldt Saloon, which sold honest

liquor and kept out all solicitors and peddlers and card sharps.

Loggers banked their surplus funds with Big Fred, the handle-

bar mustached proprietor, and though the money drew no in-

terest, the capital at least was safe. The Humboldt was also a

museum of natural history, lined with geological specimens and

examples of the taxidermist's art. There, exotic minerals and

stuffed beasts and birds and hairy, steel-shod loggers stared at

each other through glass, with mutual wonder at the varied

products of this mad earth.
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Another unofficial banker in Aberdeen was Billy Gobi, an

Austrian, who established himself early in the century. Gobi

was the agent for the Seamen's Union, but he had other enter-

prises. His place of business was over a saloon beside the

Whiskah River. He began his banking career with sailors from

the lumber vessels, pointing out to them the dangers and pitfalls

of the unholy town and advising them to leave their money with

him. And no complaint was ever heard from those who followed

his advice.

In the fall of 1909, a logger who had vanished appeared

again floating in the Whiskah River with his skull stove in.

The corpse was only one piece of flotsam, but it marked the

turning of some underworld tide. Before the end of winter,

forty-three more sailors and loggers floated down the river

bludgeoned to death or shot through the heart at close range.

Aberdeen had not been disturbed by men disappearing, but

when they began showing up again in numbers there was con-

sternation, and a detective was hired to look into the matter.

The trail of floating corpses led to Billy Gobi's establishment

above the Pioneer Saloon. Gobi was convicted and sent to the

penitentiary, and then to the insane asylum where he died

twenty years later.

Reconstructed, the evidence suggests that Gobi might have

continued operating for years except for his own carelessness

and greed. He had begun by murdering the sailors who had been

persuaded to leave their funds in his safekeeping, and burying

their bodies in catacombs in the river bank. When they did not

return in a reasonable time he appropriated their funds for his

own use. Later, when his business expanded to include the rob-
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bery and murder of loggers, he used a small scow and a launch

to take the bodies across the harbor bar, where they were dumped
into the anonymous Pacific.

No one will ever know how many men Gohl killed. The forty-

four found floating in the river were the work of a few months,

after he had grown too lazy to give his victims transportation

across the harbor bar; and he had been operating for years. At

intervals, long afterward, construction gangs laying sewers or

water mains would dig into skeleton-riddled earth and the en-

gineers would say knowingly: "Another of Billy Gobi's cata-

combs."

Popularly it used to be assumed that all loggers were Scan-

dinavians who drank immoderately; but the loggers were of

many nationalities, and not all of them parted with their money,

casually, under the effects of whiskey. Some of them stayed sober

and saved their money and bought fishing boats or farms, and

others were supporting farms and families already acquired or

were pursuing romances.

When a young logger saw a girl he wanted to marry, he

might prove to be a whirlwind at wooing, and he was likely to

succeed, whether the girl was a farmer's daughter or one of the

village schoolteachers. Up in Clallam County, a burly giant of

a logger was smitten by the belle of the neighborhood. Box

socials were not the logger's style, but when the church an-

nounced one he went in the hope of meeting the girl who had

stirred his woodsman's heart. The girl arrived with her gallant,

after leaving her box lunch in the anteroom.

Theoretically, no one was supposed to know which girl had
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brought which lunch, but there were always exceptions and ways

of finding out. The logger did not bid on any of the lunches until

the bidding became lively on a tastefully-decorated shoe box.

The leading bidder was the girl's escort. Other rivals bid the

box up to four dollars and seventy-five cents, and the gallant

raised it to five.

The privilege of eating with the belle had got into big money,

but the bidding paused there, and the relieved young man began

digging in his pockets for the five.

"Six dollars!" the big logger said.

The gallant gave him a startled look and said, "Six twenty-

five."

"Seven dollars!" the logger boomed.

"Seven and a quarter."

"Eight dollars." The logger spared no expense for love, and

did not talk in two-bits' worth.

The gallant bit his lip and said, "Eight-fifty."

"Ten dollars!"

The gallant felt furtively in his pockets and the prize went

to the logger for ten dollars.

According to the rules, the maker and the buyer of the lunch

shared it during the sociabilities. But the belle was angry with

the burly stranger who had crashed the social and made her

dreadfully conspicuous; she sat beside him like an unwilling

prisoner, and would not speak to him or touch any of her own

sandwiches or dill pickles or cake.

The logger showed better manners, and ate for both of them.

When he had finished, he turned to the girl and swelled his big
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chest, and in a voice that everyone could hear distinctly, he

gave her a lecture on poor-spirited people who do not live up

to their obligations.

It was one of the best sermons ever preached in the church;

when it ended, the girl jumped up, white with anger; she stayed

only long enough to give her escort the opportunity to start a

fight with the man who had humiliated her. But the escort

looked at the burly giant, and stayed sitting. The girl went home

alone, in tears, after spurning her gallant.

Three months later the big logger and the village belle ap-

peared together at church, and were married.

Even among loggers who found no permanent anchorage,

there were men who gave some thought to the future and man-

aged as wisely as most of us do. The provident logger saved

part of his pay while the camps were running, and in winter

when the camps were down he moved into town and lived com-

fortably in a loggers' hotel. If he was an aristocrat of his kind,

he shaved every day, had ham and eggs for breakfast, read the

papers and gave advice and help within reason to less provident

loggers. He also gave some thought to his health, and had his

teeth thoroughly overhauled and repaired. As a class, loggers

were dental conscious early, and some of them even became

ostentatious. Once, on the road, when we stopped to offer a log-

ger a lift, he answered with an open-mouthed smile which

showed gold crowns all the way to his back molars. Later I saw

other displays almost as good, but that first dazzling sight struck

me like a brassy sunrise in the tropics. Afterward, when I heard

the song, "The Sunshine of Your Smile," I could not dissociate

it from a logger flashing his golden smile from the roadside.
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A logger who kept sober and had good intelligence and luck

might work up to a responsible job and marry the operator's

daughter, or run for State Senator, and the fact that he had

worked in the woods did not count against him any more than

his being born without shoes. But while he remained a logger,

it was different. Loggers were looked on as a definite class in

a democratic community and no one ever dreamed of their do-

ing anything as undemocratic as developing a class conscious-

ness. The rugged individualists of the skid road and the woods

seemed the most unlikely candidates for such a thing and then

they developed class consciousness and began to speak in the

language of Karl Marx. Not many of them at first, or all of

them ever, but in numbers that doubled and quadrupled dis-

turbingly.

The I.W.W. movement started in 1905, but it was nearer

1910 when we began to notice slogans painted on stumps along

the road: "I.W.W.," "Industrial Workers of the World," "One

Big Union," or "Workers of the world, unite!" That seemed a

strange idea to children, and we wondered what the workers of

the world would do after they had united. Their thought was

that they would all stop work at once, and when a paralyzed

civilization tottered on the brink of dissolution, they would say,

"So workers are of some importance in the scheme of things?

So the world would go to pieces in a week without us? Then

we'll get things going again on our own terms in a world

where there are no wage slaves."

That was the general theory of the I.W.W., though it was

modified somewhat afterward. At first, people did not pay much

attention to slogans painted on stumps, and then sometimes on
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week days in good logging weather, town would be dark and

faintly ominous with striking men in stag shirts and overalls

snagged off near the tops of their calked boots.

The Industrial Workers of the World are mostly thought of

in connection with logging, but their program was to organize

all labor, skilled and unskilled. In eastern Washington, they

had a good deal of success organizing the migratory harvest

hands, and their first big conflict was in Spokane in 1909.

Spokane's most personal wealth came from the surrounding

wheat country, and the temper of the city was set by the con-

servative farmer, and by the Catholic Church, which opposed

radicalism. The I.W.W. were not welcome in Spokane, where

their street speakers drew crowds of harvest hands, and gath-

ered in converts all too successfully.

Spokane expressed its disapproval with an ordinance which

made street speaking a misdemeanor, punishable by a jail sen-

tence and the fight was on. I.W.W. got up on soap boxes and

protested the violation of free speech until they were hustled off

to jail. They went without resisting while other speakers mounted

their soap boxes and followed their line of thought and their

path to jail.

For a while, Spokane enjoyed the excitement of victory, and

then the city fathers did some figuring. They had over six hun-

dred I.W.W. in jail, it was costing thousands of dollars every

week to feed them, and a new jail was needed for the relays of

speakers who were springing up on every street corner. Sud-

denly the city fathers realized that they were victims of an

I.W.W. plot to turn Spokane into one big jail and eat the capi-

talistic city out of house and home. Spokane restored free
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speech through a permit system, and turned the boarders out to

support themselves.

West of the mountains there were successful strikes, and

strikes that fizzled. In the process, the loggers got industrial in-

surance and sometimes better wages; the operators began sup-

plying bedding which included sheets, the loggers' blanket rolls

disappeared, and with them the traditional bedbugs.

As the I.W.W. began having success we heard more about

them, and presently the average person thought of them as dia-

bolical enemies of the human race. Considered from the dis-

tance of time, there is little to justify the picture. The I.W.W.

were a radical organization, and have to be judged as such.

Their organizers were mostly from Middle West farms: young

Americans who had a vision of the working class in chains, and

set out to strike off the shackles. Whether the chains existed and

whether they were right or wrong, they were sincere. The proof

is that some of them suffered martyrdom for their Cause, while

many others took terrific punishment from clubs and pick han-

dles ; none of them got anything more material in return than a

precarious living; and no I.W.W. was ever charged by anyone

with selling out to the enemy.

The I.W.W. were often called "Wobblies"; they used the

term for themselves, and it is said to have come from their in-

tegrity in financial matters. As an international organization,

the I.W.W. organized working men in British Columbia, and

they were strong in the lumber region of Vancouver Island. The

loggers' favorite eating place in Victoria was a Chinese restau-

rant where the proprietor sometimes gave credit. Through trial

and error, he learned that I.W.W. were a good risk. When a
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logger wanted credit, he would ask, "I Wobbly Wobbly?" and

if the logger had a membership card, he was approved. The

Chinaman's rough-and-tumble with the letter "W" resulted in

the term "Wobbly."

The Wobblies' biggest battle was fought at Everett, thirty miles

north of Seattle. It was a free-speech battle, such as the I.W.W.

had won at Spokane, but here they were sparring off against a

different kind of city.

Near the present site of Everett, in 1792, Captain George

Vancouver drew his sword, flicked a bit of earth into the air, and

took possession of the Puget Sound region in the name of his

Britannic Majesty. But the British claim did not hold, and little

happened around there until ninety-nine years later, when the

city of Everett sprang up overnight. In 1889, the Rucker broth-

ers observed that back of Vancouver's Port Gardner there was a

vast and untouched forest, with the Snohomish River ready to

carry logs to the bay; the Great Northern Railway was expected

to make its terminus there, and silver had just been discovered

at Monte Cristo. The prospects were so magnificent that John D.

Rockefeller and other Eastern capitalists threw in their chips,

and Everett was born in 1891 in the atmosphere of a gold rush.

In a few months the shack town had a population of three thou-

sand a larger number than Seattle achieved in its first twenty

years. Everett had an acute housing shortage, and the local un-

dertaker filled his coffins every night with transients who rose

up in the morning and rushed out to take part in the scramble

for wealth in the new city. Later, he filled them permanently in

a wave of robbery and murder, which was finally put down by

the Committee of Twenty-one.
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Two years after its birth, Everett had a flock of industries,

including several shingle mills, the first pulp mill in the state, a

smelter, a shipyard, iron works, a department store, and half

a dozen banks ; Rockefeller's Monte Cristo mines were develop-

ing, and Everett became the western terminus of the Great

Northern, with through trains to Minneapolis.

Everett grew too fast, and before the town was three years old

it was hit by panic and depression: the Monte Cristo mines were

a failure, the Great Northern moved its terminus to Seattle, and

other enterprises failed. But Everett was the gateway to immense

timber resources, and it was on its way to being a great sawmill

town. It was also the seat of Snohomish County, and its people

were determined to hang on to that honor.

In those enterprising days, county seats were sometimes

changed overnight by citizens of another town seizing the county

records and taking them home. Snohomish had that covetous

look, and the citizens of Everett took no chances ; the court house

was guarded day and night by men with loaded Winchester

rifles. According to old-timers, the citizens of Snohomish once

planned a Trojan Horse Special. The train was to carry a State

senator, a judge, and other leading citizens from Snohomish;

and while Everett was welcoming the silk-hatted gentry, Snoho-

mish riflemen would slip out of the rear of the train and seize

the county records. The plan got as far as their setting the hour

of departure for the Special, and at Everett the reception com-

mittee was ready for them half a dozen young men, smoking

cigars, lay in wait in the cemetery which overlooked the rail-

road bridge. The cigars would serve to touch off a fuse which

led from among the tombstones to half a ton of dynamite
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planted under the bridge. But the Special never came to be

blown up. At the last minute a Snohomish woman had such a

lively premonition of disaster that she was able to stop the ex-

pedition. Some of her own family lived in Everett, and she be-

lieved the people of Everett would not stop at anything. She was

right: her own nephews were among the young Everett patriots

who lay in wait to blow up their kinsmen from the rival town.

In the spring of 1916, the city of violent background and

direct action tangled with the I.W.W. Logging and mill em-

ployers and businessmen had organized to break the Wobblies,

and when they started a strike among Everett shingle weavers,

forty strikers were seized and beaten. I.W.W. speakers mounted

soap boxes on Wetmore Avenue to protest, and were jailed.

Everett had no ordinance against street speaking, and the Wob-

blies were arrested for infringing on the rights of individual

property owners.

The I.W.W. had done very well in one free-speech campaign

by going to jail, and they planned to do it again; but the indus-

trialists of Everett also remembered Spokane, and took counter

measures: they ordered outsiders to keep hands off in labor

matters in Everett, and when I.W.W. came into town to speak

and help fill the jail, they were rounded up and taken out of

town in cars.

At first the Wobblies were merely turned loose at a safe dis-

tance. Later, when they kept coming back, they were beaten;

and when they continued to come, more elaborate means were

used to discourage them. Sometimes the Wobblies were partly

stripped and beaten with branches of Devil's Club a swamp
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shrub with cactus-like spines and on one occasion they were

made to run a gantlet of clubs and pick handles.

The punishment the I.W.W. took was remarkable, but it did

very little for their cause; most of it happened on lonely roads

or by some water tank where the Wobblies climbed off a freight

train and found themselves surrounded by men wearing white

handkerchief arm bands to recognize each other in the dark.

The battle went on for five months, and then the I.W.W.

called for what has been variously described as a free-speech

demonstration, an excursion, and an armed invasion of Everett.

On Sunday, November 5, over three hundred Industrial Work-

ers of the World left Seattle for Everett on two chartered steam-

ers, the Verona and the Callista. According to conflicting testi-

mony, the men were: heavily armed; had only a few pistols

among them; arrived sober and well behaved; arrived roaring

drunk.

Everett had been notified that the two steamers were sailing,

and would dock at Pier 2, and preparations were made to re-

ceive them. The white propeller steamer Verona came in first,

her upper deck black with passengers, while the smaller Callista

waited farther out, white and dark gray with massed passengers

seen through mist. On the pier the sheriff and the police force

and deputized lumbermen with rifles waited to repel the steam-

ers; in case of trouble there were sharpshooters hidden in the

adjoining piers. As the Verona slid in toward the pier, the sheriff

raised his hand and shouted to the captain in the pilot house:

"You're not allowed to dock here!"

The captain's answer was drowned out by the I.W.W. shout
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of defiance. The steamer brushed the pier as she drifted in, a

deck hand threw the loop of a mooring line over a bollard and

the shooting began, with the other fellow firing the first shot.

Shouting men on the Verona suddenly crumpled as the crack-

ling of rifle fire swelled from the pier. The crowd on the

steamer writhed and stampeded to the shelter of the far side of

the deck; the Verona heeled over crazily, farther and farther,

until the one line to the pier came taut, cracking and groaning.

As the steamer lay back on the mooring line, like a lassoed

horse, a piece of rail gave way on the listed side, and a dark

stream of men poured into the gray, misty water.

The steamer righted somewhat as men crowded into the cabin ;

the mooring line was cast off or cut, and the Verona backed

slowly from the pier, with men at cabin windows and around

corners shooting at anything that moved on the piers.

When the casualties were counted, there were two dead among

the Everett party, five among the I.W.W., and fifty wounded,

mostly on the steamer. There were also believed to be a number

of men drowned, but in the excitement no one had noticed what

happened to them after they spilled into the bay.

There was other bloodshed after that; but at Everett the

I.W.W. first came up against men organized to break them. It

was the first of several armed clashes which were all to the bad

as far as the Wobblies were concerned. Whether they got the

best or worst of it, they lost prestige.

A few months after the battle at Everett, the United States

was in the first World War. The I.W.W. went on striking and

disrupted lumbering sufficiently for the Army Signal Corps to

organize its own spruce division for getting out airplane him-
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her. The Wobblies lost ground steadily, and a few years after

the war they had ceased to be of importance.

Whatever the explanation, the I.W.W. was the only organiza-

tion that appealed to loggers until recent times. After the

days of the N.R.A., the loggers voted to organize under the

C.I.O., where they are today. As much a result of changing

times as anything else, their wages and working conditions and

hours are better than those for which the Wobblies fought their

losing battle. Apparently the loggers are satisfied: there is peace

in the roaring logging woods producing for war. The only un-

easiness has been at a camp where loggers of a new day drive to

work from their own homes. Tires are wearing out, and the

loggers want the promise of a bus if they have to lay up their

private cars.
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Chapter V

ISLANDS OF HEART'S DESIRE

ISLANDS
do something to their inhabitants. They also have

their effect on the imaginations of people who live on conti-

nents and long for something smaller and more comprehensible.

By now, Captain Vancouver's Puget Sound has overflowed its

original boundaries to include Admiralty Inlet and the Strait of

Juan de Fuca, but the San Juan Islands have not yet been sur-

rounded by those spreading waters. No one who knew them

would confuse the San Juan Islanders with the self-disciplined

people of Puget Sound. The inhabitants of the Northwest main-

land have a world to conquer, and a large-size pioneering job

subdues people to the work in hand.

When you live on a small island, there is a difference. A

world five or ten miles across is more easily conquered ; or per-

haps you like it as it is, and turn your attention to other matters.

Among islanders there is more assurance and individuality;

there are more people of conviction, and better drinking men.

They stand out more sharply, like people on the small world of

a ship. Also, islanders understand their own problems and face

them more realistically than do mainlanders.

According to San Juan Islanders, pirates operated from Mc-

Connel Island as late as the Eighties, and exacted tribute from

smaller craft passing through Rosario Strait. Ask why some-

thing wasn't done about it earlier, and you are told that the law-
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abiding element didn't want any government revenue cutter nos-

ing around their smuggling operations. The cutter finally came,

however, and the pirate brothers fled toward the Canadian

shore in a hard southeasterly gale. During the chase, their sloop

capsized and they were drowned.

For people who long to possess an island, the San Juans are

a window shopper's paradise. Statistically, there are 176 islands

in the pleiades, most of them uninhabited. The islands are moun-

tain tops rising out of a cloud strata of water, and they vary in

size according to whether they are the upper portion of little

crags, or full-grown peaks. Dinner Island got its name because

of an owner who traded his birthright for a square meal; there

are still smaller islands which, in earlier times, might have gone

for a snack. Among the larger islands, San Juan is fifteen miles

long. Mount Constitution, on Orcas Island, rises twenty-four

hundred feet above the sea. There are other statistics available,

but they do not mean much. Probably everyone who visits the

San Juan Islands finds them the realization of some dream or

other. Depending upon how you feel about things, the islands

and their waterways are the setting for an idyllic summer; a

splendid fishing ground; an archipelago of infinite variety for

cruising; or a place to spend a lifetime out of sound of the mad

traffic lanes of the world. Everyone who knows them has his own

San Juan Islands. There is even a difference of opinion as to

how the United States came by them. Until time took them

away, there were people in Olympia who maintained that the

islands were won in good American fashion by the Olympia

baseball team.

In my childhood, on our part of the Sound, the San Juans
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were intertwined with the Battle of Gettysburg, a beautiful

Haidah Indian girl, and the first Washington-born artist.

When the neighbors had built the first schoolhouse in our dis-

trict, there was not enough money left to buy a desk for the

teacher, so the Ackleys brought a table from the Walter place,

where they lived. The table, which served for years as the teach-

er's desk, was small and plain and unpainted, with one drawer.

It was nothing remarkable to look at, but we were told that it

had been made by Jimmy Pickett, whose father saved the San

Juan Islands from the British and made the famous charge at

Gettysburg.

Histories do not mention General George Pickett's half-Indian

son. As always, the complete picture would be too complex, even

if one could see it all. It is simpler to preserve the main inci-

dents in the full sunlight of tradition, without trying to unravel

the background intricacies which make the simplest life too

complex for the most ambitious biographer. In the background

of General Pickett's life there was the shadow of the northern

forest which history reproduces as one-toned and blank. When

that simplifying is undone, there appear half lights and deeper

shadows, and out of them emerges a girl who was spoken of as

beautiful even among the Haidahs, where beauty was so fre-

quent among young women.

The incident does not affect national history or modify the

portrayal of General Pickett as a man of gallant integrity. I only

recall it because Jimmy Pickett made his own contribution to

Washington Territory. And for us he was very real.

From the rarefied outer edge of memory I recall being left

with my brothers while Father and Mother went to Mrs. Walter's
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funeral. Jack, who is older, remembers Mrs. Walter sitting by

the fireplace, smoking her pipe with a quiet dignity becoming

the first white woman of the neighborhood. But I was first made

aware of Mrs. Walter by the stir of her departure. Mrs. Ackley

had taken care of her in her last illness, and afterward she told

us how the mourning Indians came from distant parts of the

Sound and drew their canoes up on the rainy shore which their

friend had left. They came into the house on moccasined or bare

feet, without knocking, and startled the living with their ancient

lamentations raised from supposedly empty rooms in the dead

of night. The Indians had called Mrs. Walter the "White Mama,"

and they took their troubles to her. White people also took their

troubles to her.

When there was only a handful of settlers on Puget Sound

everyone knew everyone else. In those days Washington Terri-

tory was a nursery for Civil War generals, and the young West

Pointers who served in the wilderness included Grant, McClel-

lan, Sherman, Casey, Stevens, and Pickett. Throughout his serv-

ice in the Territory, George Pickett's assignments were on the

frontier of the frontier. In the Indian War of 1855-56, the Vir-

ginian was sent with his company to Whatcom. There was no

fighting there between the Indians and the whites, but the by-

standers' danger threatened the handful of settlers.

The settlement on Bellingham Bay was only eighteen miles

from the Canadian border, and from the beginning of time the

Bellingham Indians had been at odds with the Haidahs of north-

ern British Columbia. The Haidahs were skillful at both sailing

and fishing in troubled waters; the Indian War was going on to

the south and east of the mountains, and the Haidahs proposed
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to add to the confusion by sending a fleet of their canoes to in-

vade the coast of the Bellinghams. Canoes, in the usual sense,

do not sound formidable; but the Haidahs' craft were of the sea-

going variety, up to seventy feet long, and they sometimes car-

ried a hundred big, athletic warriors. These canoes could be

paddled at a speed of ten knots, and some of the smaller Ameri-

can sailing craft they overtook dropped out of sight without a

trace.

If Haidah raiders appeared, the Indians of the upper Sound

would take to the tall timber. When my brothers and I were at the

exploring age we sometimes found heaps of old clam shells half

a mile back in the woods where our nonresistant Indians had

eaten their dinners, shamelessly, while their camps were being

plundered. The Bellingham Bay Indians were a more warlike

breed, perhaps because they had some of the blood of their

enemies in their veins. They accepted the Haidah challenge and

prepared to give them a hornets' nest reception and the white

bystanders called for help. In answer, Captain George Pickett

and his company were sent to Bellingham Bay.

There the long-haired and ardent-hearted Virginian built Fort

Bellingham, and to give the settlers a line of retreat he built the

first bridge of the region over Whatcom Creek, and a road be-

tween the settlement and the fort. He also won the friendship of

the Bellingham Indians, and for their benefit he translated the

Lord's Prayer into Chinook jargon a genuine and personal-

sounding prayer in which "God" is "Papa," and "spirit," "turn-

turn."

The enemy fleet never came to Bellingham Bay; the only

Haidahs Captain Pickett saw were those who were living there
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voluntarily. Among them there were two sisters, one of whom

captivated the romantic Virginian. Mrs. Walter, who saw the

girl, said that she was beautiful not "beautiful for an Indian

girl," but in the sense of pulchritude which does not recognize

color, race, or rank. Mrs. Walter also described the girl as

graceful and small and delicate qualities which romancers

had made desirable at that inopportune time when men needed

women of stamina, as they do now.

Half a century after that forest idyl, we were sometimes al-

lowed to see the relics in the Pickett chest. One of them was what

appeared to be a pair of white gloves, yellowed with age. When

an historian made his discovery of the relics in our neighbor's

house, he touched the gloves reverently and exclaimed with

emotion: "The white gloves of a gentleman of honor!"

We took his word for it that they were Captain Pickett's

gloves, but if we or he had been more thorough and had com-

pared them, it would have been observed that both gloves were

for the right hand. They had been the covering and the symbol

of the clasped hands of the Indian marriage ceremony in which

the Virginian Captain had taken the Haidah girl for his wife.

Pickett was devoted to his lovely Indian wife during the rest of

her brief stay in the land of her people's enemies. She was never

well after the birth of her son, and she died within a year. The

child was christened James Tilton Pickett, after one of Captain

Pickett's fellow Virginians who served as adjutant general in

the Indian War.

Among the relics at our neighbor's house, there was a pen-

and-ink drawing of a handful of houses on a shore among

stumps and trees, with a few small sailing craft anchored off
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the beach. The drawing was done with some skill and a good

deal of care ; every knot and branch and roof shake looked as if

the artist had tried to record the scene precisely as it was. The

drawing was signed, George E. Pickett, and the little pioneer

settlement was Sehome, where his young Haidah wife was bur-

ied. Sehome was on Bellingham Bay; in sight to the west lay

Pickett's next assignment: the No Man's Islands of the beautiful

blue San Juan archipelago.

The echoes of "Fifty-four forty or fight" had died away fif-

teen years before, with the settlement of the boundary between

Oregon Territory and Canada. Since then Oregon had been di-

vided and Washington Territory now shared the international

boundary. But the settlement of one dispute had led to another.

According to the terms of the agreement, the international

boundary followed the channel between Vancouver Island and

the mainland. Unfortunately, though, the San Juan Islands lay

between the two bodies of land, with a channel on each side and

one among the islands. Neither the United States nor England

considered the middle course; each country insisted on the in-

terpretation which gave to it the San Juans, and their ownership

remained in doubt for thirty years.

There were the makings of disaster in that thirty-years' con-

flict of claims, and the fates seem to have been set on some kind

of animal war; first it was sheep, then swine. In 1858, the Hud-

son's Bay Company colonized San Juan Island with a flock of

thirteen hundred sheep and a few Sandwich Island shepherds.

When Colonel Isaac Ebey, the American collector of customs,

protested, the Governor of Vancouver sailed for San Juan with

a British flag which he intended to raise above his token sub-
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jects. Colonel Ebey spied the Governor's boat coming in to

shore, and hoisted the American flag. The sheep thus became

subject to American laws, and thirty of them were seized for

unpaid taxes. The British protested, but no shots were fired and

the threatened Sheep War fizzled.

In 1859 occurred the first discharge of firearms and the first

death in the British-American dispute over the islands. Students

of military tactics have probably gone over the battlefield on

San Juan Island, mapping the advance of the pig from the Hud-

son's Bay establishment to the garden of Lyman Cutler; its at-

tack on the American's potato patch, and Cutler's counterattack

which annihilated the enemy as he was digging in. The precise

stratagem is left to military experts; the important thing is that

Lyman Cutler fired the first and last shot in what is officially

known as the Pig War. According to British propaganda, the

pig was the Hudson's Bay Company's pet and the darling of its

heart, and every bristle on its back was worth all of Cutler's

small potatoes. According to American propaganda, the pig was

a worthless razorback, while Cutler's potatoes were highly valu-

able, the seed potatoes having been brought to the island at

great, though vaguely explained, labor and expense.

There is a limit even to what lawyers can do with a diet of

pork and potatoes, and both articles should be taken with some

salt. However, the matter was taken seriously and threatened

serious consequences. The Hudson's Bay dignitaries made an

issue of it and declared it was a matter of "Love me, love my
hog." Lyman Cutler agreed to the extent of offering the Hudson's

Bay Company equal rights with its pet: he sent the dignitaries
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word that if any of them came around his premises he would

give them the other barrel.

Inasmuch as the British claimed the islands, they did not care

to be defied, as they saw it, by a foreigner on their own terri-

tory. Without carrying out his threat, Cutler was arrested and

taken to Victoria for trial. Posthumously, the pig won that round

of the Pig War, but the allies of the potatoes rallied for the next.

As the American settlers saw it, they were all in danger of arrest

by a foreign power on American soil. They clamored for mili-

tary protection, and Captain Pickett was sent with the Ninth

Infantry from Fort Bellingham to San Juan.

The widening circle of trouble had spread far, with the

United States rallying to the aid of the hill of potatoes. And the

circle widened still farther as Her Majesty's Government came

to the aid of the pig. An entire regiment was sent from Victoria

to take possession of the San Juans and make clear England's

ownership of the islands.

From the first, the Pig War had lacked something usually

associated with armed conflict dignity or solemnity but it

was rapidly becoming serious, with a troop-laden British trans-

port standing in toward the island where Captain Pickett was on

guard with a single company of Americans.

Pickett had a sense of humor and proportion, but he also had

a military duty to perform. He trained his few guns on the

transport, distributed his handful of men on the beach where

they would make the biggest show and signaled the British

commander that he would open fire if there was any attempt at

a landing. Without question, the superior force could have

wiped out the American company; but Pickett gambled on the
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probability that the British commander would hesitate to begin

a slaughter which might plunge two great nations into war over

the appetite of a pig.

The British commander, too, had his sense of proportion; in-

stead of forcing a landing, he tried to parley. Pickett saw him

weaken, and became more adamant and verbally warlike. The

Britisher could do nothing with him and, being a man of good

judgment, he presently sailed back to Victoria.

That was the end of the Pig War. Two governments sweated

when they learned how near they had come to a fatal collision,

and they saw that it was better to put their heads together than

to knock them together. In conference, they agreed to a joint

occupancy of the San Juan archipelago until the matter could be

settled by arbitration. They limited themselves to a hundred

soldiers each; the British camp to be at the northern end of San

Juan Island and the American camp at its southern end.

The Civil War broke out the following year. Pickett served

the United States faithfully until his resignation was ac-

cepted. He then made his way by ship to New York, where he

received the farewell blessing of a grateful Territory. It came

in the form of a letter slipped into his hand on the dock. Not

many men in New York could have deciphered the barbaric

code, but Pickett had mastered Chinook jargon long ago. The

message was from a Union officer who had served with Pickett

in the far Northwest; it warned the Virginian that his disguise

was thin and that he was in danger of arrest at any minute.

With the benefit of that warning and money which was enclosed,

Pickett escaped to the Confederacy and to fame in American

history.
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In a way, that scribbled message in Chinook jargon was the

Territory's farewell to George E. Pickett. In another way, Wash-

ington got him back again. As a military hero, Pickett belongs

to every state in the Union; a gallant leader of a lost cause; the

leader of a tragic charge at Gettysburg which came within inches

of winning against impossible odds. But Washington's Pickett is

younger, as befits a young State; he is a captain who still bears

the charm of youth, and he is victorious, fresh from saving for

America the loveliest islands in all the seven seas.

When Pickett left the San Juans, the threat of trouble be-

tween the Americans and British had already passed. The garri-

sons had been stationed on opposite ends of the island, but the

soldiers visited back and forth and competed in seeing which

force could serve the other the noblest banquet. That went on

for twelve years without a decision, and in the process a great

deal of island venison and salmon was consumed, and the

hatchet was buried deep in roast pork and potatoes. When the

San Juan archipelago was awarded to the United States in 1872,

the American soldiers played their friends out of camp, and the

British departed with an unbroken front of good sportsmanship.

There are two accounts of how the United States came to be

awarded the islands. Historians say that the contending claims

were submitted to Emperor William of Germany, who decided

the case on its merits. But old-timers in Olympia give their base-

ball team credit for winning the San Juan Islands. According to

them, all the Emperor did was to umpire the game at long range.

It was this way: In the summer of 1872, the International

Boundary dispute had been submitted to the arbiter, but there
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was no word from Emperor William. At the territorial capital,

the Olympia Baseball Club was preparing to invade Victoria for

the Big Game with the Canadian team. Excitement over the con-

test almost overshadowed the balanced fate of the San Juans,

and then some wag decided to make it a double-header. On the

bulletin board at the capitol there appeared a telegram which

announced that Emperor William of Germany would decide

the international boundary question in accordance with the out-

come of the Big Game. The Olympia team won over the Cana-

dians, and presently word reached the capital that the Emperor

had awarded the San Juans to America. What better proof could

there be that the Olympia nine turned the trick?

By Emperor William's decision, the international boundary

followed the Canal de Haro between Vancouver Island and the

San Juans. From there, it zigzagged through the Strait of Geor-

gia, turned a very sharp corner and made a bee line for the

established mainland border. The Emperor finished with a firm,

straight line, but inconveniently there was the tip of a Canadian

peninsula in the way, and Point Roberts became American ter-

ritory. The point is two and a half miles square, with water on

three sides and British Columbia on the fourth. As at the South

Pole, the only land direction which the American inhabitants

can take is north, and they cannot reach any other part of

America without a long journey through Canada. In drawing

that last, straight line, the Emperor put the United States some-

what in the position of owning the end of someone else's finger.

But it is a good thing to be agreed on a border and since the

border is unfortified, it is a line which does not separate friends.
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Though pigs and potatoes are raised on both sides of the line,

there have been no international incidents on the Point Roberts

frontier.

The San Juan Islands are Pickett's legacy to America, but he

left another which belongs more especially to Washington.

At the outbreak of the Civil War, Mrs. Walter was the wife

of Captain Collins, and their claim was on the point across from

Arcadia at the entrance to our inlet. One autumn afternoon in

1861 a large Indian war canoe arrived at Collins Point. In the

canoe, which was paddled by twelve Indian women, there was a

delicate child of four, with a little metal bound chest by way of

baggage. The child was Jimmy Pickett; his father had entrusted

him to Mrs. Collins when he went to join the Confederate Army,

and the squaws had brought him the hundred and fifty water

miles from Bellingham. Among the possessions in the chest were

the relics which we saw in childhood: the white gloves of the

marriage ceremony; a little calico dress which the mother had

sewed with patient, clumsy stitches; and Captain Pickett's draw-

ing of Sehome, where his lovely young Haidah wife slept in the

shadow of the forest.

According to Mrs. Collins, Jimmy was a beautiful child,

thoughtful and quiet. When he spoke, it was in a strange mix-

ture of Indian and Chinook jargon and sweet, precise English.

In a photograph taken a year or two later, he appears sensitive

and gentle, with fine features that show no special indication of

Indian blood; he looks more like some Spanish infante.

One day when Mrs. Collins was working in the garden,

Jimmy came to her, smudged with charcoal from a clearing fire

and carrying a split cedar shake.
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"Klosh nanitch, Mama," he said. "Cumtux what this is?"

On the rough cedar there was a charcoal drawing which the

woman recognized as a big, solitary fir tree on the shore farther

north. Mrs. Collins gave him the only pencil in the cabin, and

in a few days he wore it away to the last stub, drawing every-

thing he saw. He used up all the scraps of paper he could find,

and went back to drawing with charcoal on shakes and on smooth

stones and on white clam shells.

Jimmy drew and drew, passionately, and Mrs. Collins gave

him as much encouragement as a busy woman could. She had

most of the care of the orchard and garden; when the family

needed meat, it was usually she who shot the deer or caught the

salmon or dug the clams. Captain Collins was then an old man

in failing health; he died a few years later. The region was so

new that no white person had died there before him, and there

was no cemetery. The old captain's grave was dug in a field

that sloped toward the salt water; but when we found the head-

stone a few years ago, it was in the deep twilight of the woods,

among trees which had since grown up.

At the time the Indian women brought Jimmy to Mrs. Collins,

the nearest claim was William Walter's seven miles west on the

inlet. There the cabin was deserted, with the window and door

nailed up for the duration of the Civil War. After the war, our

Pennsylvania Dutch neighbor came home, married Captain Col-

lins' widow and became Jimmy Pickett's foster father.

Jimmy was a good boy, Mr. Walter used to tell us, but he was

not much use on the farm. He was always thinking of something

else, or drawing. It was the same way when they were taking

fruit to market. Olympia wasn't much more than a village in a
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mud hole, with a wooden capital building that looked like a

country schoolhouse; Tacoma was a sawmill and a few cabins

in the woods ; and Seattle was a town of thirty or forty families,

with some extra loggers and Indians hanging around. It took

traveling to sell all the cherries and pears and apples from the

orchard on Collins Point, and sometimes they sailed the fruit-

laden sloop as far as Port Gamble on Hood Canal. Jimmy was

supposed to help on the fruit-selling expeditions, but ashore he

always had his eye out for big white clam shells, and afloat

Mr. Walter handled the sloop while the boy looked with dream-

ing idleness at the great wooded shores past which they were

sailing. Then he would snatch up a clam shell and a pencil

or a bit of charcoal, and draw as if he were hexed a head-

land or a passing canoe, or a settler's log cabin at the edge of

the forest.

Mrs. Walter had all the say about Jimmy's education, and

she gave him the opportunities that were within reach. He went

to school in Olympia and to art school, though it meant his be-

ing away a great deal of the time. He got along well with his

schoolmates, but he was as reserved as he was gentle, and by

nature and conviction he was an ascetic. "Grandma" Dickinson,

who remembers him as a boy, recalls that he kept the door of his

room closed whether he was in or out, and he managed so that

none of his friends entered the room. The place where he worked

was as much a part of his privacy as the inside of his mind. To

his foster mother, he expressed his conviction of asceticism. He

told her that the mixture of races was wrong; as a half-breed,

he could not have anything to do with women, Indian or white.

Long after his death, when Mrs. Walter was near her own, she
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said that to the best of her knowledge Jimmy had never broken

his resolve.

Excluding Indian art, Jimmy Pickett was the first Washing-

ton-born artist. Almost from the time the war canoe brought him

to Collins Point, to within a day or two of his death, he drew

and painted and experimented with new mediums. His paintings

are scattered over the Pacific Northwest and as far east as Ohio.

They have never been brought together; the painting which he

considered his masterpiece has been missing for over fifty years.

Under such circumstances, it is impossible to make much of an

estimate of his work. Among the few of his pictures which I

have seen there is one particularly fine landscape an oil paint-

ing of the Olympic Mountains seen across Lake Cushman. In it

the fir trees have the romantic melancholy of a dream forest,

and there is a lovely morning light on the snows of the Olympics.

Near the end of his life, Jimmy painted a few portraits which

have been spoken of as his finest work. From scattered examples

of his painting, it is certain that he was highly talented; it is

equally certain that he never realized his full potentialities as

an artist.

Jimmy Pickett came of age in the Eighties and died at the

end of that ornate decade. There was little to fire and shape the

imagination of an artist, and there was a flowering of the get-

rich-quick spirit, and of vulgarity and bad taste. In that decade,

the Northern Pacific completed its line to Puget Sound, and

Washington lost its pioneer isolation. There was no longer any-

thing selective in the process of migration; all kinds of people

took part in a great parlor-car trek across the plains. Among
them were fine people ; there were others who came with the out-
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spoken intention of cashing in on the work of the pioneers and

"turning the crown into the pound," or, more frequently, "mak-

ing their pile."

It was not growing weather for an artist, but in it Jimmy
Pickett came of age and set out to make a living through art.

His foster mother had stood most of the expense of his educa-

tion, and the rest had come from the gutted and carpet-baggered

South money which his father sent but could not afford. Those

sums meant less to the boy than the more frequent letters of en-

couragement from his father and his Virginia stepmother. But

even in those there was a sense of unfulfillment; Mrs. Pickett

was always hoping that something fine would happen financially

so she and the general could send Jimmy to study abroad. The

something fine never happened.

In the adjustment between art and making a living, Jimmy
Pickett did as well as time and place afforded. He got a job as

staff artist for the Seattle Post Intelligencer, a job corresponding

to the later staff photographer, and spent most of his time mak-

ing drawings of landscapes and harbor scenes that had a bearing

on the news. Later he accepted a better offer from the Portland

Oregonian. At the same time, he painted when he could and

planned how he could become independent of hack drawing.

The Eighties were full of real estate bubbles and wild specu-

lation. Clergymen and prostitutes and tough-minded business-

men bought and sold lots in imaginary cities for ten times what

they may ever be worth again, and anyone who had not made

his pile or was on the way to making it was looked down on as a

failure. The young artist, conscious of his poverty, could not

escape the spirit of the times, and his letters to his foster mother
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are clouded with excitement over real estate speculations, and

requests for small sums of money which he was confident of

doubling in a few months.

In the last year of that vulgar decade, James Tilton Pickett

died penniless in a Portland boarding house. He was then thirty-

one, having been born on the last day of December, 1857. His

departure did not make any great stir. The Oregonian of that

day was savage in its hates and prejudices, and through some

one's grudge the notice of his death did not appear for a week.

Mrs. Walter did not learn of it until after he was buried. When

the Oregonian account did appear, it was a shabby paragraph

on a back page. Though it would have taken no great research,

the story missed the fact that Jimmy Pickett was the staff artist

of the paper. A front column of the same issue was devoted to

an unimportant story of two young harlots who had hired a

horse and buggy and had a runaway which threw them out on

their heads with much feminine profanity. The story ended with

the wish that the girls had broken their d d necks.

Jimmy Pickett died among strangers, but one of the young

men at the boarding house later settled in our neighborhood. He

was Ed McReavy, and he told us about Jimmy Pickett's death.

That spring Jimmy had gone to make some drawings along a

railroad that was building. While he was on the assignment, his

health suffered from exposure or polluted water. He was sick

when he returned to Portland, and took to his bed.

Early that same May, the side-wheeler Alaskan, from Port-

land to San Francisco, foundered in a storm off Cape Blanco.

Thirty members of the crew and three nameless stowaways were

lost, while one lifeboat reached shore and another was picked
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up by the tug Vigilant. The tug also rescued three men adrift on

the steamer's pilot house, and all the survivors were taken to the

mouth of the Columbia River. From there they were sent to

Portland and quartered in the boarding house where Jimmy
Pickett was lying sick with typhoid fever.

For the moment, the sailors had the feeling that they would

live forever after surviving a disaster in which so many of their

shipmates had died, but they were distressed by the loss of

everything save the clothes they had on. In the midst of their

rejoicing and lamentations Jimmy took a turn for the better. He

left his bed and helped look after the sailors. While they were

telling their story, he hit on the idea of reconstructing the ship-

wrecked scene. He got out his paints and a canvas, and began

immediately. Jimmy knew the Alaskan from Seattle days, and

the sailors described the details of her last struggle with the sea.

Jimmy had always painted alone, contemplative scenes

touched with melancholy, and his room was a part of his privacy

on which no one intruded. Now he was painting a kind of pic-

ture he had never considered before, a death scene of violent

and dramatic action. Instead of being alone, he was surrounded

by a chorus of sailors and boarding house acquaintances. The

privacy of his room was gone ; wraiths of tobacco smoke drifted

between him and his painting like the storm mist of his picture

coming to life. Strangely, he seemed to like the excitement of

people close around him, and while he worked he talked freely.

Something had changed, he said; at last freedom had come to

him, freedom to paint as he wanted to paint. When he started he

knew only that he must paint a picture, but now he knew it

would be his masterpiece.
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Jimmy finished the big canvas in a few days that were one

passionate surge of energy. The sailors looked at it with tears

running down their faces; that was the shipwreck as it had been,

they said, and in it were the terror and despair that had been in

their hearts. Others said it was the greatest picture they had

ever seen.

Jimmy Pickett looked at the finished picture and was star-

tled. In it there was a meaning of which he had not been aware

while he was painting. Belatedly, he realized that he was dying.

His friends put him to bed. A doctor came and left some

powders and went away again, shaking his head. Jimmy had

the painting placed where he could see it in a good light, and he

asked for a treasure that was hanging on the wall a sword his

father had carried in the Civil War. He had it put on a chair

beside his bed; that was the last thing he asked for. Jimmy

Pickett died with his face turned toward the symbols of his un-

fulfilled life the shipwreck and the sword.
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Chapter VI

THE COMING OF CIVILIZATION

PROBABLY
the flood tide of civilization has not yet reached

the Pacific Northwest, but we at least have a degree of

civilization ; more, I think, than in some other parts of the world.

It began with the annihilation of space, which brought us nearer

to our friends. Since then it has been delayed because the same

process has brought us nearer to our enemies.

In the vanguard of the new, mechanical civilization there was

a Flanders automobile. It stopped with a bang, and when the

town bicycle mechanic reached into the crankcase, he brought

out handfuls of broken pistons. There was also a beautiful red

steam car which one of our friends bought. His wife packed a

lunch and they loaded the children in and drove miles away to

a picnic place which would have been as out of reach as the

mountains of the moon except for the red devil of a new age.

The family left the car and proceeded to picnic in the new world

which had been opened to them. While they were eating, there

was a terrific explosion. The father wondered if he had forgot-

ten to turn off something in the automobile, but he was never

able to settle the point because he could not find any identifiable

parts of the machine.

There were the wobblings of an age finding itself, and the

inevitable jokes of conservatives, but the world had changed

forever and in ways which no one had anticipated. The livery
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stable keeper sold some of his horses and bought a two-cycle

Corbine automobile. It was an air-cooled job with the internal

heat carried away from the cylinders by innumerable bristling

spikes; when the hood was raised, the motor looked like four

threatening cacti sitting on a log. There was more profanity

than ever around the livery stable, but it had a different, less

idle tone. And as the place changed into a garage, there dis-

appeared an institution of rugged atmosphere.

While other changes were taking place, an outsider began a

stage line to Olympia. On its first Saturday afternoon trip, the

big Stanley Steamer was padded outside with blanket rolls and

packed inside with loggers who no longer had to wait until

Monday morning to move on to the next town. The stage ran on

Sunday, and Olympia was now forty minutes away instead of

seven hours on foot, or forty hours for those who were paid off

on Saturday and did not choose to walk.

More of us than the loggers became better acquainted with

the capital of the state. The high-school football team invaded

Olympia in private automobiles, and one of the players saw a

streetcar for the first time in his life. The team put up at the

Kneeland Hotel, where the boys learned sophistication. In the

room there was a push button on the wall with the legend,

"Ring for hot water." One of the boys held his shaving mug
under the button and pushed it, thereby inventing the idea of

the automat.

We also learned new standards of judgment from Olympia.

Before, some of us had turned up our noses at Tacoma's fifty

thousand inhabitants because Seattle had five times as many.

Olympia was only a fifth the size of Tacoma; yet the quiet and
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somewhat dingy town demanded respect. As the State capital,

Olympia had something which even the largest city did not

possess.

There were other and later invasions of Olympia. Our high

school class visited the Capitol building and heard the legislators

trying to argue themselves into new and more elaborate quarters.

At that time, the dingy building they were in seemed well suited

to their tedious argument. The debate had been going on for

years, and it went on for years more, but it finally produced one

of the most magnificent State capitol buildings in America. The

Roman-Doric group, in white sandstone, was completed in

1935, in a statewide rumble of disapproval. One of the criticisms

was that the architecture and the architects and the interior

marbles and bronzes were all imported, while the fourteen-

million-dollar cost was strictly a matter for home-grown dollars.

But the buildings are there in their undeniable grandeur, ruled

over by the Legislative Building, with one of the highest domes

in the world. The chaste pile rises from a thirty-five acre garden

at the south end of Budd Inlet, and when the tide covers the

mudflats, citizens get twice their fourteen million dollars' worth

in reflected white beauty.

On one high school expedition to Olympia, some of the class

wanted to visit the brewery at Tumwater, but our teacher ruled

out the suggestion. She didn't know that Tumwater is a shrine

of Washington history. In 1845, a covered wagon party stopped

there and began the first American settlement north of the

Columbia River. At that time England claimed all of the present

State of Washington, and the Hudson's Bay Company was there

to enforce the claim.
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It took bold or desperate men to defy the company, and the

party had both. Colonel Michael T. Simmons was a Kentucky

mountaineer with a taste for danger and the wilderness, and a

knack of gaining the confidence of the Indians. The desperate

one was George Bush, a free Negro in those palmy days of slav-

ery. George Bush had crossed the continent from Pennsylvania

with his family in search of tolerance and security. He expected

to find both in the Willamette Valley. But while the Provisional

Government of Oregon forbade slavery, it also prohibited

Negroes. So he joined the Kentucky mountaineer in his plunge

into the wilderness of the Puget Sound country.

Bush was a man of character and ability, who had done re-

markably well in a precarious world. After he unpacked his

possessions at Tumwater Falls, he took a false bottom out of his

wagon; the boards underneath were covered evenly with silver

dollars, laid edge to edge. The fact that the Bush family were

Negroes is responsible for the erroneous statement of one his-

torian that the first white child born in the State of Washington

was a Negro. George Bush did not stay permanently at Tum-

water, but moved a few miles away to a small prairie which is

still known as Bush Prairie. There he got land under cultivation

with astonishing speed. When the great immigration of 1852

reached Puget Sound on the verge of starvation, with the winter

ahead of them they found George Bush with a large and pros-

pering farm and immense supplies of foodstuffs. By profiteering,

he might have made a small fortune; but he was so moved by

the sight of the ragged and cholera-scourged pilgrims that he

shared everything he had with them and did not collect a dollar.

Later, he nearly lost his farm because Negroes were not allowed
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to own land in the United States and he had been unable to file

on his claim. Some of the settlers whom he had saved from

starvation raised an outcry that was heard as far as Washington,

D. C. The case became a sufficiently celebrated cause for Con-

gress to pass a special act allowing George Bush and his heirs

to hold land forever.

Michael Simmons stayed at Tumwater and distinguished him-

self in half a dozen ways. Using the waterpower of the falls, he

operated the first American sawmill and grist mill in the state,

and he was the pioneer oysterman on Puget Sound. He was a tall

man, with round, innocent eyes and a baby face, extremely gal-

lant in his manners, and ingratiating. The Kentucky mountains

did not have much to give him in the way of education and he

has been called illiterate. Actually, he was a linguist who picked

up the Indian languages of the region without seeming effort.

During the treaty making with the Indians and the Indian War

which followed, Simmons' virtuosity and persuasive power with

the Indians were of great help to Territorial Governor Isaac

Stevens.

Michael Simmons was first in many things in the state, and

he was a true pioneer who never cashed in on any of the enter-

prises he started. But he lived long enough to see giant modern

industries grow out of the things he began in the cradle of

Washington civilization at Tumwater. He died in 1905, and I

can remember a slight stir of interest in the passing of the

first American settler on Puget Sound.

At Olympia, we heard little about "Mike" Simmons and only

slightly more about Edmund Sylvester, the Gloucester fisherman

who founded Olympia proper. We heard more about the Wiscas-
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set, Maine, Crosbys and the voyage of the brig Grecian from the

east coast to the Columbia River and Puget Sound. That voyage

brought famous pioneers to Portland and to Tumwater, whence

they overflowed into Olympia. But people had to be careful

about tracing their ancestry to the Grecian. Of the combined

passengers and crew, all but four were Crosbys and one of the

non-Crosbys was the colored cook.

The Crosby name is still famous in Washington, and, depend-

ing on your taste in crooners, Bing Crosby is the great oak that

grew from the acorn of that migration, or the acorn that grew

from the oak.

The dawning mechanical age brought other awakenings and

stirrings. Most of us who had grown up in the woods of the

Sound country had never seen the horizon, but we had an in-

stinct for it. The Libby boys, near the mouth of the inlet, built a

husky little sloop and sailed in search of Alaska and gold. They

did not come back for years; while they were gone, other boys

followed them in homemade boats, or went in search of other

horizons. Bob Callow was a capable young logger, but all the

fir trees he brought down were not enough to reveal a satisfac-

tory horizon. So presently he crossed the Pacific to the teak

forests of Java, where he introduced Puget Sound-style logging

to the surprised natives. Rusty Callow, who was younger, en-

tered the University of Washington. All of us were proud of

him when he was made stroke on the Husky crew. And we were

not surprised later when he became the most famous rowing

coach in America.

In our own home we felt the stirring of a new age. Two of my
brothers and I walked to high school, three miles each way, and
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kept our best shoes under a log at the foot of the big hill where

the town ended and the forest began. But even the familiar way

was changed because of the demand for good roads. Now there

was the taint of gasoline mixed with the dust of the road, and

occasionally we got a lift which turned the old, long miles into

effortless minutes.

In September, 1913, there was a great stir in our family. My
eldest brother, Jack, packed two cardboard suitcases and dusted

off the tennis racquet which was a memento of Father's college

days. Early one morning the two of them took the suitcases and

the path across the stubble field to the old skid road which led

to the bay. There was a sunrise of smoky gold and the clearing

was blue with the haze of forest fires as we watched them out of

sight among the stumps of the new piece of land we were clear-

ing. Beyond the blackened patch of land the skid road led

through the twilight of the dark fir forest toward the horizons of

the world. My brother's immediate horizon was the State College

among the Palouse Hills and the wheat fields on the other side

of the state.

The mechanical age brought cities nearer, but it also brought

the wilderness nearer. Near the end of the next summer, when

Jack was home from college, we got up an expedition to the

Olympic Mountains. On clear days they were always in sight

from parts of the farm a ragged wall against the sky to the

north, muffled white with blue patches in winter, and blue with

white patches in summer. My brothers and I had been there

twice on Boy Scout hikes; but for Father, with a farm to look

after, the mountains had been as inaccessible as the Himalayas.

Our expedition included one of Jack's professors and a class-
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mate from Seattle. We hired a Reo touring car with an open

front seat, and started for the mountains in the late afternoon.

Half an hour later we rattled down long Webb Hill, with its

hundred and ten turns, and trundled through the Skokomish

Indian Reservation, where a passing car still brought brown

faces to cabin windows. The car emerged from the shady river

bottom into the sunset, and we drove along the shore of Hood

Canal an inlet of the sea, eighty miles long and several miles

wide and as calm as a lily pond. When we turned from the canal

toward the mountains, it was dusk in the woods. Our driver

stopped the car, took out a wrench and a handful of kitchen

matches, and in two minutes the gas jets of the headlights were

showing us the way.

After a while the rough and crooked auto trail became arrow-

straight between columns of tree trunks six feet through and

closely spaced to hold up the tremendous darkness of the night.

Then the trees became scattering and the forest open; there were

lights of campfires, and somewhere farther away a light reflected

in still, dark water. When the noisy engine was shut off we

could hear voices at near-by campfires and the peaceful sound

of feeding horses.

We camped for the night, waking in the chill of early dawn,

with the camp ground already astir. There was blue woodsmoke

rising in the open forest, and white mist from the water. A bell

tinkled brightly and confident hooves thudded as a string of

pack horses threaded their way along the trail which led toward

the mountains.

After breakfast we went around to the other side of the lake

and stopped at the big, easy-going Cushman House. Summer
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hotels, as such, had nothing to do with us. But Father was a

friend of Mr. Putnam, the proprietor a yellow-haired, ruddy-

faced man who looked like the traditional landlord of an Eng-

lish inn. On earlier hikes, Jack and I had camped on the Putnam

farm and got acquainted with the boys; one of them was going

to the State College the following year.

The Cushman House was built close to the lake, and big shade

trees went still closer, to the very edge of the clear water. Boats

were pulled up on the sandy shore, at the edge of the tideless

mirror that reflected the untouched forest and the mountains.

Energetic guests went hiking or climbing, or trout fishing in the

mountain streams. Less energetic ones fished or floated on the

lake in flat-bottomed boats, or sat on the steps watching the

idleness of others and looking at the mountains and their reflec-

tion.

When the last guests were gone at the end of the season, Mr.

Putnam said, the family quit the hotel and went to their farm-

house. Even then the hotel was not altogether empty, because

the lake rose with the autumn rains and came into the ground

floor of the building, where it spent the winter. In their farm-

house the family was snowbound for nearly half the year, but

Mr. Putnam did not consider that a hardship. There were no

school problems because the teacher stayed with the family.

They had everything they needed in house and barn, and be-

cause of the tremendous snow they could not go away after

things they did not need; so they passed the winter happily.

The Putnam farm did not look now like a place which was

deep under snow for nearly half the year. In the brief summer

everything in the valley grew with almost tropical luxuriance,
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and on the steep climb to Half Way Rock we could sometimes

see the farm at the meeting of the river and the lake, with toy

cattle grazing in a fertile dream of meadows that were studded

by green gold masses of great maple trees.

We spent ten days among the snows and forests of the moun-

tains; most of the time there was no human trace to show that

anyone had ever been there before us. In ten days we did not

sight another party, but we were not free from civilization. Jack,

who was eighteen and a man of affairs, was editing a newspaper

during his college vacation, and in the middle of our mountain-

eering he had to go back to write up his editorials and news and

get out the week's edition. He was gone three days, hiking thirty

miles to town the first day, getting out the paper on the second,

and hiking back thirty miles on the third day. According to

plan, we waited for him at our camp beside a lake surrounded

by peaks. Because of the high divide to the south of us, the sun

set early and the long shadows of dusk came swiftly down the

mile-long snow field to our camp in the bottom of the valley.

We knew there would still be some daylight on the other side,

but unless Jack was well on his way up the mountain we would

not see him that night because the trails were too difficult to

attempt in the dark.

Darkness had filled the valley and we were almost giving

him up when we heard a call from the upper edge of the snow

field. A quarter of an hour later he was at the campfire, putting

down his pack of fresh supplies and unfolding a copy of the

morning Post Intelligencer. In the firelight we read the black

headlines which told us that Europe was at war. We did not

understand the implications then, but civilization had caught
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up with us among the peaks and alpine flowers at the edge of a

snowfield which bore no footprints but our own.

Life changed the night we read headlines of war by firelight

in a mountain valley, but it took time for us to discover that,

and we came out of the mountains the same way we had gone in.

Everything looked the same; from Half Way Rock we saw Lake

Cushman and the reassuring Cushman House and the Putnam

farm, green and golden in the last, lingering days of the summer

of that year.

One way and another, I did not get back to the Olympics until

long after the war. In the meantime, there had been changes,

and the great Cushman site was supplying Tacoma with city-

owned electricity. The dam had changed Lake Cushman beyond

recognition and raised the level of the water to the treetops.

The edge of the old lake where we had once camped was now the

edge of a drowned forest. Only the tops of the great trees showed,

and their trunks were sunken colonnades in depths which were

the unfathomable past. At the other end of the lake, the sites of

the Cushman House and the Putnams' farm were invisible under

the enchantment of progress a hundred and fifty feet under

water. The place where I had parted with the age of innocence

of before-the-war was a lost world at the bottom of a lake,

and there was no way back. There never is, and that is only

right because humanity is not going in that direction.

When civilization came to us, it appeared in the form of a

motor car. The fact that we did not buy a car did not mean that

we were left untouched. Others bought them and ruined the car-

riage business, and we bought a carriage to replace the farm

wagon in which we had always traveled. It was a beautiful affair,
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with light wheels and solid rubber tires, an undercut front seat,

stately side lamps and mudguards; it also had a top and side

curtains, so it was no longer necessary for us to hold umbrellas

when we rode in the rain.

On the occasion of our first and last round-up, we had

looked with awe at Mr. Malpas and his pinto pony when they

came out of the big woods east of the barn. The Malpases lived

only six miles away, but we looked on him as one who had come

from the uttermost ends of the earth. Time confirmed the im-

pression; ten years passed without his visiting us again and

without our ever having seen his family. Then, with better roads

and transportation, the barrier of distance and the forest blew

away. One Sunday morning we decided to visit the Malpases,

and we drove the six miles over improved road in less than two

hours.

We were living in a new era, and nothing reminded us of

the old until we turned off the main road to the Malpas farm.

There the branches of trees met solidly a few feet above the

carriage top and in that bright forenoon the wheel track faded

into a tunnel darker than dusk. At the end of the tunnel we

came to a pole gate and emerged into the bright sunlight of

summer fields. Beyond a house and an orchard, the world went

away in a shining maze of blue inlets, and green and blue-green

and blue islands and headlands with golden shores.

The family turned out to welcome us ; it was not like the meet-

ing of strangers, this meeting of families who had so often

heard of each other and had lived so near for so long. But there

was something dreamlike in the warm mingling of the strange

and the familiar.
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The Malpas boys and girls were older than we; one of the

girls was married and away from home, and one of the boys was

trying his luck in Alaska. They had begun to scatter before we

ever knew them; but they were a large family and there were

four of them at home, and four of us. The three boys had the

quiet confidence of young men who built their own boats, fished

and logged and worked on government dredgers in the treacher-

ous channels. They welcomed us as younger brothers who had

been a long time coming home, and everything in the sea and

island-filled landscape was at our disposal.

Frank won our affection with his first smile, and he remained

a shining favorite as long as he lived. He was nearest our age,

but that was only part of it. He was a big, soft-spoken fellow

with thick yellow hair and sea-blue eyes, and a shy smile. He

had a great deal of resourcefulness and confidence, and he had

about him a golden light and a gentleness that held the affection

of every child and man and woman who knew him.

Frank looked at us with his shy, dawning smile, and said:

"The tide's way out. We could go after geoducks."

We had dug clams often enough, but never geoducks. Only a

few tides a year exposed the great prehistoric clams, and there

were only a few places on Puget Sound where they existed. Be-

yond our waters their nearest habitat was the coast of Africa.

To the east the Malpas farm ended against the sea and sky,

with an eighty-foot bluff descending to the beach. We climbed

down rough steps and walked along the beach, asking and an-

swering questions and catching up with the years.

Somewhere near Arcadia Point, Frank cut a stick from a

young, uprooted tree that had washed ashore, and walked close
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to the water, studying the beach intently. After a dozen steps or

so, he drove the stick into the wet sand and used the shovel

energetically, because geoducks can dig down rapidly. We took

turns with the shovel, and from a depth of two and a half feet

we brought up a thick-necked clam that was over a foot long.

While we were admiring it, Frank found the periscope neck of

another geoduck making a wrinkled circle in the wet sand, and

we dug again. We stopped at half a dozen, which was more than

enough to provide fritters and chowder for two large families.

After the geoducks, Frank suggested that we take the launch

and explore the coast of one of the near-by islands. If there

was time, he knew a place on one of the farther islands where

we could find arrowheads and Indian beads and other treasures.

Frank's suggestion had a magic sound ; it had the appearance

of magic, too, because his eyes and hair were the exact colors

of the sea and the golden shores in the sunshine, and on his

face and on the landscape there was the same shy, enchanted

look of the beginning of adventure which would never end.

There was time for only a small fraction of what we had

planned that day. But from the house, the landscape spread away

into the sunset like a great living map where we could trace the

coast we had explored, and the farther shores where we planned

to explore. The nearest land was Steamboat Island, not five hun-

dred yards long. Beyond that there was Hope Island, half a mile

long, and beyond that the island reservation of the Squaxin

Indians, five miles long; then there was Harstine Island, ten

miles long, and the still greater mass of the nameless peninsula

which ends in the three-hundred-foot bluff of Devil's Head.

Instead of diminishing with perspective, the landscape grew
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greater as it went away in the distance, and there were only

the limitations of time.

While we watched, something white gleamed on one of the

waterways of the great map, and came to life, raising a plume of

smoke and steam. It was the Olympia steamer coming through

Dana Passage on her way from Tacoma. From behind a head-

land another white steamer appeared, like a distant toy the

Shelton boat coming out of Budd Inlet from Olympia. The meet-

ing place was the bay from which radiated Dana Passage, Peale

Passage, Squaxin Passage, Budd Inlet, and Eld Inlet like the

spokes of a great wheel. We watched the two white steamers

draw together and lie side by side for a little while too far

away for us to see their exchange of passengers. Then they

drifted apart and became two separate steamers again; one of

them drew away to the south and disappeared toward Olympia,

while the other grew slowly larger as she came toward us

through Squaxin Passage. Between Steamboat Island and Hope
Island she turned due north and passed us, with the cascade

from her stern wheel like a white waterfall moving over the

sea. Before she disappeared around Arcadia Point, lights were

shining in her cabin windows and the evening star was rising

beyond the distant islands.

We had other visits with the Malpases; but time, too, was

traveling in a swifter vehicle. At the end of that summer Jack

went to England, and the continent of Europe was already loom-

ing up on the American horizon.

One afternoon during my last year at high school, I stopped

on the bridge over Goldsborough Creek while a logging train

went past. The train was like a thousand others I had seen, ex-
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cept that there was an American flag at the head of the locomo-

tive, threshing in the wind and rain against a background of iron

and smoke and steam. There seemed to be a more purposeful

rumble to the pyramided flatcars of logs, and as they stormed by

in the rain I thought, "The woods of Washington have declared

war on Germany."

The first boy to enlist from our neighborhood was given a big

party at the Grange hall on the other side of the inlet. That eve-

ning the beach was solid with rowboats, and anchored launches

lay thick offshore. Whoever was in charge of the party turned it

into a solemn farewell to the recruit, who was presented with a

black-bound Bible. But he was a true hero and never winced

during those hours, which were certainly more trying than any

of his military career. He tended a cantonment steam plant for

the duration of the war. Many neighbors regretted the apparent

attempt to make the boy feel that he was going to certain death

but others said the Bible had been the right idea, since the can-

tonment was in Kansas.

Those were the days of reunion as well as of separation, with

boys who had been gone for years coming home to enlist and

go away again. My oldest brother was one of them. He came

home from Oxford and went away to the officers' training camp
in California. Later he came back for a while and was stationed

with his regiment at Camp Lewis.

Camp Lewis was between Olympia and Tacoma on the Steila-

coom plain which had once been a part of the Hudson's Bay

Company's agricultural empire. The region was everything one

would not expect to find among the big woods: gravelly prairies

scattered with ponds and lakes, open oak woods, and Christmas-
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tree firs which were beginning to come back in a region where

the Indians no longer burned over the land. Tents, barracks of

unpainted fir lumber, and company streets spread over the

prairie and, with a population of 60,000, Camp Lewis became

one of the largest and most important settlements in the state.

Emotionally, the place was not self-sufficient. On Sunday,

families and relatives and sweethearts captured the camp in an

enveloping maneuver which produced vast pedestrian and traf-

fic jams. The casualties were comparatively few, but the loss in

material was great; every Monday morning the sides of the

highway were sprinkled for miles with the wreckage of cars

which had run or been crowded off the road.

The draft swelled the population at Camp Lewis, and the war

the army of shipyard workers. All of them were reputed to be

earning at least ten dollars a day, which they spent on fifteen-

dollar silk shirts. Actually, unskilled workmen earned about

five dollars a day, and wore out the shirts they already had.

There was the inevitable soldiering on the job, frequently due

to the fact that the executives were as green as the men they

hired and could not plan the work efficiently, but the combined

weight of wealth and manpower won out, and a great procession

of new ships streamed out of Puget Sound into the Pacific. Most

of the steel ships were good, and some of them, launched in

twenty-odd days from the laying of the keel, are serving ably in

the present war. The wooden ships, built of green timber by

green shipwrights, were less fortunate. Sailors referred to them

as the "Lame Duck Fleet," with good reason.

In a moment of carefree patriotism, my brother Graham and

I signed on one of the new wooden freighters, and learned about
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Lame Ducks. I had just turned eighteen and I was one of the

small minority of the crew who had been to sea before. Most

of our crew were boys who would have become good sailors,

given a chance, but our Lame Duck inspired neither love nor

confidence. She leaked like a basket, and we pumped our way

across the Pacific. The engine had once been condemned as

built with a warp in it, but that did not prevent its being mated

with a hull to match. Main bearings burned out every day; and

while new ones were being poured, our Lame Duck wallowed

idly in a warm blue Pacific that had the patience of Job.

Once, when the engines were behaving themselves, the ship

wandered off her course and began waltzing in aimless circles.

The deviation was not corrected until a wrench was removed

from the steering engine which it had jammed. It looked sinister,

but with such a ship and such a crew the Supreme Court itself

could not have distinguished between acts of sabotage and acts

of God. Later the steering engine broke down altogether and

the navigation department retired to the poop deck, in sailing

ship tradition. Steered by the hand gear at the stern, with bear-

ings burning out in the engine room and white-hot fire bricks

falling in the furnaces, we made Honolulu in something like

two weeks, and spent almost as long undergoing repairs.

We had come for a cargo of sugar for Europe, but our Lame

Duck still leaked copiously and no one would have thanked us

for delivering sugar water. We loaded canned pineapple in-

stead, and pumped our crippled way to San Francisco, where

all hands deserted the ship. In San Francisco my brother and I

volunteered for airplane pilots. We figured it was a safer bet,

and our judgment proved correct. Our military careers were
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tame and inconclusive, while our Lame Duck freighter stumbled

on from calamities to disaster. The last we heard of her, she had

reported herself foundering with all hands in a gale, with her

engine broken down and steering gear and lifeboats carried

away.

War and the Selective Service Act brought life as well as

death, and it brought its own ironies. Hundreds of young ship-

yard workers married with the speed of hastily launched ships,

and within a period which is still considered par for such things

they became the fathers of dependents the majority of them

boys who are the right age for the present war.

The Selective Service Act pulled strange people out of odd

corners, where they had been sprouting, unnoticed. One youth

who appeared before a Tacoma draft board had never been in

a city before, or away from the mountain stump farm where he

was born. He was closely guarded by his father, who carried a

flour sack partly full of jingling hardware. The father was set

on keeping his son at any cost, and it developed that the hard-

ware in the sack was quarters and nickels and dimes with which

he meant to bribe the draft board. The board warned him sternly

with the appearance of the first handful of small change from

the bag, but they could not disarm him of the money for the

very reason that he wanted to give it to them.

The son was put through the mill, and when he was rejected

the board breathed easier; but they had not taken the old man's

gratitude into account. He greeted the good news with a whoop,

opened his money bag and did a whirling dervish dance around

and among the members, trying to jam fistfuls of nickels and

dimes and quarters into their hands and pockets. It was a lively
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skirmish, in which they had to defend themselves from bribery

as from a swarm of bees. But finally they overpowered the old

man, got the last nickels and dimes of bribery out of the cuffs

of their trousers and into the money bag, and sent him back to

the mountains with his son. He went convinced that the board

had acted in answer to a father's prayer, though the son had

been rejected for a dozen reasons which included bad eyesight

and worse teeth, flat feet and hernia.

iWar
was war, but it did not happen the way we expected,

because the books we had read were streamlined, with masses

of detail and delay cut out. Once, during the winter, I came

home on leave; but so much of what meant home was missing,

that there was not great satisfaction in it. The younger genera-

tion was gone and the older generation was under the stress of

war. When I came back for a few days I felt like a ghostly

spectator.

Father and Mother did their best, and on Sunday we visited

the Malpases. The weather had been colder than usual but it was

beginning to rain; the Arcadia road was rutted mud through the

dark and white landscape of snow on the forest and on black-

ened stumps and logs. By arrangement, we stopped at the Ar-

cadia schoolhouse for Gladys Malpas. The schoolteachers and a

few neighbors were having some kind of service, though there

was no preacher. Gladys played the organ and we sang a few

hymns. That was all, I believe, but there was a feeling that the

service was for the young men of the neighborhood who were

away. The schoolhouse was in a hollow with fir woods close

around it. I could hear the horses stamping in the rain and the

sound of masses of wet snow falling from the trees. It was the
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simple and real world of my youth, touched with a legitimate

melancholy which all of us felt but did not mention.

It was during that service in the schoolhouse that I realized

that something had changed forever. I had grown up, and the

community had become a part of America. It was not the way I

had expected. I had supposed that civilization would come to

our frontier and make everything prosperous and secure. In-

stead, civilization was something we had to win from the future,

and all of America was only a part of the frontier of the world.
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Chapter VII

CENTER OF GRAVITY

THE
center of gravity of western Washington falls in the

White River valley. The valley is part of a J-shaped system

of river valleys, with Seattle at the end of the vertical completed

by the Duwamish valley, Sumner at the turn, and Taconia at the

end of the hook which is made by the rich valley of the Puyallup.

The floor of the White River valley is a plain of black alluvial

soil with scarcely a pebble. On each side there are high, abrupt

hills of rougher soil that is mixed with clay and gravel. These

hills are partly cleared and partly timbered; five miles away

to the west they end in high bluffs overlooking Puget Sound. On

the east the land continues in a generally upward direction to

the Cascade Mountains.

The White River valley was settled early in the history of the

Territory. Close beside East Highway, between Kent and Au-

burn, stand two monuments commemorating the trials of early

days. One of them records the massacre of three families at the

outbreak of the Indian War in 1855. The other shaft marks the

spot where Lieutenant Slaughter, U.S.A., was killed with some

of his soldiers in an ambush. The Indian War in the West was

fought almost entirely in the swamps and forests of this valley.

At that time the valley was heavily timbered, except for small

open prairies where the first settlers had built their cabins and

planted their gardens. Today the only evergreens in the valley
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are ornamental trees in dooryards. The big trees are the elms

and horse chestnuts along village streets, the maples and wal-

nuts and black walnuts about farmhouses, and rows of tall Lom-

bardy poplars along the roads. The valley has forgotten the for-

est so completely it is impossible to feel that it was ever there.

In the haze of summer the valley has the suave look of some

long-settled European plain.

Three railroads serve the valley, and on still days a locomo-

tive sometimes draws a long straight line of steam which lingers

like a white chalk mark on an avenue of poplars. Air liners on

their schedules, and Flying Fortresses and Havoc bombers from

Boeing Field rumble overhead, and there is a civilian flying

field north of Kent. There is a steady rush of cars along East

Highway, and Diesel busses to Seattle run on half-hour sched-

ule. All this seems well established, and older than it is. Fifty

years ago there was but a single railroad track through the val-

ley, and meadow larks built their nests in the grass between the

silent ties. That was in the time of the railroad monopoly, when

the Northern Pacific was trying to make Tacoma the metropolis

of Puget Sound; the rusting tracks to Seattle were left to the

meadow larks until valley farmers extended their fences across

the tracks and began tearing up the rails.

In those days the only traffic between Auburn and Kent and

Seattle was an occasional steamer. The river steamers are gone

and, more surprisingly, the river is gone. This odd fact requires

explaining. Roughly, it was this way:

For one stretch on their way down from the Cascades, the

White and Stuck rivers flow side by side and within sound of

each other. Between Auburn and Sumner, they suddenly turn
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their backs on each other, with the White River flowing north

through its rich agricultural valley, and the Stuck River flowing

south into the rich Puyallup Valley.

During the flood of 1906, most of the torrent from the moun-

tains raged down the north channel and into the White River

Valley, where it did immense damage. At the height of the flood,

big trees carried down with it blocked the channel. The White

River then burst through the narrow strip of forested land which

separated it from the Stuck, and roared into the Puyallup Val-

ley where it carried away buildings and railroad bridges and

silted valuable land.

What was bad for one valley was relief for the other. When

the Puyallup farmers came to tear out the log jam and give the

flood back to their neighbors, they were stopped by White River

farmers armed with rifles. That impasse began a long feud, and

when the Puyallup Valley farmers could not get relief by liti-

gation they tried dynamite. Unfortunately, they used such a big

charge that it loosened the mountainside above the river; as the

log jam went out, thousands of tons of rock and earth roared

down and piled across the river. In the twinkling of an eye, the

temporary dam was replaced by a more permanent one.

Rugged individualism had been overdone; the great roar of

dynamite and the greater roar of the landslide jarred the State

authorities into action. They abolished the Black River (which

had nothing to do with the dispute) by turning its waters into

the Cedar River; they juggled the names of other rivers, and

divided the flood waters between the contending valleys. There

has been confusion ever since as to which river is which, and

somewhere in the shuffle, the White River was moved out of the
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towns which it had served. Present-day visitors are inclined to

doubt stories about traveling to the valley towns by steamboat,

but the steamboats were once there, and so was the river.

The railroad battle is over, and the battle for the river is over.

The White River valley is peaceful and prosperous with its mul-

tiplicity of transportation and its fertile black earth covered by

the many-hued green of lettuce and cabbage fields, corn and

berry patches, and dairy farms. There are no more battles being

fought in the valley; but there are unresolved problems. Until

recently many of the stands and stores along the highways were

operated by Japanese or Japanese-Americans. In the fields of

lettuce and other produce, most of the workers were Japanese

who controlled ninety per cent of the valley's chief industry.

Until the attack on Pearl Harbor, the big White River Packing

Company was ruled by a Japanese national who made frequent

trips to Japan; he is now in a Montana concentration camp.

Why were the Japanese and Japanese-Americans the success-

ful new pioneers of the valley?

One answer is that the valley is part of King County, which

is controlled by the overwhelming city vote of Seattle. The city

people choose to tax the land so heavily that only the industrious

Japanese could afford to work it. That is only part of the answer,

and it raises other questions. A second answer is that the Japa-

nese have a lower standard of living. That is only partly true,

too ; for the younger generation of Japanese have a decided tend-

ency toward good clothes and cars and radios and college educa-

tions. A third answer is that American boys do not like to spend

long hours on their hands and knees weeding garden truck and
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transplanting lettuce. American boys have lost that closest of all

touches with the earth, if they ever had it.

In a great oration to the first American settlers, old Chief

Seattle observed : "The very earth responds more lovingly to the

touch of our bare feet than to yours." That is profoundly true.

It is less back-breaking to work in an upright position than to

kneel on the earth, and the insulation of shoes is a comfort; but

everything must be paid for twice, and whoever separates him-

self from the earth, however little, has lost something the earth,

perhaps.

The removal of all Japanese and Japanese-Americans from

the Pacific area is a war measure intended to solve a defense

problem. Inevitably, the solution of one problem creates others.

In the White River valley, as in many others, the Japanese aliens

and citizens constituted about ten per cent of the population and

controlled about ninety per cent of the agriculture. Thus the re-

adjustment in farming will be many times greater than that in

population.

No doubt the majority of the Nisei, or Japanese-Americans,

are loyal to America, and they are American in their habits and

ways of thinking. They speak our own language and our own

slang; they read the same books and newspapers and listen to

the same radio programs, and they attended the same schools.

Many of them are now in the army and navy, fighting to defend

their country against Japan. The families of these soldiers are

in a curious position. Recently, a Japanese-American girl from

the White River Valley wrote the following letter, which was

published in the Seattle Post Intelligencer:
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"I never realized what democracy could mean to some

people. I wonder if they've ever come directly in contact

with us to see how hard we try to get along, to do right as

American citizens. Gosh, when I read some of the editorials

and comment I could scream, but one voice means nothing

and when I think we're a minority group I guess we can do

nothing now but do what we're told. We're going ahead

with farming I'm a farmerette. My hand feels like sand-

paper. But with Dad and Mike away in the army I have no

other choice. We hear from Mike quite often, and he says

the fellows are swell, and even if he has to do extra work

he doesn't mind at all."

Opposed to these American sentiments expressed in the Amer-

ican language is the fact that the older generations obliged the

Nisei to attend Japanese School in addition to their American

educations. There they studied the Japanese language, saluted

the Japanese flag and heard and read of the glories of Japan.

Many of the Nisei considered Japanese School a bore and hated

it, but young generations could hardly grow up without some of

them being shaped by propaganda from Japan, from secret so-

cieties in America, and sometimes from within the home. Since

the beginning of the war, some Japanese-Americans have been

unmasked as agents of the Japanese government. In all prob-

ability, there are other disloyal ones who have not been detected

and many others who are American patriots. Some arrange-

ment which is safe and fair for everyone would be ideal, but

that would be as difficult as making war safe and fair for every-

one. And this is war. Leaving Japanese-Americans in defense

areas would not have been fair even to the Japanese-Americans.
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With war and human nature what it is, the treachery of one or

two would be too likely to bring retribution to many.

For ninety years now, the White River valley has been the

scene of people trying to get along together: Indians and Amer-

icans, Americans and Japanese, and Americans and Americans.

Every spring the black alluvial soil produces the pea harvest;

after that, beans and many kinds of berries that keep ripening

all summer. In midsummer, when work in the valley begins to

slacken, the rugged hills to the east play their part. Most of the

year they are only a background for the flat, fertile area; but

in the spring, driving across the valley, the traveler sees their

promise of fruitfulness. On the crest of sunny hills, just above

the tops of Lombardy poplars on the plain, the green of fir trees

is broken by snowy patches of bloom. The sour cherry belt

extends along those hills, and in midsummer there is another

harvest.

Where there are so many small crops, many hands are needed.

In the late spring the migratory laborers begin to appear. They

are as varied as the crops they harvest, and they arrive vari-

ously: on foot with knapsacks and blanket rolls on their backs;

by bus and loud-engined jalopies; and in Dodge and Pontiac

cars with Wisconsin and Michigan license plates. Among them

are small tribes of Indians, families from near-by towns, and

fugitive families from the dust bowl. Later in the season come

light-traveling professional fruit pickers from the California

orange groves, and families in moderate circumstances from

Wisconsin and Michigan. They are the ones with the comfort-

able, medium-priced cars, and they are following a middle
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course. They have time and transportation for a Western vaca-

tion, but the vacation has to pay for itself.

According to their transportation, the pickers live or work.

Those who have come from a distance in cars live at the fine

government camp near Auburn, and pick where the harvest is

most promising. Those without transportation who live at the

government camp, work where they can near by. Those who

travel with knapsacks and do not find work near the camp live

where they can: in a tent beside the Green River, or in a bunk

house in an orchard. These pickers have the best and the worst

of it. The bunk house is apt to be an old shed without conven-

iences. The pickers bring straw for their beds, and piece out the

encampment with additional shelters of tar paper and old sheet

iron and cardboard cartons. For the rest, there is the outdoors,

with generally fine moonlight nights, deep grass about the camp
at the edge of the orchard, and few, if any, biting insects. There

the pickers lead a life balanced between the idyllic and the

squalid.

At work in the pea patches and berry fields and orchards,

they earn anything from good wages to a pittance. A profes-

sional picker, working on cherries, may earn better than six

dollars a day; and a whole family, working all day in some

unpruned and weed-grown raspberry patch, may earn only a

dollar. Naturally, the family does not stay by the raspberry

patch after it finds something more lucrative.

About the harvest in the valley there is the air of reasonable-

ness that is a part of western Washington. There are no strikes

among the pickers, and no strong-arm squads or repressive meas-

ures on the side of the owners. In the whole district, the inva-
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sion of migratory laborers does not add one deputy sheriff to a

police force. Here no special "grapes of wrath" are being stored.

One year we lived in a cherry orchard overlooking the valley,

and in a whole summer the only excitement we had was when a

homeless picker was overcome by the heat. The flurry was as

great as if he had been a member of the family, and the owner

of the orchard called every doctor in the near-by town, without

success. A cherry picker in another orchard had fallen out of a

tree and, in some triplication of concern, two doctors had been

called, and the third was standing by in his office, ready to treat

the casualty when he was brought in. With the medical profes-

sion already cornered for one picker, the only thing for us was

to take our casualty to the doctor who was standing by. A pas-

senger car was rushed to the scene of the old man's collapse,

but he had already regained consciousness and refused to be

moved. He was a man of sixty of the Falstaff build, and he sat

with his back against a tree trunk and his legs sprawling in the

dust. His face was flame-red under a disorder of dusty gray

hair, but he had the look of a fallen knight. When he was able

to speak, he said with dignity, "I want it understood explicitly

that I won't be a bother to no one." Nothing could move him in

his resolve, and after a day or two he recovered and went back

to picking.

In the White River valley and other valleys of western Wash-

ington, migratory laborers are treated like human beings. The

reason seems fairly clear. The rich valley land is so expensive

that the average farmer cannot acquire much of it, and the land

on the timbered hills is so expensive to clear that no man can

carve out many usable acres. As a result, the farms are small
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usually too small for profitable economic units. In good years

farmers make a little money, but most years they make only a

living. Without wealth or the hope of it, they are inclined to be

liberal. They do their own managing and deal directly with their

pickers; they may also work along with them, and their children

with the children of the pickers. Unlike the absentee owner, the

man who is there has little temptation to think of his pickers in

abstract terms.

Everywhere, usually, migrant laborers and dust-bowl fugi-

tives are at least tolerated while they harvest crops on which the

owner and the community and the eating public of America

depend. The test comes after the season is over. For several

years, families from the dust bowl have been settling in the

White River towns or on the hills overlooking the valley, and

getting along. Some of them have been able to rent small fruit

or chicken farms; some heads of families have found regular

employment, and others have been on WPA.
In one of the valley towns, I drew up at a store building that

had been empty. A small stack of wood and the simple sign,

WOODCUTTER, advertised its tenancy. I knocked at the door

and opened it when someone answered. A thin Gretel of seven

or eight years got up from an iron cot without mattress or cov-

ers, and called out that there was someone to see about wood.

The cot and an old chair were the only things in a room at least

as bare as the earlier woodcutter's cottage at the time when there

was nothing for the children to eat. Probably the original Gretel

was as thin, because starvation always acts much the same on

children, but fairy tales are not always explicit about such

things. A door opened to another barren room where several
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children and a woman sat on boxes and old kitchen chairs

around a bare, salvaged table.

The man who came out to sell wood looked as if he was still

numb from some great ordeal, but he also had a look of awak-

ening confidence and hope. At the end of the trail, he had found

shelter and a means by which he could patch out an existence

until something better turned up. No one looked at him and his

large family with fear or resentment, or as if they were the ille-

gitimate children of a state in bad repute. In this far corner of

the United States, there are refugees from the dust bowl of Okla-

homa and Arkansas and many more from South Dakota; but no

one hears "Okie" or "Arkie" or any other propaganda word

designed to separate people from their rights as human beings

and Americans. Most of the older residents also came from

other states, and neither they nor their children understand tak-

ing the name of any state in vain and using it as a term of

reproach. That is a good attitude. It is also essential to a United

States.

Eighty or ninety years ago, many of the Oregon Trail pioneers

reached the Puget Sound country starving and ragged and des-

titute. No one thought the less of them for that; those who had

arrived earlier welcomed them and shared what they had. The

score has been evened long ago, and the names of those who

received and those who shared are indistinguishable in the thick-

ening mists of time. The same thing will be true again before

another eighty years are passed. Meanwhile, here is an example

of community attitude toward the new, destitute pioneers. The

item is taken from the front page of the weekly Kent News-

Journal of October 30, 1941 :
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IMPOVERISHED FAMILY NEEDS
KENT'S "GOOD SAMARITANS"

A story of destitution and suffering not paralleled since the

worst days of the depression was brought to the attention of a

number of people of Kent and vicinity the latter part of last

week and the first part of this when a family composed of a hus-

band, wife, and seven children ranging from 15 years down to

one year, arrived from California, with no bedding to speak of,

no clothes for the members of the family, practically no food,

and $1.50 cash capital.

The family had tried to get work in the orchards of the

Yakima country and, although capable workers, were evicted

from camps because of the seven children. Kent residents fed

them Friday and secured living quarters in a vacant house, par-

tially furnished, on East Hill. Monday the place was sold and

the family had to move quickly to give possession to the new
owner. The father skirmished around and secured another house

in the vicinity. However, the children were practically naked,

without shoes or stockings, and with only two beds for the nine,

and little bedding. On Tuesday residents of the neighborhood
made a hurried canvass and secured a sufficient quantity of food

to ward off literal starvation, and a few articles of apparel. The

most desperate need is for clothing, bedding, and some furniture.

The Princes organization yesterday investigated the case and

is giving assistance. However, the need of the family is so great

that other assistance must be obtained to enable the four chil-

dren of school age to attend school and supply them with food

stuffs to tide them over until the father can secure work. At pres-

ent he has an opportunity to cut wood as a temporary employ-
ment measure.

A resident of the district requests all persons desiring to make
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contributions to telephone 745-R-3 and a car will call to pick up

all articles contributed.

One of the technical requirements of a good news story is the

name of the chief actor in the first line. This is surely a good

story, yet there are no names in it, only people. There are things

to think about in the story. One of them is the fact that the par-

ents were refused work and evicted from camps in the Yakima

country because they needed work to feed their seven children.

Presumably, there was fear that the family might stay and be-

come a charge on the community, and that the children would

go to school on taxpayers' money. As a result of that fear, those

very things happened, but in a different community. And the

community where it happened accepted the family as it was,

without questioning its right to be there. More positively, the

Kent community assumed that children must not go hungry and

naked and shelterless, and that a father should have the right

to work. The News-Journal story gives almost a day-by-day ac-

count, as if every day in which people suffer is important to

everyone in the community. And something happens almost

every day: Friday, the family arrives and is fed by residents of

the town, and a house is found ; Monday, the house is sold over

their heads, and the same day another is provided; Tuesday,

there is an emergency call for food to keep the family from

starvation, and for clothing; Wednesday, the "Princes" inves-

tigate and go into action; and Thursday, the weekly newspaper

makes the welfare of the family the concern of everyone in the

community.
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The News-Journal's story is explicit, and it assumes that the

family has reached the end of the trail and is there to stay. It

also takes it for granted that the father will find regular work,

and that until he does, the community will provide what is nec-

essary. It also assumes that the children will begin school at

once, and that they will be supplied with shoes and clothes.

An interesting comparison might be drawn between the com-

munity that denied the opportunity to work for the reason that

the family needed it, and the community that recognized the

family's need, even though there was no immediate compensat-

ing work available. The comparison might also be unfair in

suggesting that the people of the White River valley are nobler

than the people of the Yakima valley. That is unlikely. Probably

the essential difference is not in human makeup but in the size

of economic operations. The White River valley is compara-

tively small and is divided into small communities and farms

where the human touch is never lost and nothing is impersonal.

The irrigated Yakima valley is a garden of half a million acres,

with larger-scale farms, larger investments, and high-pressure,

high-speed methods of harvesting and processing. It is against

the interest of efficiency to employ pickers with many depend-

ents who might outstay the working season and be a possible

burden to the taxpayers of the community. That long-range view

was doubtless in the minds of those who refused work to com-

petent hands because they had many mouths to feed. But what

if efficiency be preserved, while children whimper from cold

and starvation? What if business is safeguarded, while citizens

are lost? In the minds of the White River community, nothing

the parents could have harvested would have been half as pre-
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cious as the crop of children in their old jalopy. That is also a

long-range view.

As it was in earlier pioneer days, those who help and those

who are helped are divided only by the fluctuating line of chance

and the moment. The sharing spirit of the new pioneers was

voiced by a four-year-old while this book was being written. He

was only a few months away from the dust bowls when he wan-

dered in and watched me work for a while. Then he asked, "Why
are you writing?"

"For one thing," I said, "to make some money."

Evidently his family had not had much experience with that

commodity in his lifetime, and the explanation fell flat. "Why
do you want money?" he asked.

I put it more concretely. "Would it be nice," I asked, "if I

couldn't buy groceries and we had nothing to eat?"

The question stirred some painful sector in his four-year-old

memory. "No," he agreed, hanging his head. Then he looked

up, proudly. "We have groceries now," he said. "Any time you

don't have groceries and we have, you come to us."

Recently, many more new pioneers have arrived to settle on

the hills overlooking the White River valley. They live in

shacks and in tents that leak in the winter rain in the woods.

One family arrived in an old moving van, removed the body

from the worn-out chassis, and had a house.

By the last announced estimate, King County is expecting

more than 100,000 new settlers. Whether the war will increase

or decrease that number is uncertain. For the present, at least,

those who reach the end of the trail are fortunate. The able-

bodied men and the young men with mechanical skill find work
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in the shipyards or at Boeing's or in other defense industries.

For the present, things are working out very well. But when

the war and war industries end and leave a young state with a

vast new population what will happen? The people of the

White River valley have thought of that, without finding the

answer. But they remain undismayed. Americans have to live

somewhere, they point out; and we will all be in the same boat,

which is America.
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Chapter VIII

THE UNDEFEATED C/TY

THE
first time I ever saw Seattle clearly was in Philadelphia.

I was a young sailor then, fresh from the West Coast, and

Philadelphia was the first Eastern city I visited. When I stepped

ashore, I had the immediate and powerful feeling that some-

thing was wrong. It was like waking at sea with the stopping of

some familiar rhythm and realizing that the engines had broken

down. For hours I rode and walked around the city, looking at

old and grimy buildings in streets which seemed to have lost

their meaning; looking at churchyards neighboring with the

street; watching people buy and sell things, and listening to

their talk. And all the time something was missing: the familiar

rhythm and the forward motion of life. I was in a dead city, I

thought; a city that had lost its meaning and drive and hope.

There was no real difference between the dead in the church-

yards and the subdued living in the street. The dead were still,

and the living were not going anywhere; they were only follow-

ing the dead pattern set by their parents and ancestors.

Afterward, I became acquainted with Philadelphia, which has

its living charm, and I found people there who were very much

alive. I modified my impression of the city, but that first naive

shock meant something. I had unconsciously compared Phila-

delphia with Seattle, which was the only other large city I had

seen, and Seattle was a city which had never known defeat.
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When you are young, you are confident of doing the things

you want to do; of getting what you want out of life. Seattle was

founded by young people with that kind of confidence, and that

spirit is still very much alive and undefeated. As a result, Seattle

and people in Seattle have done things which ordinarily remain

the blueprints of dreams. Everywhere, boys and young men have

dreams about building crafts and sailing to Alaska, the South

Seas or around the world, and older sailors plan to save their

money for boats of their own. Seattle is the place where a re-

markable number of such dreams have got out of the blueprint

stage. In normal times there are always several such craft build-

ing on the shore of Lake Union, or on the quiet ship canal which

leads to salt water. Just now, the war cramps even dreams, but

when the seas are safe again, a larger fleet will be building.

At present, one friend of mine, well on in his seventies, is

waiting only to get up his strength to embark and begin his un-

ending voyage of drifting about Hood Canal and the inland sea,

where he will live off the land and the water. His dream is no

farther away than the capable auxiliary sloop which is moored

beside the little float house where he is dying. He will never

make the voyage, but neither will he ever know defeat. The en-

chanted inland sea is waiting; his sloop is just outside the win-

dow, and there is nothing to prevent his going except injuries

received from a bucko mate in a hell ship in the Eighties. From

the other window of his float house, the old sailor can see mine

sweepers being built on the other side of the unnamed reach of

water, and now and then an efficient launching. New naval craft

go by on their way to help clear the seas of pirates, so that mer-
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chant ships and the little ships of dreamers can sail again in

peace.

Seattle is a place where people do the things they want to do,

and if there are obstacles in the way, so much the worse for the

obstacles. Its story is proof of that. In the fall of 1851, the shore

of Elliott Bay was an unexplored wilderness. The nearest thing

to a settlement was a partly-finished log cabin on the point at the

southern entrance to the bay, and the white population consisted

of two boys in their teens, who were building the cabin. The boys

knew exactly what they wanted to do, and they were busy doing

it. They were building a city, and since it was going to be a big

city, they named it New York. The boys were David Denny and

Leander Terry, and their older brothers were in Portland, or on

their way north with colonists for the new city on Puget Sound.

David's older brother, Arthur Denny, had led a wagon train

from Illinois to the Columbia River, and David Denny and John

Low had gone north to size up the Puget Sound country. On their

voyage of exploration, they had picked up Lee Terry, and after

they located their city, Low went back to Portland to bring the

colonists, while the two boys put up the first building of the city.

The main party arrived on November 13, 1851, in the little

Nantucket schooner, Exact: twenty-four men, women and chil-

dren who had been frightfully seasick on their way up the coast.

When they arrived, the city was coming along well; the walls of

the cabin were up, and it would have had a roof except for the

fact that the boys did not have a froe for splitting shakes. Lee

Terry had gone to borrow one, three weeks before, and he was

not back yet.
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The lack of a roof over the city was an inconvenience, because

of the pouring autumn rains. With the usual feminine conserva-

tism, the women in the party cried when they found themselves

landed on a wilderness shore, among Indians, without even a

shelter for their children. The men, in their enthusiasm, had

quite forgotten how particular women can be about such things,

and some of them felt that they had gone too far. There was no

turning back, because the schooner was taking part in a gold

rush to the Queen Charlotte Islands, up north, and it had sailed

away as soon as the pilgrims and their belongings were landed

on the rain-swept beach.

That night the twenty-four huddled together in the rain under

a scrap of canvas and some Indian mats, but by the next night

they had a roof over their heads. After that they built several

more cabins, and the city grew rapidly. It was also increased by

a hundred or so portable houses which the companionable In-

dians moved onto the ground the settlers cleared. Some of the

women did not appreciate the invasion of Indians of unknown

intentions, who surrounded the city and crowded into the houses;

but the white population was so outnumbered they had to put up

with the visitors.

On December 10, less than a month after the population ar-

rived, the city began exporting timber. It happened quite infor-

mally, with the arrival of the brig Leonesa from San Francisco,

which was booming because of the gold rush. The owners had

sent Captain Howard to Puget Sound for a cargo of piling. He

had seen plenty of forests, but he was looking for a logging

camp. The men of the twenty-eight-day-old city took the contract

for loading the brig; they had axes and there were trees on the
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shore, and they delivered the piles by rolling them down the

beach by hand.

The settlement which called itself "New York" had a Solomon

Grundy history. It got its population in November, its timber

export business in December, and by January, 1852, it began

dying. The Denny brothers and Boren and Bell decided that the

exposed point of land was no place for a seaport, and they went

in search of one. Paddling in an Indian dugout, they found it

two miles to the northeast, around Duwamish Head. It was the

magnificent harbor which George Vancouver had named Elliott

Bay. The Duwamish River emptied into it from the south; the

shore was covered with magnificent timber, and according to the

Indians, there was a great fresh water lake a few miles to the

east, with two smaller lakes to the north. Also, to the east, there

was a low and easy pass through the mountains, which set Ar-

thur Denny thinking about the transcontinental railroad, already

taking shape on paper in the East. The only question about El-

liott Bay was the depth of the water, and Denny tested that with

his wife's clothes line and a horseshoe for a weight. Since the

bay is roughly six hundred feet deep at the entrance and three

hundred inside, the horseshoe did not register any bad luck. The

following month, Arthur Denny and William Bell and Carson

Boren staked their claims on Elliott Bay. While they were wait-

ing for spring to commence building they were joined by Dr.

David Maynard, who came up from Olympia in a big war canoe

paddled by Indians. The canoe carried valuable reinforcements

for the new city. In addition to being a doctor and druggist,

Maynard brought materials for a fish-packing industry, and
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goods for a store. His guide was the stately, white-haired Chief

Seattle who contributed the name for the city.

Early in April, 1852, the first cabins were building, and by
the time they were completed, brigs from timber-hungry San

Francisco began putting in for building materials. At the same

time, Dr. Maynard and Chief Seattle's Indians were busy catch-

ing and curing salmon. The city of Seattle was born with its

present name and two of its most important industries. It was

also born with the policy of attracting industries. In the spring,

Denny and Bell and Boren had shifted their claims to give May-
nard the best site for his fish-packing, and in the fall Maynard
and Boren contributed a strip each of their claims to another

industry. In October, the stocky Henry Yesler arrived, bulging

over the sides of his little Indian dugout, looking for a site for

the first steam sawmill on Puget Sound. Seattle, at the age of

seven months, knew where it was going and Yesler was given

his choice of locations for his claim. Reasonably, he located most

of it inland, with a long panhandle to salt water and the site of

the mill which was the city's chief industry for twenty years.

Yesler's mill began operating in the spring of 1853 and,

about that time, Seattle's first horses and wagon arrived by scow.

They were such an event that they temporarily overshadowed

Thomas Mercer, who brought them. Again, Seattle showed its

appreciation of new and useful things. Mercer had been in Seat-

tle briefly during the winter, and he had taken up a claim on the

little lake north of the city. Now when he arrived with his horses

and wagon and four motherless daughters there was the prob-

lem of getting them through the woods to his claim. The men of

Seattle got out their axes and saws, and cut a road through the
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forest. Four little girls heard Seattle cheer the first wheels that

turned in the city and they heard the ring of axes as the first

road was cut. One of the girls has lived to see street cars re-

placed by trackless trolleys; a swelling flood of motor cars dimin-

ishing somewhat with the shortage of tires; and Seattle-built Fly-

ing Fortresses rumbling through the sky in answer to the latest

challenge to a city that has never been defeated. Susannah Mer-

cer Graham nearing the century mark gives one of the immortal

touches to a city where all things seem possible.

When Seattle was four years old, it had its baptism of fire and

developed a permanent affection for the United States Navy.

The Indian War broke out in the autumn of 1855. The Indians

were ahead of their time in recognizing the strategic importance

of Seattle, and they set out to capture it. By way of defenses,

Seattle had a blockhouse and a company of half-trained volun-

teers. The Navy was represented by the unseaworthy sloop of

war Decatur a cheap edition of Old Ironsides commanded by

the capable Captain Guert Gansevoort and manned by an able

crew of sailors and marines.

The attack broke on the morning of January 26, 1856, with

the marines in the blockhouse on a small peninsula, the Decatur

lying in the bay off the peninsula, the woods full of Indians who

had gathered for the attack, and the residents of Seattle cooking

breakfast in their cabins between the opposing forces. Captain

Gansevoort opened the battle by firing a howitzer at a cabin

where Indians were reported to have gathered; the Indians re-

plied with musket fire from the woods behind the town, and the

citizens raced for the blockhouse, with Indian bullets zipping

around them and shells from the Decatur screeching overhead.
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It was a lively obstacle race, with some of the runners having a

child in each arm, one young woman carrying her baby and an

apronful of biscuits hot from the oven, and two men carrying the

minister's wife and her new-born baby in a rocking chair. Mirac-

ulously, no one was hit, and later the women and children were

taken out to the sloop of war for greater safety.

It was not a bloody battle, but the sound effects were good,

with the Decatur's guns thundering, shells screaming over the

town and exploding in the woods, the concealed Indians yelling

and exchanging musket fire with the volunteers and marines in

the blockhouse and the sailors deployed on the peninsula. The

battle died out during the afternoon, when the Indians went to

dinner and most of them forgot to return. Without the efficient

work of the Decatur, they would almost certainly have managed

to capture the town, but the accurate howitzer fire and explod-

ing shells were too much for the Indians. They gave up the siege

and retreated that night after plundering and burning some of

the outlying cabins. When the defenders counted their casualties

they consisted of two young men who exposed themselves reck-

lessly and were killed by accurate sniping from the woods.

After the Indian War, Seattle felt the depressing effect of the

Fraser River gold rush, which drew men and shipping away

from Puget Sound, and that temporary inconvenience was fol-

lowed by the Civil War. But Seattle went on building for the

future. Enterprising citizens opened coal mines in the great de-

posits near Lake Washington, and some vigorous lobbying and

quick work brought the Territorial University to Seattle. Wash-

ington Territory was hardly ready for such an institution and

the Legislature had no intention of creating one; but the Seattle
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fathers made a bid for it and when their seemingly innocent re-

quest was granted, they immediately cleared a campus on a knoll

in the forest, sold the university's grant of land without too clear

authority, and put up a building. Legislators raged ; but, for bet-

ter or for worse, the Territorial University had materialized so

solidly on a Seattle hill that there was no moving it. One of the

objections to the University was the fact that there were no stu-

dents qualified for entrance. Admittedly, the building was some-

what previous, but how else would Seattle have been sure of it?

Also, there was need for more rudimentary education in Seattle,

and the University opened with primary and grammar school

classes. It did not graduate a university student for another fif-

teen years, but time has remedied everything. The present Uni-

versity district, between Lake Union and Lake Washington, is a

thriving city in its own right, and the University of Washington

has a normal enrollment of twelve thousand.

The initial president of the Territorial University was Asa

Mercer, the twenty-three-year-old brother of Thomas Mercer

who had brought the first horses to Seattle and caused the need

for the first road. Like the young men who founded the city, Asa

had the vision of youth, and he had the imagination to see how

something useful might be made out of the Civil War which was

being fought on the other side of the continent. In Seattle and

the surrounding woods he saw young loggers and homesteaders

going their lonely way without wives, while the Civil War was

creating countless widows and orphans. If the two problems

were brought together, they would solve each other. Asa bor-

rowed money for a trial trip to Boston, where he persuaded

eleven selected young women to return with him to Seattle. It
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was done with great decorum; all the talk was about careers;

but no one was fooled, and before long all the young women

were married, and Asa was elected to the Legislature as a re-

ward. But eleven young women did not go far in a wilderness

of bachelors, and in 1865 he made a second expedition to the

Atlantic coast.

This time Asa was not only going to do something about wid-

ows and orphaned young women, but he was going to make use

of some of the now idle machinery of war. He planned to get

an army transport, load it with five hundred selected young

women and bring them in triumph to Puget Sound, where women

were appreciated. It was an ambitious plan for a young man al-

most without money, but Mercer had perfect confidence. For one

thing, Abraham Lincoln had been the Mercers' neighbor in Illi-

nois, and Asa never doubted that the humane President would

approve of his plan and provide a transport for the expedition.

Mercer arrived in New York on April 17, 1865, and Presi-

dent Lincoln was assassinated the same night. Cut off from his

chief help, young Mercer began an epic struggle that lasted al-

most a year and surged back and forth along the Atlantic Coast

from Massachusetts to the Potomac. Official Washington was

afraid to do anything for him. General Grant finally provided

the transport; a twist of fate took it away from him; he got it

back, with strings; lost it to a sharp bargainer, and had most of

the young women passengers frightened away by scurrilous

newspaper attacks. But Asa had set out to do something, and he

battled on. More than a year after he had started on his expedi-

tion, he came back to Seattle, broke and much more than a year

older in experience; but he brought with him upward of a hun-
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dred young New England women who have been referred to ever

since as the "Mercer Girls," though the few survivors of the

party are now in their nineties.

Ever since the day Arthur Denny decided to found a city on

the shore of Elliott Bay, it was taken for granted that Seattle

would be the terminus of the projected Northern Pacific Railway.

Back of the town there was the only easy pass over the Cascade

Mountains, and by the time steel rails began reaching toward

Puget Sound, Seattle was the largest and most enterprising of

the towns considered for the terminus.

In July, 1873, Seattle had the first great shock of its life when

it was notified that the railroad would make its terminus on

Commencement Bay, near the little sawmill settlement of Ta-

coma. And with the sometimes frank business methods of the

day, the railroad officials suggested that Seattle would have to

be put out of business so that their terminus could become the

metropolis of Puget Sound.

In answer to that death sentence, the citizens of Seattle held a

mass meeting and decided to build their own railroad. They

could not, of course, build immediately a transcontinental rail-

road ; but would lay out one over the mountains and across the

State to the Walla Walla wheat country and bring the Columbia

River grain fleet to Puget Sound. After that profitable begin-

ning, they would be able to extend their line as far east as was

necessary for transcontinental connections.

By the following spring the citizens discovered that all of

them together did not have enough money to pay for the rail-

road to the wheat country, but instead of being discouraged, they
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decided to build the road with their own hands. On May Day,

1874, the entire population of Seattle turned out with picks and

shovels and teams, and began grading the first stretch of their

railroad. It was a large order for a small town: three hundred

miles of railroad over the mountains and across the Territory.

It was the impossible kind of thing that boys attempt, but the

effort was not wasted. The dramatic story of a town battling a

railroad monopoly was published in newspapers all over Amer-

ica, and Seattle's fighting spirit attracted new citizens who en-

joyed fighting against odds. Also, when the voluntary labor on

the railroad began to languish, it was put on a more practical

basis, and presently Seattle had its own railroad as far as the

coal mines, running at a profit. Very possibly the road would

have been continued on over the mountains, but the Northern

Pacific, under Henry Villard's management, made peace with

Seattle, promised it railroad service, and bought up the home-

made road to the mines.

But the victory had been too easy, and it did not mean any-

thing. Villard lost control of the Northern Pacific, which went

back to the enemy. All the railroad service Seattle got was one

train of one car a day which left at four in the morning and

backed all the way to Stuck Junction, in the wilderness, where

it did not connect with any other train.

For sixteen years after the Northern Pacific came to Puget

Sound, Seattle was virtually without railroad service, and dur-

ing that time it continued to grow vigorously, and became the

largest city of the region. No complete explanation has ever been

made, but one thing that helped was the fact that Seattle got

direct steamship service with San Francisco. Another was the
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very sporting proposition of a city fighting for its life against a

great monopoly. A third explanation which has been offered is

Seattle's "Skidroad," which was well supplied with saloons,

variety shows, honky-tonks and houses of prostitution. It had

become a tradition for loggers and mill hands from the sur-

rounding territory to blow their money in on the Skidroad, and

railroad service was nothing compared to the attractions of a

wide-open town.

Seattle made out handsomely without railroad service, but

that does not mean that the railroad was an unnecessary frill.

When the transcontinental line was completed to Spokane in

1883, Washington Territory had a population of slightly over

75,000, and ten years later, Washington was a State with over

337,000 inhabitants.

While Seattle was benefiting indirectly from the transconti-

nental railroad, its citizens battled with growing strength for

direct railroad service. The way to the East and South and West

was variously blocked by nature and the railroad monopoly,

but there was still an outlet to the North, and Seattle was making

the most of it. Seattle's fighters had secured Eastern capital, and

they were working furiously on a railroad which would connect

with the Canadian Pacific and give them transcontinental service

by way of Canada.

The year of statehood, 1889, Washington celebrated with

expensive fireworks. In June, Seattle and Vancouver were de-

stroyed by fire; in July Ellensburg burned to the ground, and

in August the giant young city of Spokane had its thirty business

blocks and railroad depots wiped out by fire.

The Seattle fire was a spectacular disaster which destroyed
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sixty city blocks, miles of wharves and several great sawmills.

The fire was also a blessing which junked a wooden firetrap city.

While the ruins were still smoldering, rebuilding began with

brick and stone. The wooden city that was destroyed had a popu-

lation of 20,000, and a year later, with the city still rebuilding,

the population had shot up to 43,000.

The railroad battle ended while Seattle was booming and

building after the great fire. Obviously, it was no use fighting

with a city that could double its size in a year and carry its fight

to international fields when it was defeated locally. In 1890, the

Northern Pacific came to terms and gave Seattle satisfactory

railroad service, and eventually it made the city its western ter-

minus, which was what Seattle had wanted in the first place.

Three years after Seattle's victory over the Northern Pacific, it

became the terminus of the Great Northern Railway; in 1909

it got a third direct transcontinental line when the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul came through Snoqualmie Pass; it already

had its railroad to Canada, and from the south it was linked

with the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads enough

for an ambitious young city.

The Great Northern reached Seattle in 1893, along with na-

tional panic and depression, and it is recorded that for some

years afterward the mealtime of citizens was regulated by the

tides which covered and uncovered the clam beaches. Seattle was

in a mood to fight anything tangible, but a national depression

was as unsatisfactory to fight as the weather. The city scraped

along, dug clams and kept a weather eye open for some bright

loophole in the pall of gloom.

The break came in the summer of 1897, when the steamer
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Portland arrived in Seattle with a ton of newly-panned gold, and

men who were light-headed with the shock of sudden wealth. A

fabulous strike had been made in the Klondike, and the Port-

land's ton was only a sample.

Klondike gold was national and international news, but the

dispatches went out from Seattle, and the name of the fortunate

city was linked with gold. At the start it was accidental, but it

was the break for which Seattle had waited, and the city went on

beating the drum and parading its name with the riches of the

Klondike. As a result, prospectors were convinced that they

would never find gold unless they started from Seattle. Seattle

made itself the fitting-out point for the gold rush, and became

a madhouse of glory. Every train and steamer brought gold hunt-

ers of both sexes from all walks in life, and in Seattle they slept

in woodsheds and stables and hotel corridors, and spent a flood

of wealth on necessary equipment and on fantastic gadgets which

they later threw away on the Chilkoot Trail. Supplies and equip-

ment, waiting transportation, were piled up for blocks along

streets where men practiced with dog sleds and shouted to each

other stories of fabulous wealth.

Seattle was like a long-idling motor that suddenly has its

throttle opened wide for the first time; it roared night and day,

and every incoming train and steamer poured in more fuel. As

new gold hunters crowded into the city, the ones who had been

equipped sailed north in overloaded steamers and in sailing

ships and in steamboats resurrected from the breaker's yard. In

the first five months of 1898, seventy-four ships were launched

at Seattle.

The gold fields were on Klondike Creek, in the Canadian in-
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terior, but the way led through Alaska, and Seattle's name and

destiny were linked with that territory forever. The Klondike

rush reached its high tide and began to ebb in 1898, but late that

same year, news came to Seattle that gold had been struck at

Nome; a new gold rush started to the Far North in the spring,

and Alaska began coming into her own.

Northern gold lifted Seattle so high out of the depression that

afterward it was difficult to remember it, and the city itself was

changed in the process and garnished with some of the gaudiest

hotels and barrooms and bawdy houses in America. But there

were less superficial and more permanent changes. Between 1880

and 1890, Seattle had doubled its population, and in the years

between 1890 and 1900, it doubled its population again.

One of Seattle's legacies from the Golden North was sluice-

mining. There was no gold in the tremendous hills that em-

barrassed the growing city, but Alaska miners had demonstrated

that mountains of earth could be moved by that method, and

Seattle began washing down some of its mightiest hills with

streams of water under high pressure. The sluicing process

streamlined the city in two ways: the earth from the unwanted

hills was used to fill in the tide flats at the southern edge of the

bay, and it created nearly fifteen hundred acres of factory and

warehouse sites which were presently occupied by the expanding

city.

With the aid of fire and gold, Seattle had doubled its popu-

lation twice in two decades, and in the one from 1900 to 1910,

it did even better, increasing from 80,000 to 200,000. In the

same decade, the Navy Yard was established at Bremerton, across

the Sound from Seattle, and the city further oriented itself with
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the Navy by building the battleship Nebraska. The building was

actually a civic project. Normally, the Moran shipyard could

not have competed with East Coast builders; but the citizens

made up the difference, and the Nebraska was launched in El-

liott Bay to demonstrate that Seattle could build a full-sized bat-

tle wagon as well if not as cheaply as any other seaport. In 1911

the city began rounding out its harbor facilities by dredging the

channel of the Duwamish River for ocean-going vessels, and

building scientific new terminals and wharves. At the same time,

the Government started work on the Lake Washington Ship Canal.

The project was completed in 1917, giving Seattle one of the

most magnificent harbor systems in the world. On the west of the

city is Puget Sound, Lake Union is in the center, and on the east

is Lake Washington, twenty miles long, with the Cascade Moun-

tains for a background. The ship canal bisects the city and joins

the three bodies of water; ocean-going vessels can be built or

docked on either side of the city, or in its very heart.

The World War brought days that were reminiscent of the

gold rush, but on a larger scale. The lumber business boomed

and shipyards sprang up all around the bay, and people crowded

into the city. Forty thousand men worked in the shipyards. In

the brief period of the war, the Skinner & Eddy yard turned out

upward of half a million tons of excellent steel ships, and this

was only one of twenty yards in the vicinity of Seattle. Figures

on shipbuilding in the present war are naturally not published,

but the earlier ones suggest almost limitless possibilities.

After the World War, Seattle staged the first general strike in

America, and there were three tense days in which motor trucks

mounting machine guns patrolled hushed streets when anything
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seemed likely to happen. The strike ended and machinery of the

city began running again, without disorder or bloodshed, while

both sides claimed to have proved something. Curiously, the gen-

eral strike lifted more eyebrows out of Seattle than in, and when

the Nineteen-thirties brought waterfront and timberworker strikes

and a very fancy newspaper strike, Seattle got the reputation for

being swayed by dangerous elements and torn by strife. Actu-

ally, it was a sign that Seattle had not lost its youthful energy;

it was still a city where people did, or attempted, the things they

wanted to do. And it is too much to expect that ordinarily people

should all want to do the same thing. Those who shook their

heads over Seattle should have remembered that the city has al-

ways been able to unite in a crisis; they should see it now, going

about important business vigorously and with the harmony of a

city that has let off steam when the time was suitable.

A picture of Seattle in normal times would be helpful. There

have been no normal times recently, however, and there is a

limit to the accurate things that can be said about a city which

changes palpably while one watches it. Seattle of today has a

population of somewhere over 400,000, but figures are unre-

liable where 50,000 new inhabitants arrive in a summer; thirty

acres of new buildings go up in twice as many days, and thirty-

five hundred houses for defense workers are ordered in one

batch. In the nearest approach to normal recent times, the city's

seaborne commerce approximated a billion dollars a year.

Seattle is the key city in the defense of the Pacific Northwest,

and the key shipping point for Alaska and Hawaii and other

places. On the war production side, it is no secret that Seattle

yards are turning out naval craft of the fighting, semi-offensive
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and defensive classes. Among peace-time craft that have volun-

teered for the duration, there are halibut schooners and purse

seiners which are being converted into coastal mine sweepers,

and there are many hundreds more to draw on if necessary.

Seattle has pioneered in transportation ever since it built one

of the first electric street railways in the world, and in 1920 the

Boeing Air Transport started the second air-mail route in the

United States. Now Seattle is linked to all the United States,

Canada, and Alaska by air lines. Seattle also produces airplanes,

notably the famous Boeing B 17 E, known as the Flying Fortress,

and the Douglas medium bomber which the British R.A.F. affec-

tionately calls the "Havoc."

Reminiscent of the building of the battleship Nebraska, Seat-

tle citizens recently paid for a Boeing Flying Fortress. The

money was raised under the auspices of the Post Intelligencer

and the great bomber, christened "Chief Seattle," was presented

to the Army with the city's best wishes.

Seattle's production of fighting machines does not stop with

ships and planes, but these make themselves so conspicuous that

there is no use pretending that they do not exist.

The defense of Seattle is a part of the defense of the Pacific

Northwest and of the United States. It cannot be separated from

the rest. For Seattle and the Pacific Northwest are linked in-

separably with Alaska, and their position would be hazardous

in the event of a successful invasion of that northern territory.

Military secrecy thickens as one moves north, and on December

7, 1941, the curtain between Alaska and the outside world was

rung down all the way. But a great deal of one thing and another

has been shipped from Seattle and Alaska, and they have not
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been chorus girls and beach chairs. What is more, the strength-

ening of Alaska's defenses did not begin with the Japanese attack

on Hawaii. If those defenses pay large dividends, as competent

people believe they will, some credit should go to the men in

charge, and to their healthy skepticism about Japanese friend-

ship. That skepticism is recorded by a scrap of now-ancient his-

tory which is also timely: two months before the fall of France,

troops going to Alaska were organized combat teams prepared

to leave their transports, fighting.

Soldiers are everywhere, in greater or lesser number. Those

sober and quiet and alert soldiers compare with the expansive,

happy-go-lucky doughboys of the last war like men of a different

race. Actually, they are the same race, and a few of them are the

same men, but this is a different war. In 1917 and 1918 the war

meant Europe, and more particularly France; and even in France

it was limited to the battlefields. This time, the war is here and

now and everywhere.
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Chapter IX

GREAT RIVER

THE
Columbia was the last great river of the earth to be

discovered, nearly three centuries later than the Amazon.

In 1792 the American captain, Gray, sailed across the bar in his

ship, suitably named Columbia, and the fabled River of the

West became a fact. The three preceding centuries were the

romantic age of history and geography, and lack of discovery

was less a handicap to the Columbia than it would be now. A few

years after the discovery of America, the Portuguese discovered

the Northwest Passage in their imaginations; they named it the

Strait of Anian, and soon they and their friends went out to

look for it. In 1570 the Dutch drew the River of the West on

their maps, and presently it was confused with the Northwest

Passage, populated and endowed with fabulous cities and

wealth, and its capital city was named. In 1602 a Spanish ex-

plorer, sent out by Monterey, saw what he took to be the mouth

of a river. He did not try to enter, but his report of a strong cur-

rent and muddy water inspired the historian Torquemada to

write:

"It is supposed that this river is one leading to a great

city, which was discovered by the Dutch when they were

driven thither by storms, and that it is the Strait of Anian,

through which the vessels passed in sailing from the North

Sea to the South Sea ; and that the city called Quivera is in

these parts. . . ."
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In 1775 the Spaniard, Heceta, unquestionably found the

mouth of the great river, but he was kept out by the strong

current. By that time all the maritime nations of the earth had

expeditions out looking for the River of the West. But so many

imaginative stories had been told that no one believed anyone

else. British, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Dutch, and French

ships beat and rolled and ran along the northwest coast for

years without sighting the river mouth. In the process they gath-

ered fortunes in sea-otter skins; Vancouver Island and Alaska

were explored ; the British Captain Meares discovered the Strait

of Juan de Fuca; and the Spanish established their colony at

Neah Bay, the first in what is now the State of Washington. But

all of them flunked the seemingly simple problem of finding a

river mouth five miles wide.

While the nations searched, the American colonies won their

independence, put on their long pants, and joined the hunt for

furs and for the great river. In the spring of 1792, in the thick

of competition, a ship flying the Stars and Stripes and a ship

flying the "Red Duster" hove to off the Washington coast while

their commanders exchanged notes. George Vancouver, the

Britisher, had little to report: on his way up the Oregon coast,

at 46 degrees, 19 minutes, he had passed a conspicuous cape

and sailed through discolored water, but it did not mean any-

thing. The high land was undoubtedly Cape Disappointment,

where Meares had already established that there was no river.

The Yankee captain, Robert Gray, reported on the same area :

on his way north he had sailed into the discolored water and

had decided it was from the River of the West. For nine days he
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had tried to enter, but the powerful current held him outside.

Now he was on his way back to try again.

That gam at sea was probably the most important meeting in

the history of the Oregon country. It was just as if a time-table

had been drawn up for discovery and exploration. Practically

all of the two allotted centuries had been wasted, and now the

thing had to be rushed in the few remaining weeks.

The Discovery sailed north and the Columbia south to-

gether they enclosed the present coast of Washington in the

bracket of exact knowledge.

Captain Vancouver sailed around Cape Flattery and into the

Strait of Juan de Fuca, named for the Greek who had discov-

ered or invented it. Just inside the Cape the British captain

found the little colony of Nuez Gaona. The Spanish were a year

ahead of him, but they had not progressed far. Before him

stretched the great inland sea, uncharted and almost wholly

unexplored. Vancouver sailed in on his great voyage of ex-

ploration and discovery, naming things as he went. He gave

their present names to Admiralty Inlet, Port Townsend, Whidby

Island, Hood Canal, Mount Rainier, Seattle's Elliott Bay, Vas-

hon Island, Maury Island, Quartermaster Harbor, Blake Island,

and a hundred other places. On that thorough exploration by

ship and boat, Vancouver met tribes of Indians, talked to them

in sign language, and gave them presents. On Blake Island one

of the Indians who saw white men for the first time was a boy

named Seattle. Sixty years later, as a chief, Seattle remembered

the first white men kindly. When a little band of Illinois pil-

grims settled on Alki Point, at the entrance to Elliott Bay, the

chief became their friend and protector, and the city they
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founded took his name. George Vancouver sailed through the

Strait of Juan de Fuca into an unknown world of waterways and

islands, and when he sailed out he left the shape and names of

things as they are today.

While Vancouver was on his way to explore and chart the

Puget Sound country, Captain Gray coasted south, keeping close

to the land. Fifty miles short of the discolored flood of water

he found an entrance to the land, and sailed into a big, wedge-

shaped harbor, with a river emptying into its narrowed inland

point. It was not the River of the West, but an unknown river

and harbor which even the romancers had never mentioned.

Gray's Harbor was born without advance publicity. While Gray

was there, he asked the Indians if there was another river to the

south. The Indians told him that it was only three days' journey

to the father and mother of all rivers.

Captain Gray stood out of his newly discovered harbor and

drove the Columbia south. That evening he hove to in latitude

46 degrees, 10 minutes. Around his ship there was the light-

colored flood of water; ashore in the fine May night there was a

great headland made up of separate hummocks, and puffs of

off-shore breeze carried the smell of the land.

At daybreak on the morning of May 11, 1792, Cape Disap-

pointment was still in sight to the northeast; the sea was calm

and the breeze fair. It was Gray's chance against the current

which had once put its hand against the Columbia's nose and

held her at arm's length for nine days. He ordered all sails

set, and in the smell of fresh water, under a cloud of canvas

colored by the sunrise, he drove his ship into the unknown River

of the West.
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The new breeze was just beginning to ruffle the surface of

the cloudy green water, but as the ship closed with the land

she heaved forward over a low, profound swell. Ahead and to

port there were yellow sands out from Cape Disappointment. A
swell broke on the sands in a curve of dirty cream-colored foam

that snaked out into the water, away from the land; another

curve of dirty foam crawled from the sands into the river, then

another and another. The first foaming curve had snaked half a

mile out from the sands, and it grew as it came toward the ship,

while the leadsman in the fore chains sang out the depths en-

couragingly: "Five fathoms! And a half, four! Five fathoms!

Five fathoms!" His voice grew dim in the swelling roar of the

breaker. The dirty yellow line became the crest of a steep wall

of water, and its roaring sharpened to the cracking of a great

whip.

The Columbia pitched and groaned as the sea struck at her

and passed with a sound of thunder. The next snake of yellow

foam was lashing out toward the ship; its vicious cracking

struck through the dying thunder of the first, and there was the

thunder of another one coming. Then there was no counting

them. Innumerable breakers were being born on the sands of

Cape Disappointment and lashing out at the ship, filling the

world and deafening the crew with a pandemonium of roaring

and cracking and thundering. The yellow sands of Cape Disap-

pointment were the home of giants, who guarded the Strait of

Anian with mile-long bull whips; but the Yankee crew was not

impressed. The Columbia pitched and rolled along through

hell's pandemonium in a channel four and five fathoms deep.

Miles away to the south was a nameless cape, with sands and
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bull whips of breaking yellow water snaking out toward the

channel, but the ship ran between the two sets of breakers as

confidently as if she were sailing into a familiar estuary.

The crack and thunder of breakers died astern, and Gray

found himself on a deep, slow-moving river five miles wide,

between great evergreen forests. He neither saw nor expected

to see the city of Quivera, but there was a large Indian village

on the north shore, with canoes drawn up on land and Indians

crowding to the beach to see the great, strange craft. Gray was

primarily a fur trader; he stood in toward the village, and the

anchor was let go in the River of the West which he renamed

"Columbia," after his ship and by right of discovery.

Captain Gray did a big business in furs at the Chinook Indian

village; later he sailed about fifteen miles farther up the river.

He was there eight days altogether; then he crossed the bar into

the Pacific. He had not found any of the legendary cities of gold,

but he had bales of valuable sea-otter skins in the hold, and

they were the first of the increasing flood of wealth that has

been pouring out of the valley of the Columbia for a century

and a half.

More important than the furs, Gray had found and entered

the River of the West, and strengthened the claim of the United

States to the Oregon country. But it was only the beginning of

a fifty-four-year struggle over the region; even Gray's discovery

of the Columbia was disputed.

In the Pacific, Gray again met Vancouver in the Discovery,

accompanied by the Chatham, commanded by Lieutenant

Broughton. The ships hove to for another gam, and the Yankee
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told what he had found. Vancouver had lost his first chance,

but he sent his lieutenant back to explore the river.

In October of that year, Broughton sailed across the bar and

anchored under the lee of what is now the Washington shore.

Having trouble with the channel, he continued up the river in

his cutter some hundred and fifty miles, naming Mount Hood

and other parts of the landscape as he went. He wound up his

exploration by taking possession of the river and the region

it drained in the name of His Britannic Majesty.

After the Columbia and the Chatham, other vessels crossed

the Columbia bar in search of furs, and in 1797 the captain of

the Boston Sea Otter got himself killed by the Indians. All of

the ships were there for trade rather than for exploration, and

it was a dozen years before any white man saw the Columbia

above the high water mark of Broughton's trip in the Chatham's

cutter.

The stagnation of exploration on the Columbia was broken

from the east in 1805. In mid-October, five canoes floated down

the sullen and treacherous Snake River, and paused at its meet-

ing with the Columbia. In the party were fourteen American

soldiers, nine Kentucky Volunteers with long rifles, two French

Canadian voyageurs, a violin-playing Negro, and a young

Indian woman with a very young baby. In command of the

expedition were a young Virginian, Captain Meriwether Lewis,

and Captain William Clark. The father of the expedition was

President Thomas Jefferson; he was following up his Louisiana

Purchase with an expedition from the Mississippi to the Pacific.

The newly discovered and unexplored Columbia River had
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caught the imagination of the explorers; when they crossed the

Great Divide of the Shining Mountains, or Rocky Mountains,

and found a stream running west, they had drunk with naive

excitement from the first waters flowing into the Columbia.

Since then they had spent two months in reaching the navigable

Clearwater River, paddling down the Clearwater to the Snake

River, and down the Snake to the great Columbia.

It had been a strenuous expedition, but it was well manned

and fortunate, and even the lesser-ranking members made great

contributions: the Negro slave enchanted visiting Indians with

his violin solos; and Mrs. Toussaint Charbonneau did more

than present her voyageur husband with a baby. Once when the

party was in danger of attack from the Shoshone Indians, Mrs.

Charbonneau played Pocahontas to them all by rushing into the

arms of the menacing chief who cried, "Sacajawea!" The tribe

was the one from which she had been kidnaped in childhood,

and the chief was her long-lost brother.

The region where Lewis and Clark reached the Columbia was

a gathering place of waters: they had descended the Snake, the

largest tributary; and a few miles upstream another, and un-

known, river flowed in from a great valley that opened away

between diverging ranges of high and barren hills, bleak with

autumn the Yakima River and its valley, between Horse

Heaven and Rattlesnake hills. Ten miles farther down the

Columbia, another tributary flowed in from the east, where there

were gently rolling hills that went away to smooth blue-green

and blue forested mountains the Walla Walla River coming

in from the Blue Mountains.

The Columbia swallowed the Snake River and continued
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southeast just long enough to snap up the Walla Walla; then,

as if it suddenly remembered where it was going, it wheeled to-

ward the west and hurried in that general direction for a long

time. It went through bleak country, past great hills that were

barren with desert autumn, but there was a wonderful harvest

in the river, which was alive with millions of salmon, all swim-

ming upstream.

Indians warned the explorers of white water ahead, and they

portaged around the raging rapids of Celilo Falls, among fan-

tastic rocks and shifting sands. The shore about the falls was

thick with huts and drying salmon, and Indians were everywhere

about the falls and on spearing platforms over the white water;

ashore there were Indians of many tribes bartering for smoked

salmon compressed into neat packages. Celilo was the first

great trading post on the Columbia ; some of the customers were

from beyond the Rocky Mountains, and the trade in salmon had

been going on for centuries.

Below Celilo Falls the two young captains and their followers

came to a place where the river was compressed into a rock-

bound slot fifty yards across. There it was deeper than it was

wide, and it shot by at a good thirty miles an hour. The shore

was a wicked jumble of basalt rocks that made portaging impos-

sible. The captains looked at each other: Meriwether Lewis,

who was twenty-nine and the oldest, saw nothing for it but to

try the blast of water through the chute. The reliable William

Clark agreed; and the voyageurs crossed themselves. One after

another the canoes were launched into The Dalles and immedi-

ately they were gone like canoes shot out of a cannon. Two miles

flashed by with hardly time for fear, and then the compressed
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millrace exploded against a cliff that barred its way. Before

there was time to fight against a head-on collision, they were

almost against the wall of rock, and then the rebounding water

carried them clear. They breathed only half a sigh of relief

before their canoe was swept sideways into boiling white water

on sunken rocks. They clawed past, looking for new dangers

and found themselves in calm water. Behind them, one after

another, the other canoes emerged on the broad and placid-

flowing Columbia. They passed submerged forests, and came

to a place where the river broke through the Far West Moun-

tains, now called the Cascades. They portaged around the rapids

to a still broader and more placid river.

They were now in the different world of west-of-the-mountains,

sailing past great evergreen forests in the mist and rain of

autumn. They began to notice the pulsing of sea tides, and ex-

pected to reach the ocean any hour; but the great river carried

them on, day after day, past unbroken forests, green islands,

mountainous shores, and basalt towers like the castles of some

gigantic race.

For five days they felt the pulse of tides as they traveled west,

and north, and west again. The Columbia widened until its

misty green shores faded on each side. Two bold, far-separated

capes loomed ahead; between them was a dim void of light

and tremendous space. Drifting on the flood with poised and

dripping paddles, the explorers heard the far-off roar of the

Pacific.

Lewis and Clark made their camp on Clatsop Point, near the

present site of Astoria, Oregon. During the winter they crossed

the Columbia and followed what is now the Washington coast as
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far as Long Beach. They searched the vague horizon of the

Pacific for the sight of a sail. The Indians said that vessels

often passed or entered the great river to trade. The explorers

who had come from the east wanted to join hands with American

mariners who came in from the west; but the coast was dim in

the rain clouds and fog of winter, and no ships came.

In 1806 the young captains went back across the continent,

and they became American heroes. The expedition was a fortu-

nate one, and it was well received. The soldiers received grants

of land and were retired on full pay; the captains were re-

warded generously, if not wisely. Meriwether Lewis was op-

pressed by the honors and inactivity of tame civilization while

his restless mind was still marching through the wilderness

and presently he shot himself. Neither of the captains ever saw

the Columbia again, but the great river now flowed through the

consciousness of America and carried the frontiers of imagina-

tion to the misty Pacific.

Five years after the Lewis and Clark expedition had left the

mouth of the Columbia River, the Tonquin hove to outside the

bar in stormy March weather. She was two hundred days out of

New York, by way of Cape Horn and the Sandwich Islands. In

her hold were supplies and goods for a chain of trading posts,

and on board were a few American and thirty British and

Canadian fur traders, with twenty-odd Kanakas picked up at

the islands. Somewhere in the region of the Horn two more ships

were on their way, while an overland party was setting out from

the East. The Tonquin was the vanguard of John Jacob Astor's

dream of a fur empire on the Columbia.

Captain Jonathan Thorn of the Tonquin was cut on the same
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pattern as Captain Bligh, who had sailed the same coast a

generation earlier. But Thorn lacked Bligh's seamanship. On

the voyage out he had made life a misery with his arrogance

and bad judgment; now a half mutinous crew looked dispirit-

edly at the gateway to the Oregon country. Hove to, the Tonquin

pitched heavily in gray seas. Hard squalls blew up from the

south; and to the east, big Pacific seas met the flood of the

river and rolled over and over on the bar with a sound of

roaring thunder.

The sailors thought it might be a week before the ship could

cross, but Captain Thorn knew better. He had a small boat

swung out, and ordered his first mate and a crew of four to

lower away, smartly, and take soundings on the bar. The mate

cried out that it would be suicide, but Thorn shut him up with

his bull roar, and drove the five men into the boat. The boat

was lowered away and caught up by the sea. From the fore-

mast the lookout saw the furious breakers lashing out from the

yellow sands of Cape Disappointment to the north and the sands

of Clatsop Spit to the south, and he heard their distant crack-

ing thunder as they met on the bar. He saw the mate's boat,

and a breaker racing toward it with infinite speed, a wall of

greenish water crowned with dirty yellow foam and he did not

see the boat again.

The first mate and the boat's crew had not had time to take

one sounding on the bar; so Captain Thorn stood on and off the

coast, waiting for better weather. He waited two days, and then

sent the pinnace to take soundings. Being short one mate and

four sailors, he was careful this time: he sent only two of his

crew and two Kanakas.
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Thorn was impatient by nature, and he made this second

attempt while the wind was still puffy. Driven by a freshening

gust, the Tonquin passed the pinnace, which was supposed to

lead the way, and saw it capsize astern as it was caught in the

breakers. The Tonquin sailed on until the wind failed and she,

too, drifted into the breakers. She would have pounded to pieces

there, but the rising tide and wind freed her and she gained the

shelter of Baker Bay inside the bar. Later, two men from the

pinnace were found naked and half frozen on the ocean beach.

Inside the great river, Captain Thorn immediately fretted

to be off on a trading voyage up the coast. Astor's Pacific Fur

Company partners hastily chose Point George for their estab-

lishment and disembarked their goods. As they began felling

trees for Fort Astoria, Captain Thorn engaged a Chehalis In-

dian for an interpreter and sailed out of the river forever.

The Astorians soon learned that they had competition on

the river; a few weeks after the founding of Astoria, an expe-

dition of the North West Fur Company arrived, too late, to

establish a British trading post at Point George. Things were

moving fast on the Columbia, and the Astorians immediately

sent a party under David Stuart to establish a trading post in

the interior. Stuart chose a site on the Okanogan River, near its

junction with the Columbia, two hundred and forty miles north-

east of Astoria. There, above a hut built of driftwood taken

from the river, the first American flag was raised in what is

now the State of Washington.

That was on September 2, 1811. In the same autumn, when

the Chinook Indians threatened the Astorians, McDougall, who

was in charge, made allies of them by marrying the daughter of
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their chief, Conconnully. According to one of his living descend-

ants, the chief had a face that measured a foot from forehead

to chin. After his alliance with the Astorians, Conconnully met

incoming ships in his war canoe, thereby becoming the first pilot

on the Columbia bar.

The next year the Pacific Fur Company established the trad-

ing post of Fort Spokane, near the Canadians' Spokane House.

Fort Spokane was more pretentious than the driftwood hut on

the Okanogan, and there was a grand opening with speeches and

gifts and a display of merchandise, and trappers and Indians

danced on the puncheon floor to the music of a violin.

The Astor company had competition, and it went out to meet

it, but it was dogged by mistakes and by bad luck and history.

One of the mistakes was Captain Jonathan Thorn, who had

drowned seven men and nearly lost the Tonquin in crossing the

bar. More than a year after Thorn had sailed north on his fur-

trading voyage, his Chehalis interpreter limped back to Astoria.

Somewhere up north the Indians trading with Thorn had an-

swered his arrogance by butchering him and all his crew. The

Chehalis was the only one spared, and after he was taken ashore

the Tonquin blew up with her dead, and scores of Indians col-

lected booty. It may have been the revenge of some dying sailor,

but there was no one alive who knew.

After the Tonquin, the company's Lark was wrecked. That

left only one ship, the Beaver, and she was long overdue, with

the sole American who was active in the company. Hunt had

gone in the Beaver to trade with the Russians at Sitka, and noth-

ing had been heard from him for over a year.

Hunt and the Beaver came back safely from Alaska; but
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when the anchor was let go, the British flag was flying over Fort

Astoria, and the Pacific Fur Company was gone. During Hunt's

absence, news of the War of 1812 had reached the Columbia

River, and Astor's Canadians in charge at Astoria had saved his

property from capture by selling his rights in the Columbia

valley to his Canadian rivals.

After the war, the Americans and British agreed to a joint

occupancy of the Oregon country, but by then the North West

Fur Company was well established. A few years later it merged

with the Hudson's Bay Company in a combine so powerful that

no competitor could survive.

The fur era was a period of organized prosperity and approx-

imate peace; of substantial trading posts on the upper Columbia

and its tributaries; and of fur brigades. Half a dozen or more

bateaux carried a pageant of aristocratic and barbarian splendor

the chief trader and his lieutenant in high beaver hats, coats

with gilt buttons, satin waistcoats, and ruffled shirts, and wear-

ing swords and pistols ; French-Canadian voyageurs with scarlet

handkerchiefs setting off their shoulder-length black hair, striped

shirts, leather leggings, red woolen belts and swaggering blue

cloaks; trappers in buckskin, with wolfskin caps; light-skinned

Hawaiians in leather leggings and cotton shirts; Indians from

most of the Canadian tribes; half-breed and quarter-breed and

Indian wives of company employees, dressed in European

clothes, with gaudy shawls and moccasins and the embroidered

leggings of their class; and papooses of mixed blood who were

bonds between the Hudson's Bay Company and the Indian tribes.

The fur era belonged to the British, and for more than twenty

years the valley of the Columbia belonged to them in effect.
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Gray's first dash across the bar, Lewis and Clark's exploration,

and Astor's brave and ill-starred venture all seemed to have

gone for nothing. But those were only the first skirmishes in a

struggle between two great peoples for one of the great rivers of

the earth.
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CHANGING PAGEANT

FORT
VANCOUVER was the headquarters of the Hudson's

Bay Company in the days of the gaudy fur brigades. A hun-

dred miles from the sea, the fort stood on the north bank of the

Columbia, on a great, rounded point of land where the river

changes its course from northwest to north before making its

final, leisurely swing toward the Pacific. Behind the fort the

wide bench of prairie land sloped gradually toward great forests

and the snow peaks of Mount Saint Helens and Mount Adams,

and up the river the white cone of Mount Hood lifted above the

forests.

Along the shore were warehouses, piers, boathouses, and a

shipyard. The fur brigades left from there in the spring with

supplies for up-river forts, and they returned on the summer

floods with their wealth of baled furs. Ships came up the river,

and ships sailed down the river, bound for Russian Alaska,

Spanish Mexico, the Sandwich Islands, and England. On the

shore beyond the waterfront were a village of cottages, a hos-

pital, granaries, barns, and dairies, and stables for saddle

horses; over the bench there spread a model farm of fifteen

hundred acres, with an orchard and wheat fields and gardens,

and thousands of head of livestock; farther up the river were

the sawmill and grist mill.

The heart of that civilization was the fort, with a stockade
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half a mile around, and the muzzles of cannon poking out of

the blockhouse in one corner. The main entrance to the fort was

guarded by heavy, iron-riveted gates; inside were the forty

buildings of the walled city, complete to schoolhouse, two

chapels, and a library. The most impressive building was

Bachelor Hall, where the gentlemen retired after dinner to

smoke and talk and read year-old London newspapers. Bachelor

Hall was a big, beamed room, modeled after a baronial hall,

hung with European and Indian weapons and trophies.

Fort Vancouver was the capital of an empire that spread from

the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific, and from Russian Alaska

to Spanish California; and that rugged empire had a fitting

ruler. Visitors who called on the Hudson's Bay Company's chief

factor were admitted to the stockade by a guard in Highland

kilts who opened one of the heavy, iron-riveted gates. Inside,

the visitor found himself facing the chief factor's house, vine-

covered and made from the first lumber sawed on the Pacific

coast. The path to the house ended between two cannon, and

another guard in Stuart tartan stood at the door.

The visitor was greeted by a giant nearly six and a half feet

tall, dressed in black, with snow-white hair parted in the middle

and falling down to his shoulders, blue eyes under beetling

brows, and a ruddy, somber, sensitive Irish face with a great

deal of kindness in it and a devil of determination. In later

years the factor always carried a tremendously heavy black-

thorn walking stick, like a club; but his hair was white when

he came to the Columbia River at the age of forty. He had a

powerful voice and always spoke with a slight French accent
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inherited from his mother and from the province of Quebec,

where he was born.

Employees spoke of Dr. John McLoughlin as "the Governor" ;

Indians called him "White-headed Eagle"; and he was called

the "Tyrant of the West" by American fur traders who tried to

compete with his company's monopoly, and were crushed. Dr.

McLoughlin was a man of hot temper and cool judgment, and a

stern disciplinarian. On one occasion, when an Indian was

caught red-handed at some offense, the factor had him tied to

the cannon outside his door, and flogged. A little later, one of

the white employees was caught at the same offense and

McLoughlin had him tied to the same cannon, and given the

same number of lashes.

Visitors found the chief factor benign and hospitable: mis-

sionaries, travelers, and even rival fur traders who had failed

or were on their way to failing, were entertained at Fort Van-

couver for months without charge. McLoughlin carried out the

Company's policy of overbidding and underselling American

competitors, and influencing the Indians to boycott their trading

posts. But he was incapable of personal meanness or inhospi-

tality, and those who came to know him went away with a pas-

sionate and life-long admiration for the white-maned giant.

Dr. John McLoughlin is the father of practically every im-

portant Washington State industry and agricultural pursuit of

today. When he came to take charge of the first permanent set-

tlement in 1825, he found an unfinished fort between the great

river and the forest, and within a few years he had built a

civilization. In the process, he built the first sawmill in the

Northwest; from its lumber he built the first ship, and estab-
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lished regular trade with the Hawaiian Islands; he planted the

first wheat and built the first grist mill; he planted the first

orchard, with seeds brought from England in the waistcoat

pocket of a sea captain; he brought the first cattle and sheep

and hogs and poultry; he established the first dairy and sold

butter to his nearest neighbors the Russians in Alaska.

The fabulous patriarch of Fort Vancouver even pioneered

in education, and he pioneered so far ahead that only a few

educators have caught up with him. In 1832, John Ball, a gradu-

ate of Dartmouth, arrived at the fort with an American fur

trader. The fur trader's first attempt to compete with the Hud-

son's Bay Company had already gone on the rocks, and he and

his companion enjoyed the comforts of Fort Vancouver for the

winter.

While they were there, Dr. McLoughlin engaged the Dart-

mouth man to teach the children at the fort. In his characteristic

way, repeating phrases in his excitement, he gave John Ball his

instructions concerning education. "Relate it to life!" he said.

"You saw the wheat in the granary; it grew here, and where

wheat grows, people will live and farm. The children will be

farmers tomorrow. Books are not enough, not enough! They
must learn about what they are going to do. They are not going

to live indoors. Have classes here in the morning, the morning.

Have classes outdoors in the afternoon. They will be farmers;

teach them farming. Bruce will help you; he will be one of your

professors. Bruce can't read or write, but he is a great gardener.

Bruce understands the earth, the earth! Without the earth, read-

ing and writing are vanity. Classes here in the morning, classes

outdoors in the afternoon. . . ."
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Dr. John McLoughlin is a great figure, towering up at the

beginning of Washington history; the distance of time does not

diminish his stature. McLoughlin is also out ahead, a towering

figure in black, with white hair flowing over his shoulders, wav-

ing his great blackthorn stick, and shouting, "Relate it to life!

Books are not enough; they must learn about what they are go-

ing to do! Without the earth, reading and writing are vanity!"

Twenty-odd years of Northwest history could be reduced to a

play with a single stage set and one character continuously on

the stage. The set would be Fort Vancouver, and this would be

no strain on history, because everyone with an enterprise or a

dream came to Fort Vancouver to consult with the chief factor.

Dr. McLoughlin ruled at Fort Vancouver and watched the chang-

ing pageant of the river as Americans and Englishmen strug-

gled for the land drained by the Columbia. It was a struggle of

people rather than of governments : England left matters largely

to the Hudson's Bay Company; and the United States govern-

ment, divided over slavery, left matters to chance and the few

fur traders and adventurers who reached the banks of the great

river and were driven out or absorbed by the Hudson's Bay

Company. English ships came up the river, English ships sailed

down the river, and the fur brigades came and went in pageants

of barbaric splendor.

Twenty-eight years had passed since Meriwether Lewis and

William Clark had paddled up the Columbia and then the

echo of their living voices came back down the great river. In

the blue haze of September, 1834, John McLeod's fur brigade

returned to Fort Vancouver, bringing with it five travel-stained

Americans. The strangers had crossed the continent as far as
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Fort Walla Walla on horseback, and McLeod had brought then

the rest of the way by bateau.

After the Americans had slept in beds under a roof for th<

first time in five months, they discussed their plans with Dr

McLoughlin. The leader of the party was a missionary, Jasoi

Lee; with him he had his nephew and disciple, David Lee, am

three teachers.

Jason Lee was a tall and gauntly awkward young man wit!

the fire of zeal burning in his eyes. At the end of five month:

in the wilderness he looked like John the Baptist, with the ligh

of vision on his bearded face. He began awkwardly, in a louc

voice:

"Do you remember the explorers, Lewis and Clark?"

The young captains were before Dr. McLoughlin's time 01

the river, but he had heard about them.

On their way east from the Columbia River, Jason said, Lewi:

and Clark had wrought a miracle. They had been snowboum

for two months at the foot of the Rockies, and during that tim<

they made friends with a band of Nez Perce Indians and tolc

them about the Bible. When the mountains became passable, th<

explorers went on and perhaps thought no more about the con

versations; but the Indians remembered. Twenty-five year:

afterward, four Nez Perce Indians appeared in St. Louis, askinj

for the white man's book of life. For a quarter of a century the}

had talked about the religion of the white strangers, and waite(

for a teacher to tell them more. When no teacher came, four o

the tribe set out across the world to find the book that woulc

save them from perishing in darkness. That wonderful journe]
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had been made only three years ago, and Jason and his band

were there in answer.

On the way to the Columbia, Jason said, his soul had been

stirred by the beautiful valley of the Walla Walla; he wanted

to build his mission there and till a garden and labor among
the Indians.

"Not the Walla Walla." McLoughlin shook his head, his

white hair stirring on his shoulders and his blue eyes lively with

concern. "Not the Walla Walla, gentlemen! The Cayuse Indians

are sullen and violent and unapt for learning. Unapt for learn-

ing. They might kill you, and then I would have to send Peter

Ogden and his men to kill some of them." Suddenly his blue

eyes flashed with decision, and he took up his beaver hat and

stick. "Come, I will show you the place for your mission!"

He led the Americans out of the house, between the cannons,

and the kilted guard opened the gate for them. Outside the

stockade they saw the mile-wide Columbia going gently to the

Pacific in the blue haze and sunshine. Upriver, at Point Camas,

the roof of the sawmill gleamed at the edge of the forest, and

above the forest, Mount Hood rode in the sky, a shadowy dome

of purple, purified to white at its top. In the other direction, the

Columbia went away around a great, wooded point on its north

shore. To make up for it, another river came in from the south,

with its valley winding away into the blue haze of the distance,

with groves and prairies and glimpses of what looked like one

of the rivers of paradise. Dr. McLoughlin was pointing toward

the beautiful valley. "That is the place for your mission," he

said, "the valley of the Willamette. You want to help the In-
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dians? You will find the Multnomahs friendly and well dis-

posed. You want gardens? You will find it a rich valley. You

would like civilized neighbors? Some of our employees who

retired have farms up the valley. You would rather not be cut

off from the world? You would be only a few miles from freight

and mails. You want refuge in case Indians make trouble? The

fort is here to receive you . . ."

Ships came up the river, and ships sailed down the river, and

the gaudy fur brigades came and went, with singing voyageurs,

and sometimes a kilted Highlander playing his bagpipe in the

chief trader's boat. And the smoke of the first American chim-

neys rose from the beautiful Willamette valley across the great

river.

In 1836, a new shape appeared in the pageant of the river,

and let her anchor go off Fort Vancouver. It was a vessel with

the sails of a brig, but she also had a tall smokestack, and near

her bows she bulged with empty paddle-wheel guards. The craft

was the Hudson's Bay Company's Beaver, just out from England

by way of Cape Horn. She had been launched in sight of Lon-

don Bridge, in the presence of King William and a hundred

and fifty thousand of his subjects; but a steamer was so new-

fangled that they saved the king possible embarrassment by

sending the Beaver under sail on her maiden voyage. Now, in

the privacy of the Columbia River on the other side of the world,

they were going to see how she worked. McLoughlin sent his

best carpenters on board, calling after them excitedly:

"Mind you get things right, or I'll tie you to the cannon, the

cannon!'

They unpacked the paddle wheels and bolted them to the
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shaft, while the crew set up the boiler. Kanakas and Indians

carried firewood on board, and smoke rolled up from the

Beaver's tall stack. The anchor was raised, the engine wheezed

loudly, the paddle wheels beat the calm flood and the steamer

trundled up the river, past Point Camas and the sawmill, down

the river, past the mouth of the Willamette, and back to Fort

Vancouver and the cheering crowd of French Canadians, Kana-

kas, and Indians. Within a few days the Beaver started down the

Columbia River for the Company's station at Nisqually on Puget

Sound the first steamer to enter the Pacific!

The Beaver was built so well that she carried passengers and

freight between the Company's stations for a quarter of a cen-

tury, and near the end of that part of her career, during the

Indian War, she rushed arms and ammunition to the Americans

at Fort Steilacoom. After that she served as a passenger steamer

on the British Columbia coast, was used in the Hydrographic

Survey, and then became a tug. In 1888, she was wrecked on

the rocks inside the harbor of Vancouver, British Columbia. The

Beaver had been in service for fifty-three years, and she might

have taken another lease on life, but she had become too famous:

when the owners came to salvage her, she had been nearly

picked to pieces by souvenir hunters.

A few months after the first steamboat, and just two years

after Jason Lee, another echo of the voices of Lewis and Clark

came back through the blue September haze on the great river.

This time it was New York missionaries who had come in an-

swer to the Nez Perces' plea for the book of life. They arrived

with Alex McLeod's fur brigade, in the leader's bateau, with
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black-haired, decorated voyageurs and McLeod's tireless, kilted

bagpiper.

There were two women in this party, and news of them had

already reached Fort Vancouver. Flags were flying above, the

stockade; two ships anchored in the river were hung with code

flags; the many-colored population crowded the shore and the

gentlemen were at the bateau landing. Dr. McLoughlin, stately

in black broadcloth, with his white hair brushed beautifully over

his shoulders, welcomed the missionary party and the first white

women to have crossed the American continent. He gave his arm

to the beautiful and blonde and reserved Narcissa Whitman;

the handsome Creole, James Douglas, gave his arm to the large

and sallow and good-natured Mrs. Henry Spalding; the mission-

ary husbands followed with Company gentlemen, and thus they

went in procession to the fort.

The leader of the missionary party was Dr. Marcus Whit-

man, a tall, athletic man with iron-gray hair and iron determina-

tion. Whitman had fallen in love with the Blue Mountains and

the beautiful rolling hills of the Walla Walla valley. He had

decided to build his mission there at Waiilatpu, the "place where

the rye grass grows"; his mind was made up and nothing could

change him.

When Dr. McLoughlin knew the decision was final, he lent

the missionaries workmen for their buildings, and gave them

seeds for planting and food to last until they had harvested their

first crop. At his insistence, Mrs. Whitman and Mrs. Spalding

stayed as guests at the fort until there was a comfortable place

for them at the new mission.

Other Americans passed in the quickening pageant of the
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river, and presently the stout-hearted and ribald Peter Skene

Ogden wrote to a friend:

"By the Snake Country we have an assortment of Ameri-

can missionaries, the Rev. Mr. Whitman and Mr. Spalding

and ladies, two Mr. Lees and Mr. Shepard, surely clergy-

men enough when the Indian population is so reduced; but

this is not all. There are five more gents as follows: two in

quest of flowers, two killing all the birds on the Columbia,

and one in quest of rocks and stones. All these bucks come

with letters from the president of the United States, and

you know it would not be good policy not to treat them

politely. They are a perfect nuisance."

The bateau of fur brigades, ships, and the years came and

went, and across the great river Jason Lee and his disciples

labored among the Indians in the Willamette valley. They

labored without much success, and then Jason became converted

to the land. In 1838, he crossed the plains and traveled through

the States, lecturing as he went an American John the Baptist,

fresh from the wilderness. Jason's trumpet voice had failed to

stir the Indians to repentance, but it aroused his own people to

the greatness of the Oregon country, and left them dreaming of

a paradise on earth. For a decade Americans thought of Oregon

only as the Willamette valley.

The spring of 1840 brought something new to the valley of

the Columbia. A Yankee ship sailed up the river and anchored

off Fort Vancouver in the April rain; her deck was black with

passengers half of them women and children. Jason Lee was

in charge, and these were the first reinforcements for his mis-

sion which was becoming a colony. Among them were more
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missionaries, teachers, farmers, mechanics, and a doctor men

and women who laid the foundation of Oregon. Back in the

States the wistful were talking about the Willamette valley,

and a few of the brave were overhauling their wagons and

polishing their rifles.

That was six years after the towering, white-haired factor had

stood at the gate of the stockade and pointed to the Willamette

valley, enchanted in the blue haze of September. At that time

he thought he was speaking to two missionaries ; as it turned out,

he was speaking to America. The colonists arrived in wet April

weather; there were women and children in the party, and only

a few cabins in the Willamette valley. Dr. McLoughlin fed and

sheltered them at the fort until more cabins were built.

Sometimes a fur brigade or a messenger on Company busi-

ness brought news of the two missionary couples who had gone

into the interior. In the Walla Walla valley the Whitmans were

having no more success with the turbulent Cayuse Indians than

the Lees had had with the peaceful Multnomahs in the Willam-

ette. But there, too, the mission showed signs of changing into

an American colony. Dr. Whitman had gathered recruits from

the States, put up new buildings, and built a mill for his growing

acreage of wheat.

The Spaldings had gone farther east to found a mission on

the Clearwater River among the Nez Perce Indians. The cranky,

dogmatic man and the easy-going, physically weak woman made

out well with the Indians, and they proved to be great workers.

Within two years the surprising couple had mastered the Nez

Perce and Spokane languages and reduced them to written form

and presently they were printing tracts in those languages.
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The Spaldings' printing press had arrived at the fort in the

Company's ship Vancouver, from Honolulu, and it traveled into

the interior with Peter Ogden's fur brigade. Dr. McLoughlin

supervised the stowing of the heavy box in a bateau, and threat-

ened to tie the voyageurs to the cannon and flog them if any-

thing happened to the press on its way. It was the first printing

press in the Northwest, and the factor valued it. Curiously, the

civilizing press was the gift of natives of the Sandwich Islands.

They were zealous in foreign missionary work and had been

moved by stories of the heathen in Oregon.

In the winter of 1842 a canoe came down the great river,

through driving rain, with one woman passenger. She was Nar-

cissa Whitman, coming back to Fort Vancouver for refuge. Mrs.

Whitman was still beautiful, but haggard and distracted, and

her starchy reserve had wilted. Her husband was gone, trying

to ride over the Rocky Mountains and the great plains in winter.

He had left on that impossible journey with one white companion

and an Indian guide, and she feared that she would never see

him again. He was a man of iron, confident he could do any-

thing he tried, but she was afraid. After her husband had gone,

the Indians had turned ugly and set fire to the mission barn and

mill. It was too much for her.

When Narcissa was able to talk more calmly, she explained

Dr. Whitman's desperate journey. He had learned that the Mis-

sion Board was going to discontinue the mission at Walla Walla,

and that President Tyler was ready to surrender the Oregon

country to England. Whitman's mind would not let him rest

after that news. He had been like a bound Samson, helpless

at the mission while an ignorant government was throwing away
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an empire. He decided to go to the States and arouse the Mis-

sion Board and the government and the people of America to

the greatness of Oregon.

It was ironic that the missionary established with the help

of the Hudson's Bay Company should turn his missionary zeal to

winning the country away from them; and it was ironic that

while he was on that crucial errand, his wife took refuge at the

Company fort. But it was the only refuge she knew. Dr. Mc-

Loughlin and his family made Narcissa as welcome as spring.

British ships came up the river and let their anchors go off

Fort Vancouver; British ships sailed down the river, bound for

Russian Sitka, the Sandwich Islands, Spanish Monterey, and

around the Horn for England; the fur brigades came and went

with gaudy pageantry, and singing voyageurs and blaring bag-

pipes; and the aging chief factor rode on horseback in the late

afternoons, looking at the orchards and fields and flocks and

herds of his peaceful capital, and at the wide, deep flood of the

Columbia going serenely to the Pacific.

In October, 1843, the sound of marching feet and rumbling

wheels echoed down the great river. McLeod's returning fur

brigade brought the first echoes: Marcus Whitman was coming

back, and he was bringing a thousand settlers. Jason Lee had

appeared to the Americans out of the wilderness, a John the

Baptist preaching the gospel of the Willamette valley; and

while they were still hesitating and dreaming, Marcus Whitman

came through blizzards and ice-filled rivers and offered to lead

them to the promised land.

The missionaries McLoughlin had helped were turning out

to be peaceful conquerors of his empire, but he had no resent-
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merit against them. He had seen that the Oregon country would

go to those who settled it; he and his company had done what

they could, but it was a company against a people on the march.

A month after the first news of the migration, an echo of

distress came down the stormy, rain-tormented river. An ex-

hausted man in a borrowed canoe put in at Fort Vancouver with

news that the migration was in a desperate condition at the

Cascades. They had made rafts and floated down that far, but

there some of the rafts were caught in the rapids and broken up,

and some of the passengers were drowned. While the survivors

were still struggling around the Cascades, the autumn rain

storms had turned loose on them, and now they were in rags and

almost without food. Nine hundred of them were marooned up

there; unless they got help some of them would never get down

the river alive. . . .

It was company policy to discourage American settlers, and

here the old chief factor had to be godfather to a whole migra-

tion or let women and children suffer and die. He hesitated only

long enough to take up his hat and blackthorn stick; then he

strode out into the rain, shouting orders. Half an hour later the

bateaux were pulling away from the landing, loaded with food.

There was no pageantry this time, and no bagpipe music; only

the wet voyageurs bending to their work and the old factor tower-

ing up in the rain on the landing, waving his blackthorn club

and shouting after them: "Hurry, you rascals!"

The first boatloads of pilgrims arrived the following night,

bruised and sodden with rain and huddled together in the

bateaux for warmth. It was not the way they had pictured them-

selves arriving in the promised land: night on the great river
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and the unknown shore, falling rain, and voyageurs singing a

foreign song:

Dans mon chemin j'ai recontre

Deux cavaliers, tres bien monte,

L'on ton larridon danae,

L'on ton larridon dai;

Deux cavaliers, tres bien monte,

L'un a cheval, I'autre a pied.

It was the "Song of the Oar," about a man on foot and a man

on horseback. Those who listened did not understand the words,

and those who sang did not understand its meaning: the wet

and huddled pilgrims in the bateaux were the men on horseback;

the light-hearted voyageurs were the men on foot, and their day

was almost over.

Bonfires were blazing in the night and figures flickered about

them; there were loud hails, and the bateaux headed in toward

the fires. On the shore there were kettles of hot food and tea,

blankets for the pilgrims, and a towering old man with shoulder-

length white hair, who helped cramped women from the bateaux

and lifted out the children.

Afterward Sir George Simpson of the Hudson's Bay Company

obliged Dr. McLoughlin to pay out of his own pocket the cost

of feeding nine hundred Americans until they were able to go

on to the Willamette. That is one of the debts the Northwest still

owes to a patriarch who was first in so many things, including

humanity.

Three thousand Americans crossed the plains in 1845. Back

in the States, men were studying guide books and talking about
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the Oregon Trail, while their wives sewed white covers for the

wagons.

In September, 1846, the last fur brigade of the year returned

to Fort Vancouver, with its gaudy pageantry like dying autumn

glory. The upper reach of the river, toward Point Camas, was

almost deserted for a while. Then another fleet moved on the

river as Americans of a new and better-equipped migration

floated down toward the Willamette and the mouth of the

Cowlitz that was the road to Puget Sound. They were still pass-

ing in November when the barque Toulon anchored off the fort

with news that the struggle was over. The United States and

England had agreed on a boundary at forty-nine degrees, and

the Oregon country now belonged to the United States.

The chief factor who had once ruled the fur empire was not

at his old capital to hear the news. Dr. McLoughlin had been

forced out of the company for giving too much help to Ameri-

can settlers and he had crossed the Columbia to become an

American citizen. His heart was in the Oregon country and he

went with the land.

After the United States had won the Oregon country, she had

to pay for it in blood. Early in December of the first American

year, a Hudson's Bay courier hurried down the great river with

shocking news: Cayuse Indians had massacred the Whitmans

and ten others at the mission, and fifty women and children were

being held prisoners.

Possibly from force of habit, the courier brought the news

to Fort Vancouver, without warning Americans on the way.

Across the Columbia, on the Willamette, was the semi-official

Oregon Provisional Government, whose Governor Abernathy
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was notified through Fort Vancouver. Pioneers who had recently

crossed the plains were called to arms; while they were organiz-

ing, a rescue expedition left from Fort Vancouver.

The expedition was led by Peter Skene Ogden, who had writ-

ten so facetiously about the missionaries. Besides being a wit,

the dwarfish giant with the falsetto voice was one of the most

fearless men the West has ever known. He had roamed all the

wild country west of the Rockies, explored around Salt Lake and

the Nevada desert, left his name at Ogden, Utah, and discovered

the Humboldt River of California. McLoughlin had always sent

Ogden when it was necessary to punish Indians or perform other

hazardous work.

With a handful of company men, Ogden went directly to

the mission on the Walla Walla, buried the dead, and cajoled

the seething Cayuses into exchanging their captives for a few

hundred dollars' worth of trade goods. There were forty-seven

women and children in the rescued party, many of them ghastly

looking from measles, and all of them suffering from exposure

and abuse by the Indians. Everyone was accounted for except a

few single men who had been working in distant parts of the

mission settlement, and the Osborne family. The Osbornes had

been in the house where the Whitmans and several others were

killed, but they had disappeared and were neither among the

rescued nor the dead.

Ogden and his party left the desolated mission and returned

by way of Fort Walla Walla. There he found the Osborne

family, who had escaped massacre through the presence of mind

of their little girl Nancy. While the resigned family was gath-

ered around the bed of her sick brother, with the Indians break-
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ing in, she remembered some loose boards in the floor and sug-

gested that they hide there. Lying under the floor, they heard the

Indians kill Mrs. Whitman and a man and a boy in the room

above them. After dark they escaped from the house and started

for Fort Walla Walla, thirty miles away, hiding in the brush by

day while Indians looked for them, and walking at night on

frozen ground covered with snow. All of them were sick or con-

valescing from measles, and they had to carry the two-year-old

and the sick boy on that nightmare journey. When they reached

Fort Walla Walla their nightmare was increased. Through fear

of the Indians or hatred of the Americans, Factor McBean shut

the door in their faces. They wandered away, but later returned

and practically forced admission to the fort.

Ogden's men loaded all the survivors into bateaux and started

for Fort Vancouver; when they were part way down the river,

they met the Oregon Volunteers coming up.

The Whitman massacre was a strange mixture of the inev-

itable and accidental, and of irony. In ten years of conscientious

work, the Whitmans had not been able to win the complete con-

fidence of the Indians. With the passing of time and the arrival

of more settlers to occupy their land, the Indians had become

distrustful. New emigrants brought the germs of measles, which

killed scores of Indians. Marcus Whitman was a physician and

he did what he could; but doctors knew very little about the

disease at the time, and it killed a number of white people at

the mission, as well as Indians.

The misery on both sides of the mission walls was fused into

horror by a Red River half-breed with some obscure hatred of
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the Whitmans or the white race. He persuaded the Indians that

they were dying of poison which Dr. Whitman had given them

in the guise of medicine. Narcissa Whitman understood what

was working in the Indians' minds; one of the touching scenes

in the last hours at the mission was when an Indian came into

the room where one of the Osborne children had died of measles,

and Narcissa Whitman uncovered the dead child to show him

that the white people, too, had suffered.

Marcus Whitman was the man of iron who had ridden across

the continent in winter to save his mission and the Oregon coun-

try; and the stubborn strength that makes him live in history

brought him death in the flesh. He would not believe that the

Indians, were plotting against him, and he calmly read a book

while the steep pyramid hill in front of the mission darkened

with Indians who gathered like a swarm of bees. He looked up

from his book only when the tomahawk was descending upon his

head.

The Whitmans and ten others met the death of martyrs; but

Whitman had already done his great work and he died a con-

queror. While he and Narcissa and their followers slept in a

common grave, wagon trains rolled along the Oregon Trail,

with white tops swaying through clouds of dust, and dusty Amer-

ican faces turned toward the lands of the West.

The Whitman massacre and the settlers' war with the Cayuse

Indians delayed only the settlement of the country east of the

mountains; this delay was further prolonged by the general

Indian War which followed. But nothing could stop the westward

march of a people, and the Whitmans died in one of the battles

of a war that was already won.
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Chapter XI

THE VALLEY THAT HAD TWO
LIVES

IN
THE Fifties, when western Washington Territory was dot-

ted with aspiring towns, the land east of the mountains was

the hunting ground of powerful Indian tribes. Emigrant trains

for Puget Sound occasionally crossed the region, but they did

not linger. Only miners, made reckless by stories of gold,

treated the country familiarly. There was gold at a place called

Prosser, between the Yakima River and the Horse Heaven Hills,

where the descendants of Spanish horses roamed the heights

and looked down on the distant Columbia. Miners struck out for

Prosser and never arrived there or at any other known destina-

tion. Indian Agent Bolan went to solve the mystery, and was

tucked away in a grave under desert sagebrush and volcanic ash.

The Indian War followed; and it dragged on for three years,

until 1857, when Colonel Wright defeated the Indians in the

Battle of Spokane Plains and the Battle of Four Lakes. To make

the victory permanent, he hung some of the Indians and shot

thousands of their ponies. The following year the tribes were

banished to reservations, and in that year of triumph the land

east of the mountains was thrown open for settlement. The In-

dian reservation in the Yakima valley extended from Union Gap
to the Horse Heaven Hills, and from the west bank of the

Yakima to the crest of the Cascade Mountains, forty miles away.
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As the Indians moved out of the eastern half of the valley and

crossed the river, clouds of volcanic dust rose from the south as

cattlemen drove their herds up from The Dalles. For three years

there were only cattle camps in the valley. They were three

prosperous years, and then the winter of 1861 killed nine-

tenths of all the cattle in the Territory. The Yakima valley was

swept clean, but the stockmen were not discouraged. They drove

new herds up from Oregon and California to start over again.

Before the beginning of the disastrous winter, the Yakima val-

ley got its first permanent settlers: Fielding Thorpe and his fam-

ily settled in the Moxee, a few miles from the present city of

Yakima. There they built their cabin of cottonwood logs, with

puncheon floors and homemade furniture. In the summer,

Thorpe's new herds ranged in the Kittitas valley, and in winter

they were driven south to the Columbia. The following year

Charlie Splawn came to the valley with his herds and his long-

haired young cowboy brothers.

John Nelson and his family reached the Moxee in 1865, on

their odyssey in search of the perfect valley. Nelson was a black-

smith who had started west from Virginia with his wife immedi-

ately after their marriage; now the eldest of their eleven chil-

dren was twenty years old, and still they had not found their

valley. The first year they stopped in Indiana, which was a pio-

neer state in 1843, but there were too many people ahead of

them, and they learned that the real frontier had shifted to Mis-

souri. In the spring the blacksmith and his wife drove to Mis-

souri with their first-born. Again they learned that the frontier

had vanished gone away in a tremendous leap across the con-
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tinent to the Pacific; Missouri was only a stopping place on the

road to the Oregon country.

In the spring of 1846, the Nelsons and their three children

pushed off into the unknown. They came to the end of the Ore-

gon Trail at The Dalles; there on Christmas Day, the oxen and

horses rested after the great journey, and Mrs. Nelson gave birth

to a son and laid him on a bed of straw in the covered wagon.

Then the Nelsons and their four children went to Linn County in

Oregon, where Nelson set up his forge and vowed not to travel

any more. He melted the tires of his wagon and forged them

into a ploughshare.

In Linn County, the family increased; Oregon City grew up

about them, and the new state began to appear as populous as

Virginia. The Nelsons realized that this had been only a resting

place on their journey.

So the blacksmith put new wheels on the old covered wagon

and loaded it with his possessions. With his wife and eleven

children, he went back to The Dalles which was the end of the

Oregon Trail that brought all chances.

Above the rapids, the Nelsons took passage on a steamboat as

far as it could go up the great river, away from civilization.

The steamer took them to Wallula, where the Columbia ducks

abruptly around the Horse Heaven Hills, and becomes the ex-

clusive property of Washington.

At Wallula the Nelsons disembarked and the father and his

grown sons set to work with lumber they had brought, and built

an ark. The family and possessions were loaded on board, the

mule team hitched to a long tow rope, and the ark began its

journey up the river.
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Where the Yakima River joins the Columbia, they paused for

the winter and built a temporary cabin. It looked like fine lonely

country, with plenty of game; the rolling Horse Heaven Hills

to the south, the Rattlesnake Hills to the north, and not a sign

of white or Indian habitation as far as the eye could look.

Actually, the country was not as deserted as it appeared. One

night in the spring Indians came and ran off all the horses.

There was only one thing to do about it: at daylight Nelson and

his oldest son saddled the two mules that were left and took up

the trail of the thieves. They were gone a long time.

One day when the children were playing outdoors, there was

an ear-splitting yell, and a band of Indians on racing cayuses

swooped down on them. The children scampered into the cabin

all except little Adam. In the excitement, the other children

closed the door while he was still outside. The Indians raced

toward him. As he reached for the high latch string, something

thudded against the door; the crescendo of drumming hooves

died away and the Indians were gone. There was nothing to

show that they had been there except trampled earth and a

tomahawk sunk in the puncheon door a few inches above little

Adam's upstanding hair. The Indians had come and gone like

a wild gust of wind; but after that the children played closer to

the door, while the others wondered about the men, who had

been away a long time. They wondered a month more, and then

Nelson and his oldest son came home. They had the horses with

them, but it had been quite a trip. They had followed the thieves

across the Bitter Root Mountains of Idaho, and recaptured their

horses in Montana.

It was summer by that time, and the family struck out again,
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following the Yakima toward its source. Near the end of their

twenty-year odyssey, they came to the Moxee. The Moxee

pleased them, but there were already two cabins in the valley

and it looked overcrowded. So they went on, following the west

bank of the Yakima. The next morning they came to the mouth

of the Natches, which flows down from the great sky island of

Mount Rainier to the northwest. There were cottonwoods along

the river and meadows of rye grass, and not a cabin or cattle

camp in sight of the valley, which was like a separate room in

the great mansion of the Yakima valley. The only sign of pre-

vious habitation was a mass of rock, like Biblical ruins, cov-

ered with pictographs. On the last frontier at the end of the

world, the family came home, and began building a new civili-

zation in a valley of ancient men.

The Nelsons did not wander any more. As the five oldest sons

came of age, they took up claims in the valley, where they

tended their multiplying herds of horses and cattle. Adam died

there, and his brothers brought their wives home to the valley

where the Nelson generations still live.

Some of the early settlers pioneered more than once in the

same great valley. Fielding Thorpe, the first white settler, moved

farther north, to the Kittitas. After a while, he felt stifled by

the sight of two wisps of chimney smoke from the Moxee, which

he had left, and he moved still farther north. The Splawns,

who were the second settlers, also moved to the Kittitas. For a

while they were the only family there; then the Pennsylvania-

Dutch Housers arrived from Seattle in the summer of 1868. At

that time, there was only an Indian trail leading east through

an unbroken forest from Seattle to Snoqualmie Pass, fifty miles
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away. Tillman Houser set out with his wife and young children

and his possessions in a wagon drawn by two horses. He went

ahead with an axe, felling trees and cutting up and rolling

away sections of trees that had already fallen cutting a road

over the mountains for his wagon. Sometimes they did not travel

a hundred yards in a day of titanic effort.

Near the end of summer they crossed the divide of Snoqual-

mie Pass and came to Lake Keechelus. There Houser felled pine

trees into the lake, trimmed and bored them and fastened the

logs together with wooden pins. When the raft was finished,

family and horses and wagon floated down to the southern end

of the lake. The lake is four miles long, and Houser judged

the labor of building the raft less than the effort of traveling

that distance by land. After that the going was better, and in a

few more days the Housers drove joyfully into the Kittitas val-

ley, where there was no more forest.

There were only the Splawn family and a few bachelors in

the valley then. One of the bachelors was "Bud" Wilson. Early

in the sixties, Wilson had been attracted to the strategic loca-

tion, where he built his cabin beside a spring. Thirty-odd miles

to the north, beyond Blewett Pass, was the placer gold region

of Swauk and Peshastin Creek; a hundred miles to the south

was The Dalles in Oregon, the nearest civilization; the way

between was through the Kittitas valley. Wilson made himself

captain of a band of renegade Indians, and exacted tribute from

all who passed.

By the time the Housers arrived, the region was getting too

civilized for road agencies, and Wilson was uneasy. The follow-

ing year he sold out to Jack Splawn and started for Montana.
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On the way through the Yakima valley he acquired some fine

horses, and when the owners came after them Wilson tried to

swim the herd across the Snake River and was drowned.

Back in the Kittitas, Jack Splawn saw possibilities in the site

which the renegade had sold him. He bought a stock of goods,

and nailed a bull's head up over the door as an emblem for his

trading post. One of the cowboy's friends lettered a sign: "ROB-

BER'S ROOST." The proprietor was dubious about the name,

but let it stay. That was the beginning of the city of Ellensburg.

When Robber's Roost opened for business, The Dalles was

the trading center for all the country east of the mountains.

Roughly, it was a 180-mile round trip for settlers in the Yakima,

and on the way home the loaded wagons had to negotiate the

enormous hills that go up from the Columbia River to Golden-

dale. Settlers often took along extra horses for that pull, and

sold them at Goldendale, or traded them at the store for addi-

tional supplies.

Theoretically, the trading post in their back yard was a great

convenience to the Yakima settlers; but they had little cash, and

they had established the habit of going to trade only once a

year. The only people who came around in any numbers were

the Indians, who had still less to spend. Splawn remedied that

by giving them traps, with the understanding that they would

sell their furs to him. The first winter he disposed of most of his

trade goods in return for furs, which he sold at a profit.

Every June, hundreds of Indians came to the neighborhood to

dig camas roots, race their ponies, and gamble. Jack Splawn

laid out a race track near his store, bought some fast horses and

a hundred decks of cards. After the root gathering, the whole
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Indian encampment moved to Robber's Roost. In Ka-mi-akin,

Splawn's spirited book on pioneer times, he observes :

"It was a representative Indian gathering, not only the

men, but the squaws and papooses gambling among them-

selves, dogs fighting and snarling, drums beating and old

women wailing for loved ones long since gone. In the vil-

lage stood a hundred-foot lodge covered with mats. Here

they held their ceremonies and they made an imposing

sight, in beaded buckskin suits, haiqua shells and wampum
hung around their necks, faces painted both red and yel-

low, going through their drills and dances, keeping time to

the music of songs, beating of sticks and the sound of the

pum-pum . . ."

The trading post had its moments, but it was a sedentary life

for a cowboy. After two years of it, Jack sold out and went back

to the range. Splawn was one of the most dashing and adven-

turesome cowboys of the Inland Empire; he wore his yellow

hair down to his shoulders, after the manner of General Custer;

he also had other qualities which were necessary in those days

of long drives and great hardships.

In 1866, Jack Splawn went on a cattle drive to Montana with

Leonard Thorpe, son of the first settler on the Moxee, and an

Indian herder. They left the Moxee in February in mild weather,

only to have it turn savagely cold, and at White Bluffs they swam

their cattle and horses across the Columbia in a winter gale.

They were snowbound for two weeks. Then they drove their

herd to Spokane Jimmy's bridge, through a wilderness of snow

and howling coyotes, without seeing anyone, Indian or white,

for forty days.
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Near the present site of Spokane, they learned that the Coeur

d'Alene Mountains were impassable, and they were snowbound

for two months more. While Jack Splawn tended the main herd

alone, Thorpe and the Indian loaded a small band of cattle on

a river steamer and took them north to sell at the Kootenay

mines in British Columbia.

On the drive beyond the head of navigation, the horses died

from some poisonous weed. After tramping a hundred and fifty

miles through snow, Thorpe and the Indian returned, exhausted,

with their unchanged clothes mouldy on their backs.

Thorpe rested a day in camp, and then made a brief trip

home with the cattle money. On the way, he fell in with four

road agents who inquired about him by name, but did not rec-

ognize the ragged boy on foot as a cattleman with money.

When Thorpe returned to the Spokane River, he and Splawn

drove their herd over the Coeur d'Alene Mountains to Montana.

At the Blackfeet mines they found an overstock of cattle, with

herds from as far away as Texas, and the mine butchers playing

one group against another and trying not to pay anyone.

It took genius for the boys to sell their cattle, and reckless

courage for them to collect and still greater qualities to hang

onto the money in the swarm of cutthroats and road agents

about the mines.

The boys were delayed by Leonard Thorpe's grandfather,

who arrived and took sick. While they waited for him to im-

prove, they buried their cattle money in a thicket. When they

went to dig it up, it was gone; so was a character, "Dirty Tom,"

who had been hanging around their camp. The boys recovered

their money with some hard riding and a determined show of
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Colt revolvers. Dirty Tom then swore out a warrant for their

arrest, and he was backed up by all the road agents around

camp. The Vigilantes committee temporarily saved them from

the forces of the law, and Splawn struck out for home with the

money, with questionable deputies on his trail and road agents

in wait ahead.

Thorpe went more slowly, with his sick grandfather. He had

started his travels in February, and it was winter again when

he reached Umatilla on the Columbia. The old man could go

no farther, so Thorpe left him there and started for Yakima to

get help. Some Indians ferried him across the Columbia, and

he started over the Horse Heaven Hills on foot, through snow,

in weather twenty below zero.

Three days later, Thorpe's brother-in-law, Charlie Splawn,

was riding to Umatilla for the mail. On the trail he found young

Thorpe lying half-conscious in the snow. In three days and

nights of struggling through the snow, he had traveled only

about twenty miles. After the first phase of his rescue, he was

brought home on a sled, and the surgeon from Fort Simcoe

amputated all his toes without benefit of an anaesthetic there

were giants in those days, and one of them was Leonard Thorpe,

who survived his battle with the Horse Heaven Hills and lived

in the Yakima valley until recent times.

Another giant of the stock-raising times was Ben Hutchinson,

who bred blooded Kentucky horses. Ben was an individualist;

when he settled on Crab Creek he built his log cabin, like an

eagle's nest, in the side of a cliff. He made pets of the wild

animals about him, and by way of a companion and watch dog,

he had a bull snake, almost the size of a boa constrictor, which
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shared the cabin with him and killed rattlesnakes. Among other

accomplishments, Ben Hutchinson was a maestro with the lariat,

and he was rated as one of the best ropers between Calgary and

the Rio Grande.

Ben Hutchinson was also a man of refinement ; he was a grad-

uate of St. Mary's College in California, and he was noted for

his beautiful copperplate handwriting. Sometimes, when there

were rowdy doings at Crab Creek, Ben observed that he might

have to send for his big brother. That was looked on as a joke,

for Ben Hutchinson was six feet, ten inches tall and thoroughly

able to look out for himself among men or horses or wild

animals.

But it was no joke. In 1888, Ben's big brother, Sam, came

north and located on Crab Creek. Sam raised horses on a grand

scale, and he also became the city marshal at Lind. When Ben's

big brother became the law, renegades took one look at him and

disappeared. Even some men who had not been suspected of

anything left town hastily. Sam was seven feet, four inches tall,

a man of gigantic physical strength and great integrity.

The trail of the early cattleman was hazardous, and while

he followed it life in the home cabin was not always too secure.

Just across the shallow Yakima River there was the reservation

of a great Indian tribe which felt that it had been talked out of

an empire. While most of the Indians accepted the situation,

others did not; and they expressed their resentment against the

settlers in ways of their own.

When the Nelson children were scared by the band of Indians

and little Adam had his hair parted by a whizzing tomahawk,

though they did not know it at the time they were being intro-
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duced to an old Yakima custom. Resentful members of the tribe

found a cruel amusement in frightening women and children

when the men were away. The usual form of the game was for

them to charge the house, allowing anyone outside time to get

in, but never with anything to spare. The Indians would then

race their cayuses round and round the house, whooping and

yelling. Gradually they would draw their circle closer and beat

each corner of the building with clubs as they went by. One of

the many children who listened to that devil's tattoo was Clar-

ence Houser, whose father made the epic journey over Snoqual-

mie Pass with the first wagon. Houser observes that when the

Indians made sure that the women and children were frightened

beyond further sensation, they would ride away.

The Indians had other forms of amusement. One of them was

setting fire to hay; another was coming at night and tearing

down buildings which the white men had put up by day.

In 1878, during the Nez Perce War, Indians of that tribe

filtered into the Yakima country and added a more ominous

note. At that time the Perkinses and Cooncs lived on the Colum-

bia on Ringold Bar, near the cattle crossing at White Bluff. The

Perkinses went to Yakima for supplies, and when they did not

come back in two weeks, David Coonc set out to look for them.

He found that the couple had reached Yakima, and had started

east again, through the Moxee and over the Rattlesnake Hills.

There the trail evaporated. Later, at Rattlesnake Springs, one

of the searchers found a clue a woman's hand raised in ghastly

farewell from a patch of recently disturbed earth.

For years the settlers lived in terror of the Indians, and there

were countless flights to the fort or to Robber's Roost, which was
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fortified, or to some other unofficial stronghold. The patriarchal

Nelsons on the Naches built a stockade around their house and

had their own fort. Sometimes an alarm came in the middle of

a rainy night, and the Indians were between the settlers and

safety. Then the expedient thing was to take to one of the

swamps along the river, and nearly every pioneer woman in the

Yakima valley spent some nights lying in the swamps in the

rain with her children. It was all particularly exasperating be-

cause the Yakima Indians did nothing sufficiently concerted or

specific to bring military punishment down on their heads. It

was a guerrilla war on nerves that lasted twenty years, and in

that time only two white people were killed in the valley and

they were slain by invading Nez Perces.

The Yakima valley grew up playing the game of cowboys and

Indians, and both were real. There were no rodeos then or

rather, there was one rodeo that lasted twenty years. Every cow-

boy had a string of cayuses, some of them never ridden before,

and others with short memories. Each morning began with a wild

bucking contest in which there were no pens or chutes, and no

time limit.

While the long rodeo went on, the valley changed. The city of

Yakima grew up around a blacksmith shop where white cattle-

men and reservation Indians met on common ground and had

their branding irons made. Ellensburg grew up around the

trading post of Robber's Roost, which provided a stockade for

the convenience of its customers. The cattle days went on; Snipes

and Allen's first herd multiplied to a hundred thousand, and

grazed all the way from the Columbia River to Canada; thou-

sands of head were driven over Snoqualmie Pass to Puget
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Sound. In 1875 and afterward, single herds of ten thousand

cattle were driven east to Montana and Wyoming. Externally,

those were great times, but they were like an overfall tide that

continues to rise after it has started to run out. The Far Western

markets were overstocked, the ranges overgrazed, and the price

of beef declined steadily. The great herds that were driven to

Cheyenne were to stock ranges nearer the big markets; the

center of cattle raising was moving east.

The handwriting on the volcanic soil of the Yakima valley had

been there when the first cattlemen drove their herds up from

The Dalles. In 1852, an Oblate priest with his robes tucked up

and Chief Kamiakin in his breech clout knelt in front of St.

Joseph's Mission and drew a picture. They were planning how

they would bring water from Ahthanum Creek to the desert soil

of Kamiakin's garden. With those lines drawn in the dust, the

Yakima chief and the priest foretold the future of the valley.

Kamiakin dug his ditch, and the first cattlemen wondered

at his garden a patch of tropical green among the dry sage-

brush and greasewood. But they did not foresee another life for

the valley in a visionary Indian and a man of God conjuring a

garden of paradise out of ditch water and dust.

Some of the settlers irrigated gardens for their own use, but

it was a long time before they went further. The first orchard

was not planted until 1870, when a pioneer set out a hundred

trees peaches and apples, for which the Yakima valley is now

famous. Two years later, Joseph Scannon dug an ambitious

canal from the Naches River through the present site of Yakima

to Union Gap the old site of the city. The canal was sixteen

miles long, and the desert soil was so porous that it took a year
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for the river water to reach the business end of the canal. Like

irrigation itself, the water was a long time coming to Yakima.

Kamiakin's garden had not been big enough to convince any-

one, but when a hundred acres of desert burst into green fertil-

ity, settlers took note and began tapping handy streams. Alfalfa

was one of the first irrigated crops, and the grower was pleased

by the fabulous yield. He was less pleased when he shipped the

crop to Puget Sound and could not find a buyer. Feeders would

not invest a dollar in something that did not look like hay, and

they finally got the shipment as a present. But the free sample

was good advertising; the grower was besieged for more, and

one of the valley's staple crops established.

When Mrs. Nelson left Virginia as a bride in 1843, she took

along the root of a hop vine to insure yeast in the new country.

Twenty years later, when she arrived in the Yakima valley with

her eleven children, she planted a descendant of the same root.

It grew as its ancestors had never done before, and the pioneer

woman saw it as a good omen for future bread-making. It was

also a good omen for the valley.

In the Eighties, the Yakima valley began growing hops com-

mercially, and the crop brought Indians as the first migratory

laborers. Before the end of the century, the yearly pick became

the great round-up of tribes that had once owned the Inland

Empire: Yakimas, Okanogans, Spokanes, Cayuses, Nez Perces

and Klickitats; young mission Indians and veterans of the In-

dian War of 1855; great hunters and famous horsemen, chiefs

and former slaves, indistinguishable in the dust of the hopyard.

There, the Nez Perce war chief, Yellow Wolf, and the last of

Young Chief Joseph's warriors passed in review with their hop
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sacks Indians who had fought the last hopeless fight against

white encroachment in a campaign that ranks with the exploits

of Hannibal.

While the green of irrigation crept along the Yakima, the

valley's first life went on. Cattle prospered, even though the

cattlemen did not, and they went on prospering until the winter

of 1879. That winter had the usual ingredients snow and sub-

zero cold and warm Chinook winds, but some mistake in their

mixture turned the formula into a deadly compound.

Snow fell steadily for four days after the New Year, and then

the weather turned genial; a soft Chinook wind blew in from

the west, and the snow began to melt and run away in rivulets

and streams and rising rivers. Then the wind veered to the north-

east and the temperature fell fifty degrees. Cattle and horses

tried to paw through the snow to the bunch grass underneath,

but the plating of ice cut them like glass. More snow fell, the

Chinook wind brought another thaw, and then the savage cold

came back with another plating of ice. That was repeated until

the trap reached to the cattle's bellies, and most of them were

held there, standing, long after they were dead.

In the spring the ranges of eastern Washington were strewn

with carcasses; and when the true thaw came and the ice went

out, thousands more floated down the rivers. On the Yakima, the

great crush of ice climbed up on the river bank and carried away

weak survivors. Many of the cattlemen never started in business

again; those who did lost their herds in the same way ten

years later.

The Northern Pacific Railway came to Yakima in 1884, end-
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ing the frontier and linking the valley with the rest of the United

States. It was a rough-hewn blessing, however. The railroad was

like a carefree bird that flies overhead and drops what it does

not want on its admirers. The town was treated to a fine collec-

tion of horse thieves, cutthroats and gamblers the camp fol-

lowers of the construction gang; and the railroad passed on and

built the Yakima station on land of its own four miles to the

north. The reason for this act of public service is still in dispute.

According to one story, the town proprietors had tried to make

a fat profit from the Northern Pacific ; according to another, the

railroad's land company wanted to exploit all the blessings it

brought to Yakima.

The railroad was at least generous to the citizens: it offered

them free lots and free transportation of their houses. Yakima

had no choice; in the winter of 1884, runners were put under

the buildings, and the Northern Pacific took the town for a

sleigh ride to its new location. During the trip through the

snow, stores did business as usual, the hotel served meals to its

passengers, and a congregation sat in a perambulating church

and listened to a sermon on the text, "We are here today and

gone tomorrow."

For a while after it moved, the town used the railroad com-

pany's name of "North Yakima." Later the "North" was dropped,

while the original site of the town relapsed to "Union Gap."

Yakima had a population of four hundred when it moved;

eight years later it had increased to five thousand. Big-scale

irrigation had come to the valley with the symptoms of a gold

rush, and pioneering tenderfeet poured in on the railroad. As
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in all stampedes for gold, there were two theories about the

best way to get it: out of the ground, or out of those who went

to the source.

In theory, all you had to do was root up the sagebrush from

the rich volcanic ash, buy water rights from the promotion

company, and you had a sure income for life. In practice, many
of the new pioneers paid outrageous prices for sagebrush desert

and shares in irrigation systems that were inadequate or fell

to pieces. After buying and clearing their land, they had to lose

everything or pay out money which they did not possess. One

woman who went through that experience wrote a bitter novel

entitled, The Great American Ass. The misguided hero of the

book was the sagebrush pioneer who cleared the land and sowed

what others reaped.

The early casualties were heavy, but irrigation had come to

stay and to make Yakima County one of the half-dozen richest

counties in the United States. Irrigation was a problem of fi-

nancing and engineering. Larger and larger companies, and then

the Government, tackled the job. The landowners' Konewock

Ditch of 1881 was designed to irrigate a thousand acres. It

changed hands and grew until it became the great Sunnyside

Canal of 1891, watering tens of thousands of acres, and bring-

ing agricultural wealth to the Yakima valley. This canal changed

hands and expanded again, until now it irrigates more than a

hundred thousand acres. Other great irrigation systems fol-

lowed: the Wapato, built on the Yakima Reservation by the

United States Indian Service, irrigates 136,000 acres of farms

largely operated by whites.

In earlier days, jerry-built systems often failed to supply
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enough water for their lands. More recently, it was found that

the Yakima River could not meet the demands of the great sys-

tems which had been built, but irrigation engineering took that

problem in its stride. Dams were built back in the mountains,

and lakes expanded to great storage reservoirs and science

made more irrigation possible by saving what Nature wasted in

winter floods.

The triumph of irrigation is presented from spring to fall for

those who drive over the mountain passes from the west. There

is a half-million-acre oasis of living green, set dramatically

among naked desert hills. Driving through, the traveler can no

longer see the valley for trees countless miles of apple and

peach and pear and cherry orchards. In season, there are the

tents of an army of migratory workers who come as the Indians

did for the great hop picks. The hop fields are still there, and

rich fields of alfalfa, melons, tomatoes, asparagus, and potatoes.

There are good farmhouses with their shade trees, prosperous

barns, and haystacks almost as high as the houses, and there

is always the irrigation ditch, carrying the life blood of the

great valley from its mountain heart.

In Yakima City, on Produce Row, the valley counts and packs

its wealth along a mile-and-a-half avenue that roars and honks

and clangs and thunders. Wagons and motor trucks and locomo-

tives with freight and refrigerator cars are dwarfed into moving

parts of one great factory. Thousands of men and women toil

like desperate ants, driven by the remorseless wealth of the

harvest.

This is the second life of the valley, and it is still so new that

many a tough old-timer can remember riding herd and breaking
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wild cayuses in a life that is buried like archaeological ruins

under the living green of the present. The old-timer admits that

the great cattle days were hard-riding poverty compared to the

wealth of the present, but his youth is back there in that vanished

desert valley. He cannot quite forget his old sombrero and high-

heeled boots and spurs that hang in the corner of the four-car

garage. Once a year he dusts them off and rides into the past, to

the Ellensburg rodeo; Ellensburg that was Robber's Roost in the

days of cow punchers and road agents and Indian alarms in a

valley that was dry and bright and bitter with the smell of sage-

brush in the desert sun.
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Chapter XII

SPOKANE PARADE

WHEN
I was very young I heard about Spokane from a

half-breed evangelist who came to town. Before his re-

form, the evangelist had run a Spokane gambling house called

"The Road to Hell." The place had started under some other

name, but an indignant clergyman thundered that it should be

called "The Road to Hell," so the gentlemanly proprietor

obliged with a new sign, and doubled his business.

The evangelist's Spokane was a fancy place. When his ora-

tory got rolling, he conjured up myriad shameless females with

their clothes abbreviated above and below; painted ladies full

of hell. And such a brazen city: parades in broad daylight, with

brass bands followed by carriage-loads of sinful beauties dressed

like circus queens; cheering crowds and pounding drums and

Babylonian eyes alluring the sons of men. That was, or had

been, Spokane, Washington. While the dazzling picture hovered

around the pulpit, the half-breed evangelist would pray forgive-

ness for himself who had been the prince of sinners. He admitted

having been a sinner, but he always reminded God that he had

been the prince of them all in a city which sounded more like

Babylon than a Washington town.

Some of the congregation thought the evangelist was boasting,

and most of them doubted if a city with such a dry-sounding

name as Spokane could have so much juice in it. The evangelist
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was telling the truth as he had seen it, though it was only part

of the truth, and Spokane's parade includes many things besides

brass bands and variety theater girls.

The broad valley of the Spokane River was favored by nature

with a dry, sunny climate, seas of bunch grass, and pine woods.

The blessings of the valley were all focused at the falls in the

river, though they meant different things to different races of

men. Spokane Falls are six hundred and fifty river miles from

the Pacific, but the sea projected its mysteries that far inland.

Every autumn the salmon traveled those forbidding miles, up-

stream and over thundering cascades. On the journey, the salmon

raised themselves nearly two thousand feet above sea level, but

they were blocked at last by the hundred-and-fifty foot falls of

the Spokane River, and there the prairie Indians gathered every

year to feast on sea food and lay in a stock for the winter. For

the Spokane Indians, the falls meant a yearly harvest of salmon;

for later white settlers, they meant power for industries; for

both they were the magnetic core of a civilization.

From the standpoint of its first white settlement, Spokane is

older than Chicago. In 1810, the Northwest Fur Company of

Canada established the Spokane House, which immediately took

on some of the personality of the later city of Spokane. In addi-

tion to being a trading center for the surrounding country, Spo-

kane House was a luxurious hotel for its time and place. For

trappers from the wilderness, there was a ballroom and Indian

girls "beautiful as nymphs and the most graceful dancers in the

land;" for those who had the gambling urge, there was spirited

gambling on horse races.

Two years after the Spokane House was built, John Jacob
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Astor's Pacific Fur Company invaded the territory and built a

rival trading post, Fort Spokane. The following year Astor's

representatives sold out to the Northwest Company and Fort

Spokane became a part of the Canadian establishment; it in

turn was absorbed by the Hudson's Bay Company, and in 1826

the trading post was dismantled and moved to Fort Colville on

the upper Columbia and the Spokane Valley went back to the

Indians.

The next attempt at a white settlement in the Spokane region

was Tshimakain Mission, thirty miles northwest of the present

site of Spokane. This was founded by Gushing Eells and Elkana

Walker from the Whitman Mission. The men built two log cab-

ins in the fall of 1838, and in the following spring they brought

their wives. The Walker family included a baby, Cyrus, born at

Walla Walla in the winter; he was a pioneer in his own right,

being the first white American boy born west of the Rocky
Mountains.

Tshimakain means "plain of springs," and the mission was

built near a large spring that gushed from the foot of a hill cov-

ered with pine trees. The spring was the headwater of Tshima-

kain Creek that wandered across a little prairie, between fringes

of willows and the wigwams of Spokane Indians. There the mis-

sionaries labored, and were not rewarded. In 1848, the Rev-

erend Mr. Eells wrote to a friend: "We have been here almost

nine years and have not yet been permitted to hear the cry of

one penitent, or the song of one redeemed soul." One Indian

told him how he could have many followers ; "Forget about reli-

gion and have plenty tobacco," he said.

Tshimakain was barren ground for converts, but the Indians
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had their redeeming points. Though they were poor, they brought

what fish and game they could to eke out the missionaries' diet

of horse meat. After the Whitman Massacre, the Walkers and

the Eells were the only Americans in the eastern part of the Ter-

ritory who were not dead or prisoners. The Spokanes quieted

their fears, and when hostile Indians filtered into the neighbor-

hood, they put on their war paint and guarded the mission. They

could not accept the missionaries' beliefs, but they respected

them. The missionaries abandoned Tshimakain without one con-

vert. However, they were accompanied to Fort Colville by a

cavalcade of well-armed braves who were ready to die for their

friends if necessary.

The Whitman Massacre temporarily ended white settlement

east of the mountains and again the Spokane Valley reverted to

the Indians; but more briefly, this time. The valley was one of

the natural crossroads of the West, and in 1851 a French Cana-

dian, Antoine Plante, established a cable ferry above the falls.

Two years later, Francis Owens drifted in with a thousand head

of cattle and horses. The Blackfeet Indians had chased him out

of Montana, and he was looking for a safer grazing region. He

found it in the Spokane Valley, which was green and gold with

rich bunch grass and sunflowers.

Other cattlemen followed Owens, and 1855 saw the start of

mining in the Inland Empire which Spokane now rules. In that

year, gold was discovered at Colville to the north and in the

present State of Idaho to the east. The discovery of Idaho gold

was a double testimonial to the richness of the Inland Empire.

Bunch grass grew so lustily that travelers secured their horses

by tying their picket ropes to clumps of the grass. On one occa-
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sion, some cayuses were frightened during the night and broke

away, tearing up the grass to which they were tethered. In the

morning the cayuses were gone, but they had left payment for

their freedom: the ground where the grass roots had been pulled

up was glittering with flakes of gold.

Inconveniently, the inland gold rush stopped itself for a while

with the storm it raised. As miners and adventurers crowded in,

the Indians foresaw their country over-run and taken away from

them. Also, according to them, the miners made too free with

the Indian women. The Indians began showing their resentment

in the Yakima Valley, where they methodically killed miners on

their way to the diggings, and presently most of the tribes east

of the mountains were making up with war paint.

The Indian War went on, sporadically, for three years, and

ended with the final crushing of the redskins near the present

site of Spokane; for years afterward, at the foot of the falls, the

river flowed through the skeletons of eight hundred cayuse ponies

which the American commander drove into the water and shot.

One of the useful things that came out of the Indian War

period was the Mullin Road; it led from the headwaters of the

Missouri River through Mullin Pass in the Rockies and to the

Columbia River, by way of Spokane Falls. This was completed

in 1862, and it immediately had a heavy traffic: cattlemen driv-

ing steers to the mines in Idaho and Montana, prospectors and

miners, and road agents who preyed on other travelers. Soon

after the building of the Mullin Road, "Spokane Jimmy" felled

pine trees and built a toll bridge across the river below the falls.

The Inland Empire gold rush was around rather than in the

present State of Washington. The main diggings were in what is
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now Idaho, and the greatest fortunes went to Oregon. Transpor-

tation was provided by the Oregon Steam Navigation Company

of Portland, and the company's steamers made the inland jour-

ney from The Dalles up the Columbia and Snake rivers to Lew-

iston loaded with miners and supplies, gamblers and prostitutes.

The voyage included uncharted waters and rapids, but the re-

wards were high; sometimes one river steamer took in $20,000

on the voyage of two hundred and fifty miles. Those days of

large risks and larger stakes form the background for Nard

Jones's "Swift Flows the River."

While the Inland Empire lived its reckless youth, its future

capital was as blank as the blind spot in the center of the eye.

River traffic and the gold rush reached their height in the early

Eighteen-sixties, and that decade saw no change in the imme-

diate neighborhood of Spokane Falls. Then, in 1871, two cat-

tlemen and horse traders from Montana took up claims, one on

each side of the falls. They were S. R. Scranton and J. J.

Downing.

The following year, Richard Benjamin joined the settlement

and built a small sawmill, with an overshot wheel. In the same

year, Spokane Falls got a post office, with Scranton as post-

master.

Scranton and Downing and Benjamin opened the drama of

Spokane, but they disappeared from the stage almost as soon as

the curtain was up. When their town was only a year old, they

were ready to sell out, and that same fall they had a customer.

The customer was James N. Glover, who had traveled from

Salem, Oregon, by boat to Lewiston, and by cayuse to the falls.
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Conveniently, he and his companion, J. N. Mathney, were look-

ing for a site for a city.

James Glover was only thirty-four years old when he arrived

at Spokane Falls, but he had already lived and accomplished

more than the average man does in twice that time. At the age

of twelve, he and his family took the Oregon Trail from Mis-

souri to the Willamette Valley. They settled near Salem, Ore-

gon, where Jim grew up very quickly. He had plenty of enter-

prise and an instinct for markets. He opened a fruit store at the

Yreka mines in California. The store led to shipping Oregon

apples to San Francisco, and the young man's contact with the

mines to his investing in mines; while he was still in his twenties

he had saved a small fortune.

The proprietors of Spokane Falls offered to sell their town-

site; Glover was in a position to buy it. He said afterward that

he had never been as infatuated with a place in all his life. He

bought out Benjamin's interest and took an option on the rest of

the property. He then returned to Oregon, where he bought ma-

chinery for a larger sawmill, and shipped it to the falls in

charge of his partners, J. N. Mathney and Cyrus Yeaton.

Glover returned to Spokane Falls in the spring and bought

out the first proprietors. He built a store, and he and his part-

ners distributed themselves about their "city": Glover lived in

his store, Yeaton in the rear of the store, and Mathney in a log

house on the prairie. The city was lonely, but Glover had a fine

gusto for life; he enjoyed nearly everything, including the com-

parative solitude and the blooming of the sunflowers which

turned the present business district of Spokane into a sea of

gold. Indians were the only customers at his store, and in the
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winter they came with furs to trade. Glover described the first

transaction with relish: A band of Indians arriving after sunset

and coming in, silently, for a long smoke before getting down

to business; and, outside, their fifty ponies waiting in the snowy

dusk, loaded with furs. Glover's store was a lonely outpost, but

he sometimes did a thousand dollars' worth of business in one

evening. The fur was mostly marten skins. After five years, how-

ever, the animals suddenly disapeared and the trade ended as

abruptly as if it had been cut off with an ax.

The fur trade was only a brief throwback to the past, and

Spokane Falls was on its way to being a different kind of trad-

ing center. New citizens arrived, and industries were encour-

aged: when Frederick Post wanted to start a flour mill, Glover

made him a present of forty acres of land beside the falls, where

he could use their power. In 1875, the first sermon at Spokane

Falls was preached in Glover's store, and the first school dis-

trict was organized. In the same year, the first baseball game

was played at the Fourth of July celebration; the event drew

settlers from a hundred miles to the north and south, foreshad-

owing Spokane's future as the capital of the Inland Empire.

The year 1878 saw Spokane Falls off to a vigorous start: in

February, the town plat was filed, and in the same year Glover

sold half his interest in the townsite to A. M. Cannon and J. J.

Brown for $3,000. The men did not have the money, but they

were the kind of stout-hearted enthusiasts Glover wanted for his

city, and he accepted a down payment of fifty dollars which

they were able to raise together. Soon afterward, Cannon opened

a bank; the Northern Pacific Railway was building west across

the continent, and there would be time checks to cash when the
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rails reached Spokane Falls. He admitted that his capital had

gone into his share of the fifty-dollar down payment for half the

city; but his sister-in-law had a thousand dollars, and he was

sure she would lend it to him. Cannon's financing was tenuous,

but Glover decided that his reasoning was sound, and he started

his own First National Bank of Spokane Falls with a capital of

half a million dollars. Soon afterward, Cannon called in his

banking rival to advise him what he should do next. Glover

found his friend's bank in a sorry state, with only twenty-five

cents cash on hand. He asked the cashier why he didn't take the

two bits and buy himself a drink, and the cashier answered

mournfully, "I can't; it belongs to the bank!" Glover advanced

$5,000 on the bank's collateral, and the institution was saved.

Over a hundred and thirty years ago, the Spokane House was

rated as a de luxe hotel, and today Spokane has the Davenport

one of the famous hotels of the world; but the Western of

Glover's day was less pretentious. It stood on the corner of

Trent and Stevens, and had two kinds of beds: anyone who paid

fifty cents could have his choice of a bearskin or a buffalo hide,

spread on the floor. There was also a choice of floors, and those

who preferred the second story had only to climb a ladder. An-

other luxury was a half barrel of cold water in which generous

cakes of soap floated, and around which the guests gathered to

wash and bathe. Most of the guests were cowboys and miners,

used to roughing it, and to them the Western was solid comfort.

In the matter of food, the hotel was memorable. The table was

loaded with every kind of eatable within reach of Spokane Falls,

and there were usually a haunch of venison, platters of bear

steaks, and whole salmon in season.
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The owner and proprietor of the Western was a horse doctor,

Jim Masterson: a genial host who ate with his guests as far as

he could go; then he would tilt back his chair, put his feet on

the table, light a cigar and entertain those who ate on.

The Western was the essence of good old times, but women

objected to the beds, the chummy bathing arrangement, Doc

Masterson's feet on the table, and nearly everything else. They

considered the Western rough and crude, and rejoiced when

W. C. Gray and his wife arrived from California to build a

more suitable hotel.

The Grays arrived in the fall of 1878, with two covered

wagons loaded with supplies, and they began work on the Cali-

fornia House. Sentiment for the new hotel was so strong they

were forced to open it before it was completed. Even in its un-

finished state, the California House was a great success. The

hotel had eight rooms and an undivided attic where men could

bunk down when the other rooms were full; cowboys nicknamed

it "the corral."

The story of Spokane could be told through its hotels. The

Grays remained in the business nine years, and in that time

their eight-room-and-corral establishment grew to over a hun-

dred rooms, and they entertained such famous people as Gen-

erals Grant and Sherman, Emma Abbott, Clara Louise Kellogg

and Robert Ingersoll. In the year of the Grays' arrival, the town

got its first newspaper, the Spokan Times. When the editor in-

sisted that Spokane should be spelled without the final "e," the

outraged city fathers started a second newspaper, the Spokane

Chronicle.

The Northern Pacific tracks were completed from Montana to
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Spokane Falls in 1881, and in June the first train panted into

the cheering town. In that year, the Globe Theatre was built, and

Father Cataldo, of the nearby St. Michael's Mission, bought half

a section of railroad land for the school which eventually be-

came Gonzaga University.

The transcontinental line was completed two years later, and

Spokane began to roar. Brick blocks replaced jerry-built stores,

and settlers arrived steadily. Joy's Opera House, built the year

before, was already outgrown when Emma Abbott appeared in

The Bohemian Girl, and the opera had to be given in a big ware-

house where the patrons sat on farm machinery and nail kegs.

In that glorious year, A. J. Prichard walked into the office of

the Spokane Review, and tossed on the editor's desk a poke full

of nuggets and dust from the Coeur d'Alene region to the east.

The Review did its part; the Northern Pacific used the gold

strike to boom its new road, and prospectors and settlers poured

in. With the aid of the railroad and its own fortunate location

and enterprise, Spokane Falls made itself the Mecca of new set-

tlers and the capital of the gold country. Clouds of dust ob-

scured its unpaved streets and through the dust, stage coaches

and horsemen raced, covered wagons and freight wagons swayed

with a deep rumble; long strings of pack horses and men with

packs on their backs went by like dusty ghosts. Stores and sa-

loons and dance halls roared with the tread of feet, music, and

a deep babble of voices talking of gold. Occasionally there was

a pistol shot, followed by a minute of comparative silence, and

the town roared on again.

After the first great rush, unsuccessful miners began drifting

back in growing numbers. Then came news of a fabulous vein
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of pure silver-bearing galena, "discovered by Phil O'Rourke,

N. S. Kellogg and a jackass." It was the famous Bunker Hill

Ledge, which established the Coeur d'Alene permanently as a

great mining region. The rush for wealth got its second wind

and still greater numbers of miners and amateur prospectors

poured into Spokane Falls, and out into the mining country.

One of the funniest combinations was that of a barber and a

milk-wagon driver, financed by the meager savings of a school

teacher. Funnier still, the partnership discovered the Hercules

Mine, one of the richest silver-lead veins of the West.

An eye witness, J. D. Sherwood, provides a spirited glimpse

of Spokane Falls in the days of the stampede to the mining

country:

"There were cowboys from the Big Bend who gave us

interesting exhibitions of horse breaking and pony racing;

miners loading their pack trains; Canadian boatmen from

the Upper Columbia buying merchandise to smuggle across

the line; Chinamen selling fine gold washed from the sands

of the Columbia; lumber-jacks and ranchers all buying and

trading or blowing in their savings for a good time . . .

shooting scrapes were not uncommon. I remember one

night about ten o'clock hearing considerable hilarity in a

saloon opposite. Looking in, I saw a man butting his

friends with his head, apparently having great fun over it.

A few minutes later he butted some surly cuss who pulled

a gun and shot him dead. One summer afternoon the town

was enjoying a German picnic. . . . Suddenly a messenger

reported a man had been killed by the Indians. ... A posse

of volunteers was formed to start in hot pursuit. The picnic

was then resumed. . . ."
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Gold and silver and lead poured wealth into Spokane Falls;

but there were other, less dramatic riches. From the north and

west, the Okanogan and Big Bend countries, herds of steers for

Eastern markets were driven to Spokane Falls, and in the city's

sphere of influence to the south, the beautiful, rolling hills of

the Palouse country changed from bunch grass to a sea of wheat

fields that reached the horizon in every direction.

Among other things, Spokane was a place where miners and

loggers and cowboys came to blow in their money, and Spokane

obliged. The Coeur d'Alene variety theater opened in a big

tent, with its girls circulating among the customers at the bar

and on the dance floor between their acts. It was a great hit; so

that in time it moved into more pretentious quarters, a big thea-

ter, three barrooms, gambling rooms, and a Turkish bath. The

variety theater, Comique, opened as a rival, and there was

plenty of trade for both, and for others that sprang up. One of

the owners of the Coeur d'Alene was "Dutch Jake" Goetz, who

had a stake in the Bunker Hill Mine. Presently he opened a

gambling house where a thousand men could play faro simul-

taneously while they were served steak dinners.

On the hot Sunday evening of August 6, 1889, the roof of a

Railroad Avenue restaurant began to burn, and the fire depart-

ment had its chance to try out the city's new Holly System water

works. Unhappily, the only man who understood the system was

out of town, and there was no pressure for the fire hoses. The

firemen stood by, helpless, while the restaurant and its block

burned. The fire had started in a dead calm, but a high wind

came up. The fire spread to the magnificent new Pacific Hotel,

and was presently sweeping through the whole city north of
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Railroad Avenue. Suddenly the wind went around to the oppo-

site direction, the fire leaped across the avenue, caught the

Northern Pacific passenger and freight depots, and headed south.

Buildings were blasted with giant powder in an attempt to stop

the devastation, and the night was filled with the shrieking of a

dozen locomotives maneuvering to safety over burning ties, the

roaring of fire, and the thunder of explosions. At ten o'clock,

the blazing Howard Street bridge crashed into the river. Even

with the bridge gone, pillars of flame swayed across the river

repeatedly and set fire to the great lumber and flour mills on the

other side; but each time the fire was put out by desperate ef-

forts, and the city on that side of the river was saved.

Thirty blocks and the railroad depots, practically all of the

city on the south side of the river, were destroyed by the fire.

Citizens observed with a certain pride that, "according to the

population, it was the most devastating fire in the history of the

world." Sheltered in tents and comforted by having set a record,

the citizens began rebuilding their city of more substantial ma-

terials. Within a year, nearly $5,000,000 had been invested in

new buildings; the population had increased fifty percent, and

the assessed value of property was $15,000,000. That was twelve

years after Jim Glover had given Cannon and Browne a half

interest in the town in exchange for a down payment of $50.

In the year after the fire, Spokane Falls was reincorporated

under the present name of Spokane. In other ways it was a new

city that emerged from the fire; and presently clergymen were

leading a lively campaign against the variety theaters. Their

proprietors countered with street parades of brass bands and

carriages full of box-rustling painted ladies. Spokane was alter-
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nately a wide open and a slightly closed town, and the battle

between sin and righteousness surged on into the present cen-

tury. In 1901, the sporting Dutch Jake Goetz arranged a show-

down between the opposing forces; he turned over the big bar-

room of the Coeur d'Alene to a revival meeting, and there

Spokane showed its true face. But which face was it? Who was

drawn by the lure of the barroom, the variety theater, and the

Turkish bath, and who by the desire for salvation? The morning

paper reported :

"Mingled with the hymns of salvation and the message

of religion were the clink of glasses, the maudlin utterances

of tipsy men . . . calls of 'one stein', 'one egg sherry,' 'one

gin fizz and four cocktails' and a score of other phrases of

the barroom. During the brief wait for the services to be-

gin, the crowd was entertained with selections on the big

mechanical pipe organ, while the electric fountain winked

its myriad of electric lights."

But the frontier was passing. Spokane had laws against nearly

all its own gaudy institutions, and in 1908, Mayor Moore en-

forced the Sunday closing ordinance by arresting scores of sur-

prised saloonkeepers and bartenders. Soon afterward the variety

theaters closed forever, and Spokane became a more sedate city.

The power that started Spokane rolling was the railroad. But

the railroad also supplied the brakes, and for over a generation

the city fought to have them released. The brakes were the

Pacific Coast "terminal rates", which decreed in effect that Spo-

kane was five hundred miles beyond Spokane. Without terminal

rates, the city had to pay for the shipment of freight through
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Spokane to Seattle or Tacoma, and back to Spokane. According

to the Northern Pacific, the arrangement was necessary because,

on the coast, the road had to compete with ocean traffic; and it

was logical that the difference should be made up by inland

cities which could not retaliate by patronizing steamship lines.

Spokane found no logic or justice in the argument, and after ten

years of unsuccessful protest, the citizens thought they saw a

way out. James J. Hill's Great Northern Railway was building

west to challenge the Northern Pacific's monopoly, and the "Em-

pire Builder" dropped a hint that he could be persuaded to

bring his road through Spokane. It could only be done, however,

if he were given a free right of way through the city. In return,

Hill promised to give the city low freight rates; he declared the

Northern Pacific's terminal rates to be unjustified and illegal.

Spokane hailed the coming of its liberator, and citizens dug

into their pockets and collected enough for a million dollar right

of way, which they presented to the Empire Builder. The Great

Northern came to Spokane along with the panic of 1893. In

that nation-wide storm, Hill gained control of the Northern Pa-

cific, and the citizens of Spokane found there was a difference

between Hill as the competitor of that road and Hill as the owner

of a double-barreled monopoly. He kept the million-dollar right

of way which was their part of the bargain; but when they asked

for their lower freight rates, the Empire Builder responded by

raising them to where it was cheaper to ship goods from New

York to China than to Spokane. Spokane was not the only place

that boiled. One of Hill's promises had been freight rates so low

that the whole wheat crop of the Palouse and Big Bend coun-

tries could be brought to Spokane's flour mills. By 1902 there
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was such a storm against rates that Hill met with the embittered

grain farmers and tried to reconcile them to their fate. When

they threatened to take their fight to the courts, he told them:

"You might just as well try to fix a broken ankle by statute as

to reduce rates by statute. You can legislate until the barn door

has fallen off its hinges with rust, and you will not succeed."

Railroads were the bane of Spokane's life; they also pro-

vided much of wealth, and the city could not have existed with-

out them. While the battle over terminal rates was going on, in

1908, E. H. Harriman's Union Pacific bought a large section of

downtown Spokane, and organized the great Union Terminal.

The project brought to town the Union Pacific, Canadian Pacific,

and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul giving Spokane five

transcontinental lines and making it the most important railroad

center west of Omaha. The gold spike linking the spiderweb of

railroads was driven by Robert E. Strahorn, who had conceived

the great Union Terminal project, and made it a reality; the

spike was driven at Spokane, on September 14, 1914. Four

years later the Supreme Court of the United States reversed its

earlier decisions and cleared the way for Spokane's terminal

rates. The city had won the battle which it started as a village;

Spokane had 1200 citizens when the struggle began, and nearly

120,000 cheered the final victory. Then came the touch of irony.

In the old days, whenever Spokane demanded terminal rates,

the railroad would cry "Wolf!" by talking about the competi-

tion of shipping. And now the wolf really came. In the year of

Spokane's great Union Terminal, the Panama Canal was com-

pleted, and immediately after the granting of terminal rates, the

railroads began to feel the competition of steamships that no
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longer had to go around South America. In Spokane's year of

victory, the traffic density on the Northern Pacific was 1,453,000

tons per traffic mile, and fourteen years later it had fallen off to

461,000. It has even been argued by men who fought for ter-

minal rates that Spokane would be better off if the railroads

were allowed to charge more for short hauls to inland cities than

for long hauls to the coast. In that way, there would be more

traffic, and Spokane's great railroad shops and yards would roar

again.

Through the lack of terminal rates, and later perhaps through

having them, the greatest railroad center of the Far West has

never benefited to the full from its network of steel rails. But

Spokane also has its network of invisible roots that go out in a

radius of 150 miles, into the great wheat lands, farm lands,

mines, and white pine forests of its Inland Empire. Few cities

in America are anchored more securely.

The Inland Empire got its first impulse from gold at the roots

of bunch grass. To the west, Spokane's roots go out to Grand

Coulee Dam and the Columbia Basin Project which will eventu-

ally support 1,000,000 people. Never again will anyone be able

to secure a half interest in Spokane for $50, and the young city's

future promises to be even busier than its lively past.
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Chapter XIII

RIDDLE IN THE DESERT

A~"
DRY FALLS STATE PARK, in the Grand Coulee, motor-

ists stop on the brink of eternity and listen to a spieled

medley of wisdom and nonsense delivered by an understanding

old man with a nice sense of proportion. He manages an under-

tone effect which says clearly that it is no particular matter

whether or not you listen. Some of the old man's softly rattled

spiel is poetry, some of it awed prayer in the presence of time

and space in enormous quantity, and some of it is nonsense

rhymes, astronomical figures, murmured wisecracks, and sound

geological information. That is a good method in dealing with

the Grand Coulee country, where one must juggle with great

distances and areas and heights and with millions of years in

which the past and present are becoming confused.

The brink where the motorists pause is above a flat-floored

chasm in the desert, splashed with distant ponds of opaque,

poisonous-colored alkali water. The chasm is three miles wide,

and to the northeast it ends sharply at the site of the world's

greatest waterfall. There a river three miles wide and a hun-

dred feet deep once rolled over a four-hundred-foot precipice.

Niagara compares with it as a postage stamp compares with a

business-size envelope; but, unfortunately, it ran out of water

a million years ago. Dry Falls and the Grand Coulee were

dry before the first men roamed the earth, but geologically they
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are comparatively recent. Thirty miles northeast of Dry Falls,

the Columbia River follows the course it took millenniums be-

fore it carved Grand Coulee.

The first Grand Coulee Dam at the site of the present one was

built by the Okanogan Ice Lobe during the ice age. Then, as

now, the south- and westerly-flowing river made an abrupt turn

and started back toward its source before describing the Big

Bend. That continued in a moderating climate while glaciers

moved south from the pole; then, one day, the nostalgic river

met a mountain of ice, coming down from the North.

The mountain rumbled, "What is a southwesterly-flowing

river doing, traveling toward the northeast?" Before the abashed

river could say, "Nothing," the glacier blocked its valley from

mountain top to mountain top with a dam of ice. And, in case

the ice should melt in the moderating climate of that late ice

age, the glacier carried a load of rocks and gravel to make its

dam more permanent.

The Columbia River rose and rose, but could not get over the

ice barrier. Then it looked back, with its chin level with the

basalt mountains to the southeast, and saw itself flowing south,

seventy miles away. There was no hope of getting around by

way of the dilatory Big Bend, so the river cut straight across the

basalt mountains to the southeast, and caught up with itself.

The river never looked on its new course as anything but a

detour and always planned to go home the long way round as

soon as the barricade across the old road was taken down. But

road repairs in Washington are in the hands of county commis-

sioners, and there was no election coming up for a million

years. Nothing was done immediately, and in the eon in which
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the Columbia River used the detour, it wore a rut through the

basalt tableland four miles wide and eight hundred feet deep.

That is the scientific explanation of the Grand Coulee.

According to legend, the region was once heavily timbered

with ginko trees, a few of which are still to be found in the

near-by petrified forest. When Paul Bunyan carried out one of

his devastating logging operations in the ginko forest, he found

the Big Bend a nuisance, and decided to get rid of it. So he

hitched his faithful ox, Blue Babe, to the Columbia River and

straightened it out. It then cut the channel known as Grand

Coulee. After the straightening process there was a piece of

river left over, and Paul Bunyan hauled it off to one side, where

it became Lake Chelan. All this might be dismissed as legend,

except for the unconventional shape of Lake Chelan. It is a

winding body of water two miles wide and fifty miles long.

Beyond argument, Chelan looks much more like a severed piece

of river than a proper lake. Allowing a little for shrinkage, the

strange and beautiful body of water approximates what would

have been left over from the straightening of the river.

Coming back to the scientific theory: The ice age passed and

the Okanogan Ice Lobe shrank back toward the pole, leaving

its tremendous load of rock and gravel, which continued to

block the river from its course of ancient habit. For a few more

centuries the Columbia followed the detour through Grand Cou-

lee, but it had its heart set on its old ways, and it kept gnawing

at the dam. It broke through at last in a summer flood, and

rushed into the remembered, dusty channel of the Big Bend.

In the Grand Coulee the waters ran strangely thin; the island

now known as Steamboat Rock was like a lost continent rising
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from the sea; it became a mesa, and fish churned in ponds on a

drying plain that had been the bottom of a deep river a few

hours before.

Twenty miles to the southeast, there was a diminishing thun-

der as water ran thin over the brink of the world's greatest

waterfall. Then the falls stopped, aghast. There was no more

water to come, and the naked cliffs dried out and baked in the

blazing sun.

That is the way Dry Falls is today. South of it, along High-

way 7, the short-cut interlude of the river is marked by a

string of alkali lakes of different colors: Blue Lake, Lenore

Lake, Alkali Lake, and Soap Lake. Near the northern end of the

Coulee, Highway 2F passes close to Steamboat Rock which

was once an island. Low on the side of that mesa there are

carved and painted hieroglyphics, put there in some geological

yesterday, but so ancient by human reckoning that the Indians

have no knowledge of them, and scholars have never deciphered

their meaning. In a few more years, when the Grand Coulee

becomes a storage lake, the hieroglyphics will disappear under

the water, with their riddle unsolved ; and the mesa of Steamboat

Rock will be an island again.

There is not much time left for driving through the Grand

Coulee. Some day, perhaps, you will be able to travel the length

of it by boat, but that will not be the same. If you are like most

people, you drive fast through the Coulee, with the feeling that

your car is almost standing still in derision of its spinning

wheels. On either side of the narrow ribbon of highway there is

arid, sandy soil, with sagebrush and a little desert grass and,

sometimes, ponds of opaque water. Farther away on each side
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are the eight-hundred-foot walls of the Coulee, dusty basalt

cliffs marked with sulphury lines, like yellow chalk marks on a

blackboard.

If you stop, the place immediately becomes lonesome; it is

like stepping out of time into a dead world. Actually, if you take

the trouble to walk a mile or two through the desert to one of

the cliffs that wall the Coulee, you might find a small stream

and the shade of trees in a pleasant canyon. More likely, you

will not walk any farther than one of the ponds of opaque alkali

water, which will prove to be as dead as it looks, and probably

you will hurry back to your car, pursued by a swarm of angry

flies. Except for brief interludes in spring or fall, the Grand

Coulee is too hot or too cold for comfort inhospitable desert

country, haunting the memory with pictures of dusty, chalk-

marked cliffs like Babylonian ruins.

This is biblical-looking country, and biblical-sounding legends

cling to it. One of them paraphrases the story of the devil being

cast into the herd of swine, which then rushed over a precipice

into the sea.

In this story, the herd was of fat steers and instead of a lone

swineherd, there were half a dozen cowboys. It was in the early

Eighties, when the Canadian Pacific Railway was being extended

across British Columbia toward the Pacific, and the cowboys

were driving the herd up from the south to feed the construction

gang. That sultry and breathless evening they stopped on the

high basalt tableland and camped for the night before driving

their herd down a tortuous trail and through the Grand Coulee.

During the night, the devil got into the steers and revealed him-

self in St. Elmo's lights which shone in fireballs on their horns.
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The cowboys knew the kind of message the beasts were receiving

through their antennae, and they all saddled and mounted up,

ready for trouble with the uneasy, devil-ridden steers.

Trouble came with the first great blast of thunder and crash

of lightning. The herd stampeded, with the cowboys riding hell-

for-leather to turn it back. One of the racing cayuses stiffened

all its legs at once and stopped with a jarring shock that nearly

threw its rider. Then it reared back, quivering violently, and

pivoted on its hind legs. While the cowboy fought with it,

the darkness was seared away. In vivid lightning the cowboy

saw three of his companions racing diagonally in front of the

stampeding herd, firing revolvers that were muted by crashing

thunder. He saw that for an instant; then horses and riders

dropped sideways as if the earth had tilted, and darkness rushed

back again.

The thunder of stampeding hooves rolled on behind, but

ceased in some area close at hand. In the next blaze of lightning,

from the jut of rock on which his pony had stopped, the cowboy

saw a torrent of devil-ridden steers pouring over the brink after

the riders in a dark, living waterfall. The last steers charged

by and dropped into the void, with their hooves beating the

insubstantial air. Seconds after they had gone, the surviving

cowboys heard them crashing into the Grand Coulee, eight hun-

dred feet below. In the morning they found their way down

and took one sickened look at the work of the devil that had got

into the steers. One look was enough, and they rode away with-

out even suggesting to each other the impossible task of finding

their companions under the talus slope of broken cattle at the

foot of the cliff.
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Geologically speaking, the Grand Coulee was created the day

before yesterday; the Columbia River left it dry only last eve-

ning; and nothing further happened there until today, when

some of the same immortal water is being pumped back into

the scarcely dry channel. Historically, too, the Coulee is young:

the rugged, arid plateau of the Big Bend which includes Grand

Coulee was not settled until 1884.

In the spring of that year, Charlie Osborne left college in

Tennessee and went to Washington Territory for his health. His

brother, Oscar, had preceded him the year before and filed on

a homestead in the Grand Coulee. Oscar wrote Charlie about the

promising country, where he planned to have a great herd of

cattle. He already had several ponies, and all he needed was

money to buy cattle.

The year 1884 seems late for pioneering; it was so late that

Charlie went West on the Northern Pacific Railway, which

was completed as far as Spokane. Beyond the end of the steel

rails pioneering was absolute. Oscar met his brother at Spokane,

with the news that the ponies had got away. It was a hundred

miles to Grand Coulee, and the brothers' capital was $7.25,

which was what Charlie had left. They traveled back part way

by stage, but mostly by foot. They still had their first herd of

cattle to buy, and used their money sparingly.

When the brothers reached the camp between Steamboat Rock

and the Columbia, Charlie saw why Oscar had dreams about

cattle raising. The Coulee was moister than it is now; the bunch

grass was up to a horse's belly, and near by was a fine lake,

covered with ducks on that spring day. Along the edge of the

bluff were pine groves which have since been cut down, and
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herds of white-tailed deer drifted through the Coulee.

The Coulee was the ace in the hole, Oscar explained, but

there were other good cards. The arid tableland above was cov-

ered with a sea of grass, and cattle could graze there all summer

while the brothers made hay in the valley. Toward winter they

would drive the herd down between the protecting walls of the

Coulee. Oscar already had his claim; the brothers had re-

gained the lost ponies, and they still had part of their $7.25

capital. All they needed to do was to build a house and buy a

herd of cattle.

The cabin cost nothing. The boys cut pine trees near the bluff

and dragged the small logs to the building site with lariats

snubbed around the horns of their saddles. After the cabin was

given a dirt roof, the brothers were ready to go into the cattle

business. Oscar borrowed money at eighteen per cent inter-

est, and bought the first herd of cattle for the Grand Coulee.

When the fattened steers were sold and the loan paid, there was

money left for a larger herd.

By that time, the Big Bend country was beginning to fill up,

with a cabin every ten or fifteen miles. Two squaw men, George

Wilson and Billy Whitmore, lived to the west, and Lord Blythe

settled farther south and wintered some of his herds in the Grand

Coulee. Blythe had come from England with plenty of capital,

and he soon had the largest herds in the region. He was some-

thing of a landmark in the Grand Coulee country, but no one

there ever really knew him. He built a big house in the desert

country, had a retinue of servants, and dressed for dinner.

When he visited the range, he surveyed his herds through a

monocle. When homesteaders began to intrude on the range, he
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was particularly arrogant toward them, oblivious to the fact

that it was their country and not his. Every two or three years,

the aristocratic cattleman went home to England for a visit, but

the visits did not seem to comfort him for long. When he re-

turned he would complain that in England he was "your Lord-

ship," while in the Coulee country he was nothing but "that

damned old Blythe." Eventually the settlers crowded him out.

Orange, New Jersey, is a snug residential community. The

men of Orange do not ordinarily venture farther than commut-

ing to New York, and when they come home in the evening, their

correct wives are waiting for them at the railroad station with

the kind of cars you see in the magazine advertisements. Such a

community does not seem a promising recruiting place for wild

Westerners. Yet Orange, New Jersey, produced an authentic

frontier figure Wild Goose Bill.

William Wilbur Condon reached Washington Territory in the

early Eighties, and began as a packer on the hazardous trail

between -Walla Walla and the Okanogan mines. Early in his

packing days, Condon won the nickname which almost obliterated

his original name. One day on the Okanogan, William Wilbur

Condon stalked some wild geese and shot two of them. The others

did not fly, and while he was reloading a squaw appeared, shout-

ing indignantly. Condon told her to keep quiet, and he would get

all the geese. The squaw said that was what she was trying to

prevent; they were tame geese raised from eggs which she had

found beside the river. From that time on, Condon was Wild

Goose Bill.

Wild Goose Bill quit packing after a few seasons and took

up a claim eighteen miles southeast of the site of Grand Coulee
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Dam. He built a two-story house of pine poles, and bought a

herd of cattle. His house was also a trading post, with a small

stock of groceries and a big stock of hard liquor, though no one

was sure of finding the proprietor at home except during the

haying season.

The Nez Perce Indians had a big camp near Wild Goose

Bill's establishment, and on the Fourth of July the Indian horse

races drew all the Indian and white inhabitants within a day's

ride. Tens of thousands of dollars were bet, hundreds of gallons

of hard liquor were drunk, and the first time a race was started

with a pistol, drunken Indians thought it was a war, and started

shooting.

The neighborhood of Wild Goose Bill's cabin was a natural

meeting place which presently attracted a doctor and a black-

smith, for the repair of man and beast and vehicle. The fact

inspired Bill to found a city which he wanted to call "Wild

Goose" or "Goose Town," but women vowed they would not live

in a town with such a name, so the proprietor compromised on

"Wilbur," his middle name. In the new town, Wild Goose Bill's

home and trading post served as a hotel that was more rough

than ready. When the blacksmith shop changed hands, the wife

of the new smith took one look at the outside of Bill's establish-

ment, and declared it was too dirty to enter. She sat firmly in

the buckboard until the other inhabitant of the town invited the

newcomers into his cabin.

The town of Wilbur is still there, with a population of about

a thousand, and one of the points of interest is Wild Goose Bill's

trading-post cabin, which has been preserved as a memorial in
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City Park. The cabin has been cleaned up, and ladies may enter

without hesitation.

With the completion of Grand Coulee Dam, Wilbur is ex-

pected to become an important trading center, but Wild Goose

Bill went to his reward long ago. He went with his boots and

spurs on and a blazing revolver in his hand. In the best Western

manner, he took his enemy along with him, and a stray bullet

hit the woman over whom they were fighting.

Outlaw Texas Jack was another inhabitant; he lived in Rattle-

snake Canyon, close to the present Grand Coulee Dam. In West-

ern parlance, the renegade Texan "ate meat off his neighbors"

by killing a fatted calf or steer whenever he felt the need of

nourishment. For spending money, he stole an occasional horse

and made a long trip to sell it out of the neighborhood. Cattle-

men of the Grand Coulee country called him a skunk and vowed

to hang him when they got round to it, but they looked on him

with pity as well as contempt. Texas Jack often went to a great

deal of trouble to eke out a dishonest living in a country where

his knowledge of cattle and horses could have made him rich.

For several years Texas Jack did his stealing and lived alone,

but in the winter of 1887 he brought an outlaw girl to his cabin

in Rattlesnake Canyon. If she ever gets into motion pictures,

Texas Jack's girl will be breathtaking; she will make sin and

outlawry almost irresistible. But the original was less glamor-

ous. According to those who knew her, she was dirty and

troubled with fleas; her tangled hair hung down over her face;

and in winter she wore two pairs of wool stockings one pair on

her hands in place of mittens.
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The hanging of Texas Jack occurred in 1889. Although for

years the cattlemen had spoken of the outlaw as a skunk who was

born to swing, they had put up with him. The last straw came

when he stole Oscar Osborne's best cow pony, and sold him

somewhere south. Before, the outlaw had stolen only ordinary

cayuses, but Osborne's beautiful horse was rated the best in the

Grand Coulee country, and it was irreplaceable. After that

reckless piece of horse-stealing, no one's property was safe, and

it was time for the outlaw to swing.

When Texas Jack came home to Rattlesnake Canyon, the cat-

tlemen closed in on him. They chose a pine tree with a handy

limb, and someone tied a hangman's knot in a lariat. Then

there was a hitch in the proceeding. At one time or another,

every cattleman and cowboy there had sworn to hang the outlaw

with his own hands ; they had all believed each other. But when

it came to the actual hanging, no one wanted to be the one to

do it. They argued for a long time, and then they let him go

with a warning; they were used to him.

It was a soft-hearted proceeding, but it worked better than

the cattlemen expected. With the vision of a hangman's knot

before his eyes, Texas Jack fled to British Columbia, where he

introduced himself by stealing a horse. That was a mistake, be-

cause the Canadian cattlemen were not used to him. They led

the stolen horse from under him, and left him hanging in a pine

tree.

The Grand Coulee country has its colorful and not very dis-

tant past, but the Big Job tends to crowd that out. Symbolically,

Texas Jack's Rattlesnake Canyon has been filled by the over-

burden from the construction of the dam, and no horse-stealing
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ghost is likely to walk or ride under those fifteen million tons

of rock and earth. Texas Jack's ghost did not even come back

to Grand Coulee when the ghost of the Old West walked again.

The building of the big dam has created towns with the flavor

of the future and of the past. One of them is Coulee City, in the

middle of Grand Coulee, twenty-five miles from the dam. Coulee

City is the headquarters of the government engineers on the Big

Job, and it is known as "Engineers' Town." It is efficiently laid

out, with neat homes and neat lawns, and nothing unsightly or

untoward like a blueprint come to life, or almost to life.

On the east side of the Columbia and just north of the dam

is Mason City, known as "Contractor's Town," or the "All

Electric Community." Mason City is also neatly laid out, with

prefabricated buildings, all painted white. Altogether it gives

the impression of being as efficient and comfortable and sanitary

as ordered rows of white-painted hospital cots.

On the other side of the Columbia is the town of Grand Cou-

lee, a different kind of place altogether. Grand Coulee is an

enterprising town with an eye toward the future, and the rugged

flavor of the past. No engineers designed Grand Coulee; it is

a town that grew. Its streets are steep and unregimented and

unpaved, full of chuck holes, and very dusty most of the time.

Driving up one of them, you come shortly to the end of things:

the town thins out to board and tar-paper shacks, tents and

parked trailers. The road also ends, and there are only cattle

trails in the sagebrush. San Francisco must have had something

of the same look in forty-nine.

In the early days of the Big Job, visitors came back with the

lively information that the bad Old West had come back to
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Grand Coulee, with its camp-following bartenders and prosti-

tutes and dance-hall girls and gamblers. The town was a roaring,

wide-open throw-back to the frontier, they said.

It was, and it wasn't. I stayed for a while in Grand Coulee in

its roaringest year, and I was charmed and disappointed. The

place looked right, with its steep, chuck-holed streets straggling

up the sagebrush hills, its wooden hotels and false-front cafes

and other places of business. The gamblers and prostitutes were

there and every other building of importance seemed to be a

combination dance hall and drinking place. The hot nights were

lively with music and painted dance-hall girls, and cowboy

ballad singers accompanying themselves with guitars. Even the

children of the town had caught the gold-rush spirit and were

giving outdoor minstrel shows in the hope of contributions.

Grand Coulee was a lively town, with its mingled smell of

dust and liquor and sagebrush and perfume, but it was a sophis-

ticated performance. The Old West was hoofing it again in

frontier dance halls, but it was dancing lightly in a farewell

performance that was an echo of the past. It was a wise and

regulated echo: there was no whole-hearted abandon, and no

brawls or gun play or public gambling or soliciting. With certain

deductions, it was a sophisticated show, with everything under

control. The only unfortunate thing that happened while I was

there was when a woman stabbed her jealous gambler husband

to death, and that was quite out of keeping with the place. Grand

Coulee did not have another serious crime in five years.

Just as Texas Jack was born to hang, Coulee Dam was fated

to be built. A million years ago, the Okanogan Ice Lobe built

a dam on the same site, put the Columbia River to work digging
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the Grand Coulee, and dissolved itself when the work was done.

Ever since the human mind first worked out the relationship

between the Coulee and the river, men have played and labored

with the idea of putting water back in the ancient river course.

The idea was not to cut out the Big Bend of the Columbia, but

to use the Grand Coulee as a storage reservoir for irrigation.

Dry Falls, apparently, is fated to remain dry forever: one of

the dikes making a reservoir of the Coulee will be just above

the sun-baked cliffs of the prehistoric falls.

So many people claim to have originated the idea of Grand

Coulee Dam that it is best to pass over individuals; without

pressure from large numbers of people, the work would never

have been undertaken. The impersonal Depression also deserves

part of the credit, for the work was started with PWA funds.

Before then, many army and civilian engineers tramped around

in the wilderness of the Coulee country, studying the possibility

of the project. One of them was General George W. Goethals,

but he was only one; and the project was more enormous than

the Panama Canal which he had built.

Actual work on the construction of the dam began in October,

1934, and the completed structure was turned over to the gov-

ernment on January 6, 1942. It is there between the barren

bronze and purple walls of the Columbia gorge a monolith

with a sloping face, reaching from one mountainside to another,

with a growing lake behind it, and the river water pouring

through channels in the middle of the dam.

Some visitors, seeing the dam for the first time, are left feel-

ing blank. They do not exactly feel that the dam is less than

they expected, but somehow they expected to get a different
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sensation from the greatest man-made structure of all time. It

is probably a fact that the dam looks neither large nor small.

It stretches, in proportion, between two rugged mountains, and

while it is not dwarfed by them, it could hardly look its size

between such companions.

Near the west end of the dam there is a government vista

house with a grandstand where visitors sit and look at the dam

while a young man with an amplifier interprets the structure.

He starts from the bottom up and tells you that the dam covers

two hundred acres; its foundation is white granite, and the

builders quarried down a hundred and eighty-five feet to root

the dam in that eternal white rock. Before this could be done,

it was necessary to detour a great river flowing through a rocky

gorge at a speed of fourteen miles an hour. Another incidental

at that time was the necessity of keeping wet soil from sliding

back into the excavation. This was done by improvising a re-

frigerator unit which kept a million tons of earth on ice.

The young man with the amplifier tells you that the dam is

made of 10,500,000 cubic yards of concrete, reinforced with

steel. It is 4,300 feet long and 550 feet high, and its sheer

weight is enough to hold back a flood of a million cubic feet

of water per second. The lake behind the dam is over 150 miles

long, and extends to the Canadian border. If and when arrange-

ments are made with Canada, the height of the dam may be

increased and the lake extended farther north.

The level of the present lake behind the dam is 180 feet

below the Grand Coulee, which is nearly two miles away, but

there will be no trouble forcing the water to that height and dis-

tance. It will go through a dozen pipes, each thirteen feet
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through, and each of the twelve pumps will be driven by a 65,-

000-horsepower motor. As an illustration of the capacity of the

pumps, all of them working together could divert the entire flow

of the Colorado River in two or three hours. In actual practice,

some of the pumps will be held in reserve, but if they were all

used at once, they would be no tax on the hydroelectric depart-

ment of the dam. The thirty-foot turbines which use part of the

water going over the dam generate 2,500,000 horsepower of

electric energy, most of which will be available to the industries

and homes of eastern Washington.

The young man with the amplifier will give you many more

figures, and with all of them together you may be able to build

up some mental conception of Coulee Dam; but its magnitude

never quite comes to life to the eye. The dam observes the same

laws of nature as the rugged landscape into which it is built ; if

it did not, it would not be there for long. The dam is also a natu-

ral thing, to the extent that it is on the exact site which nature

chose for a dam a million years ago, and much of it is built of

the same material. The Okanogan Ice Lobe carried a load of

more solid material with it, and when the ice melted it left a

gravel dam behind. Millions of tons of that same gravel have

gone into the concrete of the man-made dam.

The nearest I ever came to visual realization of the immensity

of the Grand Coulee project was five years ago, when the dam

was young and not much higher than the natural flow of the

Columbia. At that time, concrete was being poured by three

cranes that trundled about on wheels. The cranes were 375 feet

long, but because of their setting they did not look it. Their

track was on a steel bridge, three-quarters of a mile long and
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between two and three hundred feet above the completed portion

of the dam. The bridge looked sizable, and I was told that the

completed dam would be about two hundred feet higher, almost

from one mountain top to another. Sketched by the eye in the

air above the bridge, the dam seemed truly colossal.

When I saw it again, the thing had been done. In its upward

progress the dam had taken the bridge in its stride and the top

of that steel structure was buried under a good 200 feet of

other steel and concrete. But there was not the feeling of im-

mensity which I had expected. I looked at it for a while, and

then became interested in an engineer's toy which was a few

yards down the slope from where I was standing: a neat scale

model of some warehouses, complete even to some realistic toy

trucks set in front. While I was studying them, a toy man

emerged briskly from one of the buildings, climbed into a toy

truck and drove away. Then I knew that I had been looking at

normal-sized buildings and motor trucks, and mistaking them

for toys.

In perspective, Coulee Dam is a minute hyphen on the page

of the region which it will affect. The water backed up behind

the dam and pumped into Grand Coulee will eventually irri-

gate more than 2,500,000 acres of now arid but potentially

rich earth. This will make the dam wet nurse to an area the

size of Connecticut. Directly or indirectly, that area will support

a million people. Go there in 1972, and see the completed

project. That is what comes of man's playing with astronomical

figures. It is fun up to a certain point, but it is apt to carry a

sting of mortality that leaves you out in the cold. But I doubt if

such thoughts troubled those who planned and built the Coulee
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Dam. There is a saying that a man is immortal until his work is

done, and that feeling certainly touched those who worked on

the Big Job to provide for countless unborn generations.

One of the immortals was the brilliant engineer, Earl D.

Moody. The Grand Coulee Dam was such a tremendous project

that no single contracting company could handle it all. The

foundation of the dam was built by Mason-Walsh-Atkinson-Kerr

and Company, and after that other bidders were brought into a

vast merger of companies for the completion of the job. Earl

Moody, born in Texas and raised in Seattle, was chief engineer

of the resulting Consolidated Builders; he, more than anyone

else, was responsible for the Big Job with all its millions of

details. Moody was a veteran of the great Bonneville Dam, far

down the Columbia, but that was only a sample. As chief

engineer at Grand Coulee Dam, he was pioneering on a scale

which had never been attempted before except by nature in the

ice age.

Moody brought the Coulee Dam to completion, on schedule

and without a hitch. In the process he knew the feeling of im-

mortality, building more enduringly than the Okanogan Ice

Lobe, and seeing the upper Columbia return to the lake which

it had been a million years before.

On January 6, 1942, the completed dam was accepted by

government officials in behalf of the people of the United States,

and of future generations of Americans. On that January day
there was snow on the face of the desert which was about to be

given fertility, and snow on the barren mountains along the

Columbia, like the ghostly return of the ice age which had built

the first dam. Government men, army engineers and construc-
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tion officials from all over the West stood there in the icy wind

blowing out of a million years of the past that had been brought

back to shape the future; and they stood with uncovered heads

as the ashes of Chief Engineer Earl D. Moody were given to the

winds of the ice age and scattered over the dam.

Earl Moody had died suddenly two days before, as Grand

Coulee Dam was completed. He was thirty-four years old, but

he had lived a million years.

The minds that juggled with time and floods and drought also

took into account human greed and speculation. Those dark-age

heritages have been streamlined out of the clean engineering

job of the Columbia Basin project. The price of irrigated land

is set by law at under $25 an acre, and the additional charge

for water rights will be payable over a period of forty years

without interest. Individuals are limited to forty acres each,

and couples to eighty. Those who break the Anti-speculation

Law of 1937 will see their holdings turn to dust, with irrigation

water withheld until heavy penalties are paid.

The Grand Coulee Dam was conceived in enlightenment and

built in peace, for American generations living in a secure

world. But while the last buckets of concrete were being poured,

bombs were falling at Pearl Harbor, and the completed dam was

accepted by a nation under attack.

How does the project appear today the symbol of a better

world, seen through the sleet storms of war? For one thing,

that war will be decided by electrical power for defense indus-

tries. And there is Grand Coulee Dam, the greatest power plant

in the world, going into action with its two and a half million
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white horses. Another thing that will decide the outcome of war

is aluminum. Near the dam there are vast deposits of aluminum

ore that have never been tapped. The aluminum plants are now

building, and through them the great generators of the dam will

release the metal needed for air fleets.

Grand Coulee Dam was built for peace, and it will serve

countless generations living in peace. Meanwhile the dam is

magnificently able to fight for the kind of world for which it

was built.
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Chapter XIV

WASHINGTON STATE:
THE LIVING MAP

THE
simplest and most clear-cut picture of the State of

Washington is contributed by people who have never been

there. To them the whole state is forested with giant evergreens,

rain falls the year round, and radicalism flourishes in the wet

shade of the forest.

This picture would be helpful if it were true; but the State

of Washington is one of the most complex areas of its size in

the world, and a generalization which is true of one section is

fantastically untrue of others.

Here are some of the facts which show the impossibility of

generalizing:

Washington is a dense northern jungle with a rainfall of

twelve feet a year the heaviest in the United States.

Washington is a desert of sand dunes, scab rock, rattlesnakes,

and sagebrush, with a rainfall of six inches a year.

Washington has a, mild, almost subtropical climate that varies

only twenty degrees between winter and summer; palm trees,

figs, lemons, and bamboos thrive out of doors the year round.

Washington has a violent range of temperature that drops

a hundred and thirty degrees from hot summers to sub-zero

winters.

Washington averages only a few inches of snow a year; for
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several winters in succession there may not be enough to cover

the ground.

Washington has a snowfall of thirty feet a year.

All this is distressing to the quick and easy picture of a state ;

but when the map is studied carefully, the seeming contradic-

tions fall into harmonious place.

The State of Washington, about the size of New England, lies

between British Columbia on the north and Oregon on the south,

with Idaho at its east side and the Pacific Ocean on the west.

It is generally oblong in shape, with modifications on the western

and southern sides. From the map it appears that the state was

once an almost perfect oblong, but some generous soul hacked

out the upper left-hand corner to present to our good neighbors

in Canada. This piece of generosity is Vancouver Island. The

fragments scattered in the hacking process form the Canadian

archipelago off that island, and the San Juan Islands on the

American side of the international line.

Later, apparently, the generous soul decided to detach an-

other section of about the same size. He chopped one side of it

free on a north and south line, creating Admiralty Inlet and

Puget Sound. Then he started to cut from west to east, but

changed his mind after cutting the notch which is Gray's Harbor.

This section, more than half detached from the rest of the state,

is the Olympic Peninsula; its demarcation is completed by the

Olympic Loop Highway, which draws a line of good red road

around the area and separates it from the distinct physiograph-

ical area to the south.

The Olympic Peninsula, known as the "Last Frontier," is

dominated by the jagged Olympic Mountains, which, on their
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western slope, have up to twelve feet of rain a year. That means

industry on the part of the weather, and people have to watch

their opportunity to visit the region; there are only about two

months a year that even pretend at fair weather.

That forbidding climate produces the northern jungles or

rain forests: great firs, spruce, and cedars; mottled alders, with

a more subtle beauty than birch trees; maples festooned with

incredible hangings of moss; giant sword ferns, and riots of

brilliant toadstools that appear to be dancing over the waves of

deep moss that cover fallen logs. It is a kind of fairyland,

guarded by the jealous Rain God. In summer you cannot be

there long without hearing him coming through the woods on

his inexorable rounds; and in the fall hunters are sometimes

caught and drowned by the sudden flooding of rivers.

Two-thirds of the great peninsula is devoted to National Park

and National Forest, where elk, bear, deer, and cougars are left

to fight it out among themselves and preserve the balance of na-

ture. On the peninsula's hundred miles of coast there are five

Indian reservations and only one small harbor, which shelters

fishing boats. This harbor is on the estuary of the Quillayute

River, at the Indian village of La Push. The river ends only

twenty miles from its source in the mountains, and its mouth is

sheltered by great masses of rock on which the Pacific thunders

unceasingly. Close inshore there are sheer, tree-crowned islands

higher than they are wide, and a mile-long row of naked stone

fangs reaches out to sea.

In this dramatic setting the short-statured and pleasant Quil-

layute Indians support themselves by fishing and basket-making.

It is a long time since the tribe used to send its navy of a hun-
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dred war canoes north through the open Pacific to fight the

Makahs; but the men still carve good dugouts, and they are at

home with the Pacific. With the greatest nonchalance they will

take a visitor on a ride through the surf in a narrow, low-sided

canoe driven by an outboard motor.

La Push is the unofficial capital of the Indian coast for fifty

miles south. In the first four days of July the Indian Festival

brings the Quinalt, Hoh, and Queets tribes to La Push for native

games and dances, and water sports which include canoe races

and canoe tilting in the big Pacific breakers. One conclusion

drawn by white spectators is that the Indians are part sea otter

and cannot drown. That exhibition of skill goes back to the battle

of prehistoric man with a furious element. Justifiably, the most

thrilled of all the spectators are the Indian maidens, in bright

sports clothes, with lipstick and rouge and permanent waves.

Between La Push and Cape Flattery is the Ozette Indian

Reservation, bordering on beautiful, wild Ozette Lake. But the

Ozettes are gone, victims of the warfare between the Makahs to

the north and the Quillayutes to the south. In the old days when

the warriors of one tribe were going to raid the other, they

stopped on the way to practice on the Ozettes. If the raid was a

success, they celebrated on the way back by killing a few more;

if it was a failure, they bolstered their morale in the same way.

The Ozettes got it coming and going, and the tribe of seven

hundred families dwindled to one chief's son, who joined the

Makah tribe.

Jim Hunter, the "last of the Ozettes," now lives at Neah Bay,

where he operates a garage and a dance hall. He owns a seventy-

foot Diesel fishing boat and he can remember when the Makahs
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killed whales for food. They managed it with their big canoes

and wooden harpoons with ropes of twisted kelp and balloons

of sealskin. The balloons kept the whale from diving, and when

it was tired out the Indians stabbed it to death with wooden

lances and towed it home with many canoes.

The Makahs are descended from the fierce Haidahs of north-

ern British Columbia; they are fine, big specimens and they are

fortunate in their reservation on the wild and lonely cape. Until

recent years Neah Bay was accessible only by water; now an

indifferent road comes to a dead end within sound of the thunder-

ing breakers. At Neah Bay the visitor sometimes finds an ancient

adobe brick or piece of tile from the buildings of Bahia Nuez

Gaona, established by the Spanish in 1791 and abandoned soon

after. This last outpost of the last frontier was the first white

settlement in Washington.

Sir Francis Drake's Golden Hind sailed this coast in 1579,

and Juan de Fuca in 1592. In addition to the strait north of the

peninsula, a group of tall basalt columns near the cape is named

for Juan de Fuca, the Greek pilot with the Spanish nickname,

and a grim story revolves around them.

In the Seventies, a Quillayute Indian with a taste for showing

off climbed to the top of one of the Pillars of Juan de Fuca,

high above his admiring friends and the lonely Pacific. When

he started to descend, he discovered that his feet could not

see the meager finger- and toe-holds by which he had climbed

up, and he dared not venture down. His friends could not help

him, and in their despair they appealed to the Indian agent at

Neah Bay. The Indian agent was humane and practical; he took

his rifle and went directly to the scene of distress, where he shot
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the marooned Indian to put him out of his misery. The Indian's

bones are still up there on one of the Pillars of Juan de Fuca,

but anyone inclined to investigate should first make his arrange-

ment with the Indian agent at Neah Bay.

The coast of Washington is no languid shore, but icebergs are

never sighted there, and it has little frost or snow. Considering

that it is in the latitude of Newfoundland, the climate seems

incredibly mild. The clue to that may still be found on the

beach: a ball of greenish, bubble-flawed glass, which may be

the size of a baseball or the size of an overgrown pumpkin.

It is a float torn from a fishing net by some pre-war storm among

the Japanese islands ten thousand miles away. The float is proof

of the warm Japan Current which gives western Washington a

warmer-than-temperate climate in a sub-Arctic latitude. How-

ever, the glass floats are rarely found now; they were discon-

tinued in Japanese waters several years ago, and their more

recent use on this side has been discouraged. Because they are

invisible even at short distances, the glass floats were useful for

Japanese poaching operations in Alaskan waters.

Speaking of things brought by the sea from Japan raises the

thought that this lonely stretch of shore might seem a possible

invasion coast. It might have been, once. But though it has been

made more lonely by the removal of some Japanese who seemed

inappropriate, defense measures have made it less lonely than

it appears from the sea.

South of the Olympic Peninsula, in the Willapa Hills region,

Gray's Harbor drives its wedge into the low coast, with the big

lumber towns of Hoquiam and Aberdeen at its point. Fifteen

miles farther south, around Cape Shoalwater, is the entrance to
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Willapa Harbor. The port is on the dredged and sheltered bend

of Willapa River, and the shallow bay extends twenty-five miles

to die south, behind the shelter of Long Beach.

Willapa Harbor is rich with the smells of salt water, tide

flats, and sea grass; the smell of newly cut fir and cedar mingles

with the flavor of the past. It is a region of exploded real-estate

bubbles, ghost towns of the earlier lumber industry, beach

colonies, and living towns rooted in a lumber and shingle in-

dustry which has been revived and in oystering, the big in-

dustry.

Six miles south of the warm and shallow waters of Willapa

Harbor, the coast of Washington ends with a roar at North Head.

From that high headland with its lighthouse, one can hear the

thunderbursts of the Pacific in Dead Man's Hollow and watch

the ocean turn to living breakers on the sands of Peacock Spit.

Five miles away, on the Oregon side of the Columbia River, is

Clatsop Spit, with more living breakers reaching out toward the

dredged channel of the great river.

Peacock Spit was named for the U. S. S. Peacock, lost a hun-

dred years ago by Lieutenant Wilkes' expedition; Dead Man's

Hollow for the crew of the barque Vandalia that drifted in, keel

up, in 1883; and Desdemona Sands, now disappeared, for the

lost Desdemona. These few miles of breakers and shifting sands

are the graves of scores of ships with familiar-sounding or

foreign names: Iowa, Oshkosh, Potomac, North Bend, Cairns-

more, Cavour, City of Dublin, Fern Glenn, Devonshire, Peter

Iredale, Austernixie, Mindora, Corsica, Rosecranz, and Ro-

chelle; ships with proud or enterprising names like Great Re-

public, Admiral, Champion, Rival, Cape Wrath, Industry, and
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Architect, ships with lovely names: Ariel, Aurora, Nimbus,

Primrose, Firefly, and Morning Star; ships with women's names:

Marie, Isabella, Josephine, Jenny Ford, Ellen, and Edith Lorn.

The Columbia bar did for them all.

Jetties from Peacock Spit and Clatsop Spit, the constant work

of dredgers, and able pilots these have robbed the Columbia

bar of many of its dangers, but it continues to take an occasional

ship. The latest one was lost on a black night when navigation

lights suddenly went out and left it in primeval darkness on the

treacherous river. It was too much for the ship; she ran aground

and was a total loss. That was during the first blackout of the

present war.

Inside the Columbia bar an ocean-going vessel finds itself on

one of the great rivers of the earth. At ten knots it can steam

inland for half a day, past islands and cities and beautiful

forested shores. A hundred and twenty miles inland the great

Bonneville Dam bars the way; it seems that the ship can go no

farther. But it is led into the great navigation lock, which closes

and fills and lifts it up sixty feet. Then it is let out into the deep

lake behind the dam. The ship steams on, between great forests,

through the snow-peaked Cascade Mountains, and out among

the naked hills of the arid interior.

That is a spectacular voyage, but it is not seagoing. The

proper sea road into Washington lies nearly two hundred miles

to the north of the Columbia bar, where Tatoosh Island, like a

period, marks the farthest tip of the United States. The island,

sheer-sided and high, is crowned with green grass, a lighthouse

and white government buildings; and great Pacific swells burst

white on black rocks. Around the island and the corner of Cape
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Flattery the Strait of Juan de Fuca stretches between mountain-

ous Vancouver Island and the great forested hills of the Olympic

Peninsula. It is fifteen miles wide and hundreds of feet deep,

and free of all treachery.

Seventy miles from the open sea the great sea road forks at

the end of Vancouver Island. The entire channel toward the

north is forty miles wide, but it is strewn with the satellite

islands of Vancouver and the hundred and seventy-odd San

Juan Islands which are a part of Washington.

On the mainland, twenty miles from the Canadian border,

is the lusty city of Bellingham, dedicated industrially to lumber

and coal and canning. It is an ambidextrous city : with one hand

it gathers salmon for its canneries; and with the other it cans

vegetables and fruit from the rich agricultural valleys to the

east. In recreation, the city has the same happy dualism: for

summer there are the lovely San Juan Islands in its front yard,

and for winter sports there is Mount Baker National Forest ad-

joining its back yard.

The southern fork of the sea road runs between the Olympic

Peninsula and Whidby Island into the Puget Sound country.

On the east side of Whidby is the alternate water route of Sara-

toga Pass waters that are deep and wide between magnificent

high shores. The salmon fishing there is excellent, and it is one

of the most restful cruising grounds in the world. In the usual

good summer weather, all the essential landmarks stand out

boldly miles and even hours ahead, and the gigantic simplicity

and beauty of the pass can produce a feeling of exaltation.

There is only one sting in that lordly waterway. At its north-

ern end, Whidby Island is linked to the mainland by a high
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bridge, and under that bridge, between towering walls of rock,

Saratoga Pass suddenly diminishes from a width of three miles

to the bottleneck of Deception Pass, a few hundred yards wide.

Whether the tide is coming or going, a large part of the Pacific

Ocean is trying to stampede through that obstructed and unyield-

ing bottleneck, and the small boat that is caught in it becomes

almost unmanageable. The final touch of pandemonium is the

overfall of waters caught in the pass.

Deception Pass is at least kind to motorists, who can drive

onto the northern end of the island, travel the forty-mile length

of it, and ferry to the mainland at the southern end. Whidby is

the second largest island in the United States, but from the

standpoint of comparative size it is unfortunate: thirty miles to

the northwest is Vancouver Island, almost as large as all the

islands in the United States put together.

The high shores of Whidby are pleasantly lonely and peaceful

above the deep-flowing tides, and they have a hypnotic effect on

those who look at them too long. One proof of this is the number

of Seattle people who have bought land for summer retreats at

the south end of the island; another is the number of New Eng-

land farmhouses on the beautiful seaward hillside in the region

of Penn's Cove. Ninety or more years ago, New England sail-

ing ships began carrying Puget Sound timber to San Francisco.

Each time they passed, their captains looked at the enchanted

shore of Whidby Island. Every now and then one of them quit

the sea and got himself a farm. The captains' New England

houses are still there, and so are their descendants.

West of the southern end of Whidby, Admiralty Inlet splits

on Foulweather Bluff and loses its identity. The larger of the
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resulting waterways continues south as Puget Sound ; the smaller

follows a south-southwesterly direction as Hood Canal. The

canal is a dead-end inlet, averaging about three miles in width;

it is straight as an artificial channel for fifty miles, then it

hooks sharply and runs northeast for another fifteen miles-

like an anchor with one fluke sunk deep in the Olympic Penin-

sula. It is on the favored side of the great peninsula, in the lee

of the mountains, where rainfall is moderate and the climate

gentle. During the long summer the sheltered waters of the canal

are the haven of campers and fishermen and boat owners and

clam diggers. Even in the late fall one may cruise there pleas-

antly without feeling any sting of frost in the air, though patches

of mountain snow are reflected in the quiet water.

This is the region of the Puget Sound Basin, which extends

from the Olympic Mountains on the west to the Cascade Moun-

tains on the east, and from the Strait of Juan de Fuca to about

thirty miles beyond the farthest penetration of salt water to the

south. In the heart of this basin are the waterways, islands,

and cities of the Puget Sound country, and its industries and

machinery for defense. The Bremerton Navy Yard is located on

an inlet opposite the harbor of Seattle. In the southern outskirts

of Seattle, on the highway to Tacoma, there are Boeing Field

and the Boeing factory. Traffic has been detoured in the interest

of national safety and because of the packed thousands of cars

that bring the airplane workers to their jobs; but from the de-

tour motorists can see the blacked-out windows of the great ex-

panding factory, and the long rows of Flying Fortresses and

Havoc bombers from the assembly line.

Thirty miles to the south is the city of Tacoma, linked to
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Seattle by three railroads, by airlines, motor highways, a chain

of rich agricultural valleys, and by Puget Sound. Tacoma is a

city of over a hundred thousand, with the world's largest saw-

mill at one end and one of the highest smelter chimneys at the

other, and many charming residences between.

In the days of the railroad monopoly, the Northern Pacific set

Tacoma up in business, and arbitrarily attempted to make it the

metropolis of Puget Sound. For a while it was a brash booster

town, but it has outlived all that and become a sedate and quiet

city. It has a magnificent marine view to the northwest; and to

the southeast the great rugged dome of Mount Rainier sits in the

sky as such a faithful guardian that it is easy to understand how

a generation of citizens fought to have the mountain's name

changed to "Tacoma."

To the south, Tacoma sprawls out and ends on a vast gravel

prairie that is a magnificent site for the city's airport and the

army's McChord Air Field.

West of the municipal airport, on Puget Sound, is the oldest

incorporated town in the state. Steilacoom was the metropolis of

Washington Territory in the fifties, and Fort Steilacoom was a

little way back on the prairie. But other towns boomed while

Steilacoom faded, and Captain Lafayette Balch, who founded

the town, died insane. Now Steilacoom is a few streets of gentle

old houses, and the site of the fort is occupied by the Western

State Hospital for the Insane.

Fifteen miles south of Steilacoom is the big military reserva-

tion of Fort Lewis, doing duty in its second world war. To the

west, Puget Sound spreads away in a labyrinth of islands, head-
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lands and channels with Olympia, at the head of Budd Inlet,

marking the farthest penetration of the Sound to the south.

East of the Puget Sound country the land climbs toward the

Cascades and the different world of "east of the mountains."

Even on overcast days which black out foothills and mountains,

the motorist is reminded of them. At intervals along the north-

south highways, from Everett to Mary's Corner down near the

Columbia, there are crossroad signs: STEVENS PASS, 60

MILES; or SNOQUALMIE PASS, 48 MILES; or CHINOOK

PASS, 50 MILES.

Stevens Pass is farthest north, on Highway 15, which leads

from the lumber city of Everett to the apple city of Wenatchee.

Snoqualmie Pass is on the highway between Seattle and Ellens-

burg. At the Seattle end it was once necessary to circle Lake

Washington; but the route has been streamlined by the pontoon

bridge, which allows a direct line between the pass and the

heart of the city. Snoqualmie, only three thousand feet high, is

the most comfortable and reliable of all the passes.

For those who change their minds beyond the summit and

wish to go to Cashmere or Wenatchee, Highway 10 swings north

over Blewett Pass, a long and dizzy way that spirals along steep

mountainsides. Blewett is something of an ordeal for the novice,

even when there is no ice on the road; but it can be avoided.

Chinook Pass, leading to Yakima, is the highest and grandest

of them all. It may be approached from widely separate places :

from Tacoma in the north, or Mary's Corner on Highway 99,

sixty miles farther south. The two roads converge on the eastern

shoulder of Mount Rainier, and the pass is only ten miles from
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the great summit whose snows look almost close enough to touch.

At the extreme southern border of the state, the Columbia

River Highway requires no climb over the Cascades. The river

has its own break through the mountains and the highway fol-

lows it in one place actually through the mountain, where the

arched gallery of the road is hewn out of living rock.

Approaching one of the northern passes from the west, the

highway climbs easily past small settlements and stump farms

and great hills strewn with the shattered remnants of forests,

and through the big timber of some national park or forest. At

the higher altitudes there are light-colored tamaracks mixed

with the darker evergreens; often there are clouds caught and

punctured by the tops of big trees, with their loads of moisture

spilling out in rain or snow. These clouds that fail to make the

summit account for the change in climate on the other side.

Beyond the summit of the Cascades the air is dryer, and it is

almost certain to be hotter or colder. The evergreens are pines,

and the woods more open; there are naked brown hills with

purple shadows, desert seas of gray-green sagebrush, bright

streams bordered with cottonwood, willows and quaking aspen,

and valleys that are fertile with irrigation, living green or white

under an airy surf of apple blossoms.

This is the different world of "east of the mountains," where

there is no Japan Current, no plentiful rainfall except in the

mountains, and no more sea. Eastern Washington is the land of

hot summers and cold winters, of irrigation ditches and of great

distances. Generalizations stop there: it is a complex area,

divided into three regions each large enough to be a state and

each with its own complexities.
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The Okanogan Highlands in Washington, a broad band along

the northern edge of the state, extend from the Cascade Moun-

tains east to Idaho, and from the Canadian border south to the

Big Bend of the Columbia and to the Spokane River. The settle-

ments of the Okanogan country follow rivers which flow from

north to south: the Methow, Okanogan, Sanpoil, upper Colum-

bia, Colville and Clark Fork. Between those rivers, more than

two-thirds of the entire region is taken up by national forests

and the Colville and Spokane Indian reservations. Beyond this,

the Okanogan country challenges description. It is possible to

say that here is a level plain, there is a valley with bunch-grass

hills, and there is rich, arable land; but that does not help much

with a picture of the region. The level plain is probably next

to a mountain a mile high; the treeless, grassy valley opens into

one rugged with pine timber, and the tillable stretch ends in a

sudden jumble of bad lands. The same things that make it diffi-

cult to describe also make it one of the most interesting and least

known areas in the West.

And yet, when the Okanogan was at its most inaccessible, it

was discovered by men of perception. One of them was Hiram

Smith of Kennebunkport, Maine. Smith was city editor of the

New York Tribune under Horace Greeley, who said: "Go west,

young man." Hiram Smith went, and settled on the Okanogan

River, near the Canadian border. He married the daughter of

an Okanogan chief in a tribal ceremony, planted the first

orchard, irrigated the first land, and became Okanogan Smith.

Guy Waring was another literate pioneer, who settled in the

Okanogan. While he was ranching and keeping store in the

Methow valley, he sometimes had letters from Theodore Roose-
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velt and Owen Wister, whom he had known at Harvard. Many

people in the Okanogan maintain that The Virginian has its set-

ting in the Methow valley, disguised as Wyoming. It is true at

least to the extent that some of the episodes in the book occurred

in the Okanogan. Owen Wister visited Guy Waring twice in

1892 and in 1898 and he sets down the fact in his introduc-

tion to Waring's book, My Pioneer Past. In it he also records the

difficulty of reaching the Methow valley. In 1898, when trans-

portation had improved, he and his wife were able to go by

train to Wenatchee, where they took a stern-wheel steamboat up

the Columbia and Methow rivers. The steamboat was a high-

pressure affair which was fed with logs while it was snorting up

the rapids of the Columbia. At the rapids of the Methow, the

river stood on end, and the steamboat could not get up in the

ordinary way. So a long hawser was carried to the top of the

rapids and secured, the other end was led to a donkey engine

on board and the steamboat began climbing the nightmare

slide of white water, hand over hand. Halfway up, the hawser

broke, and the steamer careened back to the foot of the rapids.

There, Wister and his wife insisted firmly on being put ashore.

The Okanogan country has not changed greatly in fifty years,

and it is still not overpopulated. In that area, the size of Massa-

chusetts, there is only the lightest sprinkling of towns, the largest

with a population of 2,600.

The great Columbia River Basin lies south of the Okanogan

Highlands and east of the Cascade Mountains, covering more

than a quarter of the entire state. It is a big area, but it is only

a fraction of the country ruled over by Spokane in its north-

eastern corner.
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Spokane is one of the essential cities of the earth. It is the

largest city within twelve hundred miles to the east and six hun-

dred miles to the south, and it is the unofficial capital and official

trading center of all the country within a radius of one hundred

and fifty miles. Spokane's sphere of influence includes the

Okanogan and Columbia Basin regions of Washington, north-

eastern Oregon, northern Idaho, northwestern Montana, and

part of southern British Columbia. This interstate and interna-

tional region is the Inland Empire ; it is rich in wheat lands and

mining and lumbering, and it is a nerve center of railroads and

highways and airlines.

The city, with a population of 122,000, is built astride the

Spokane River and around its high waterfall. It is a rushing

modern city, very sure of itself and of its roots that go out into

four states and two countries.

South of the wheat lands of the Spokane plains are the wheat

lands of the great, gently rolling hills of the Palouse country;

on the southeast more wheat lands and rolling hills go up toward

the Blue Mountains of the Walla Walla country a distinct

physiographical region in the lower right-hand corner of the

state. On the southern edge of the Columbia there are the high

and rolling and barren Horse Heaven Hills. On the southwest-

ern and western side of the basin, the Yakima valley is a half-

million-acre garden among barren sagebrush hills. From the sky

in the west, the great snow peaks of Mount Adams and Mount

Rainier look down at the dramatic examples of before-and-after

irrigation. Two of the results of irrigation are the prospering

cities of Yakima and Ellensburg, which began life as trading

posts in desert country.
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North of the Yakima valley, the apple valley of Wenatchee

squeezes in between the Cascade Mountains and the Columbia

River. The trim, well-poised town of Wenatchee is the apple

capital of the world, although it has a population of only a lit-

tle over eleven thousand. The orchard-packed valley, too, is

small, and it gives the dramatic impression of having got there

only by a miracle. The mountains press against the valley on the

west, with some of the spiralings of wicked Blewett Pass looking

down on the tender green or white foam of the orchards. On the

east, the narrow valley is crowded by the Columbia River, and

just across the river lies the stubborn and arid Big Bend

country.

The Big Bend of the Columbia holds high, rugged plateau

lands; the parched, ancient watercourse of Moses Coulee; Grand

Coulee seventy miles long, with its dusty red cliffs, its bead

chain of alkali lakes of different colors, and its dry falls which

are so tremendous that they make couples who visited Niagara

wonder if they were properly married. There are many other

things in the northwestern Columbia Basin: petrified forests,

rock carvings and paintings by ancient peoples, sand dunes and

wildernesses of sagebrush and scab rock. The map of the region

is given a blank look by innumerable wide areas without a set-

tlement or road or stream to be recorded. This is grim, desert

country where only a few inches of rain fall during the year.

In 1892, Owen Wister journeyed through the Columbia Basin

in a freight wagon that stirred up dust like a moving pillar of

cloud. On the way, he saw something which he thought ex-

pressed the region: It was a signpost with the information:
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"TWENTY MILES TO WATER"; under it, someone had writ-

ten vehemently, "ONE MILE TO HELL."

After fifty years, the desert country has not changed; it is still

twenty miles to water, and the Columbia River has never stirred

to nurse the thirsty land it holds absent-mindedly in the great

crook of its arm. But the land is not as forgotten as it looks.

Man is about to teach Nature, and nourishment is on the way.

Presently 2,500,000 acres of desert will disappear under the

gardens of diversified farms as a forbidding area changes and

fits into the rich and useful pattern of a state.
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